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     “Five of Hearts”
An FT-17 tank built by the French in 1917, the 
“Five of Hearts” was operated by the Americans 

upon their entrance into the war. The rugged 
machine – which now sits on display at the 
National Museum of the U.S. Army – was issued 
to the 344th Tank Battalion, a unit in which a 
young George S. Patton was a colonel.

    Front Cover Art:  Five of Hearts
Mark Karvon.  This limited edition print captures 
the tank during one of its open warfare engage-
ments, approaching a trench with its signature 
playing card symbol on the side. 24"x 16". 
Signed by the artist!                   #105090  $79.95

    Display Model – This 1/72 scale resin model – one of the most popular collect-
ibles in our Wings of the Great War: Armor Collection – replicates the World 

War I tank featuring textured surface details, accurate weaponry, realistic 
tracks, and a removable display base. 2¾" long.  #700656  $29.95

Kit  
Uniquely fea-

turing its own diorama base (with sandbags and 
broken wood pieces), this 1/35 scale plastic kit – with “Five of Hearts” decals – 
also comes with riveted details, an optional-position driver’s hatch, a mov-
able suspension system, on-vehicle tools and equipment, and workable 
track links. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 5½" long.                                                                                                            #105085  $39.95

A note about our products... Military Issue is proud to bring you the � nest quality products documenting the United States’ military history. To 
provide a comprehensive context for America’s armed forces, we carry products that represent enemy combatants such as Nazi Germany and Imperial 
Japan. It is not our intent to glorify those entities but to o� er you the most complete selection of historically accurate militaria available, lest we forget. 
A � nal reminder: the models, � gures and other collectibles in this catalog are not toys but rather are intended for collectors ages 14 and above.
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Dear Fellow Military Enthusiast,
    Just over a century ago this spring, the 
United States – for three years a wary observ-
er of the events in Europe – o�  cially entered 
World War I. Eighteen months later, the Allies 
declared victory with the help of these recently 
arrived “Doughboys.”
    Pay homage to American e� orts in the Great 
War with a new collectible featured below, 
including those celebrating the recognizable 
“Five of Hearts” FT-17 tank. � en be sure to 
check out the rest of our catalog for great new 

items including our Wild West � lm 
history collection (page 10), enormous 
1/6 scale 4 x 4 truck kit (page 26), and 
Crusader � gure set (page 49).
    So, � ip through and choose your favorites! 
� en call us toll free at 800-989-1945, mail in 
the order form provided, or place your order 
online at MilitaryIssue.com.

    � anks for 
shopping with us!

    – Greg Herrick
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The Great War and the 
American Experience
Cabanes.  Commemorating the 
100th anniversary of America’s 
involvement in the Great War, 
this book features rare archival 
photographs from the French 
Ministry of Defense, along with 
the untold stories of World War I 
soldiers. In addition, read in 

detail the training camp experience, the journey overseas, and 
interactions with Allied soldiers. 160 pages, 9¾"x 10¼", 
hardcover.                                                                    #104564  $29.95

WWI .45 Caliber
Clip Pouch
Replicating a magazine 
carrier issued to American 
soldiers during the Great 
War, this khaki-colored 
pouch features an au-
thentic cotton webbing 
material, two .45 caliber 
clip compartments, and 
“JT&L 1918” markings. 
6" tall.
       #104905  $14.95

    Display Model – This 1/72 scale resin model – one of the most popular collect-
ibles in our Wings of the Great War: Armor Collection 

War I tank featuring textured surface details, accurate weaponry, realistic 
tracks, and a removable display base. 2¾" long.
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Uniquely fea-
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LIMITED EDITION

1/72 SCALE

turing its own diorama base (with sandbags and 
broken wood pieces), this 1/35 scale plastic kit – with “Five of Hearts” decals – 
also comes with riveted details, an optional-position driver’s hatch, a mov-

39.95

LIMITED EDITION
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New & Noteworthy   This is just a sampling of the new 
items in this edition of Military Issue. 
Find more throughout the catalog!

Vietnam War Army 
Helicopter Nose Art
Brennan.  Carrying on the nose art tradition 
of the Second World War, many helicopters in 
Vietnam were painted with memorable images 
that tested the limited of political correctness 
and military directives. Featuring a selection of 
never-before-published photos, this title o� ers an 
incredible roster of vibrantly painted choppers – 
each one with their name, unit, photo date and 
location, and anecdotal information. 144 pages, 
250+ color and B&W photos, 8½"x 11", softcover.           #105023  $29.95

A-26B 
Invader Model
The very last A-26 
Invader to be released 
by Hobby Master, this 
1/72 scale, die cast 
model of a “B” variant 
from August 1945 fea-
tures a detachable canopy, 
realistic ventral and (rotating) 
dorsal gun turrets, a detailed bomb bay 
(with opening doors and bomb load), optional-position landing 
gear, authentic 89th BS markings, and a display stand. 11¾" wingspan.                     

Vietnam Veteran 
Apparel
Stylish tributes to 
those who served 
in Southeast Asia, 
these 100% cotton 
apparel items are 
reminders of the debt 
we owe our Vietnam veterans.
“He Who Sheds Blood” 
T-Shirt                    #104084
“Time to Honor” 
Cap
  #105071
   $18.95

M, L, XL:  $19.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

“He Who Sheds Blood” “He Who Sheds Blood” 
                    #104084                    #104084
“Time to Honor” “Time to Honor” 

  #105071
18.95

Donald Trump “45th President” $2 Bill
 Featuring a left and right side portrait of Donald Trump, this 
    colorized $2 bill – full legal tender – is a terri� c celebration 
     of the 45th President! Includes a presentation folder 
     and a certi� cate of authenticity.            #105087  $16.95

800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com

 Featuring a left and right side portrait of Donald Trump, this  Featuring a left and right side portrait of Donald Trump, this 
    colorized 
     of the 45
     and a certi� cate of authenticity.            

800-989-1945

 Featuring a left and right side portrait of Donald Trump, this 
    colorized 
     of the 45
     and a certi� cate of authenticity.            

                  Lee-Enfield Ri� e Case
A perfect � t for your Lee-En� eld ri� e, this expertly 
crafted canvas case features an exterior pocket, two 
sling swivels, and “JT&L London 1940” 
markings. 
46" long, 
10" wide 
at the top.  
  #105088
  $34.95

                  Lee-Enfield Ri� e Case
A perfect � t for your Lee-En� eld ri� e, this expertly 

1991 
Soviet 5-
Banknote 
Set
Representing 
the very last 
currency issued by the Soviet Union before 
its 1991 collapse, these banknotes include 1, 3, 5, 10, and 25 ruble denomina-
tions – the last of which was issued at the height of the Cold War in 1961, as 
no 25 ruble notes were printed after that series. Each one comes 
lightly circulated with striking Communist imagery!            #104861  $24.95

New & Noteworthy

One of Germany’s 
most recognizable 
handguns, the C96 
Mauser – featuring a distinc-
tive magazine box in front of 
the trigger – was in service from 
the late 19th century through the 1960s. Replicating 
the iconic weapon with a unique shoulder stock (o� ering the stability of 
a longer-range ri� e), this pistol comes with all of the original’s memorable 
features, including its broom-handle grip! 25½" long.                                                                                                                      #104782  $229

One of Germany’s 
most recognizable most recognizable 
handguns, the C96 
Mauser – featuring a distinc-
tive magazine box in front of 
the trigger – was in service from 
the late 19th century through the 1960s. Replicating 
the iconic weapon with a unique shoulder stock (o� ering the stability of the iconic weapon with a unique shoulder stock (o� ering the stability of 

One of Germany’s One of Germany’s 
most recognizable most recognizable 
handguns, the C96 
Mauser – featuring a distinc-
tive magazine box in front of 
the trigger – was in service from 
the late 19th century through the 1960s. Replicating 
the iconic weapon with a unique shoulder stock (o� ering the stability of 

1896 C96 Mauser Pistol 
with Shoulder Stock

American Experience
The Presidents

Featuring 15 DVDs and 34 hours of gripping content, 
this American Experience collection is the de� nitive 
source on modern U.S. Presidents! Ten award-winning 
documentaries examine some of the 20th century’s 
most iconic leaders – among them, Roosevelt, 
Kennedy, Nixon, and Reagan – and their intersection 

of private and public life, as well as the 
turbulent global events that shaped 

their presidencies.                                    #105073  $99.95
34 Hours on 15 DVDs!

Find more throughout the catalog!

Invader Model
The very last A-26 
Invader to be released 
by Hobby Master, this 
1/72 scale, die cast 
model of a “B” variant 
from August 1945 fea-
tures a detachable canopy, 
realistic ventral and (rotating) 
dorsal gun turrets, a detailed bomb bay 
(with opening doors and bomb load), optional-position landing 
gear, authentic 89th BS markings, and a display stand. 11¾" wingspan.                     

#980771  
      $77.95

LIMITED EDITION

1/72 SCALE

Stug III

The most-
produced Nazi 
AFV of World War II, 
the Stug III – built on 
the Panzer III chassis – featured a 
very low silhouette, and was suc-
cessful as both an assault gun and 
tank destroyer. Replicating the 
lethal machine as well a quintet of 
momentarily relaxed grenadiers, 
these 1/30 scale collectibles are 
striking additions to any showcase!

  A: Stug III – Includes two 
  operator � gures. Polystone. 
  9" long.                   #104793  $299
  B: 2-Piece Gun Crew #1  
  Metal. 2½" tall.         #104883  $89
  C: 3-Piece Gun Crew #2  
  Metal. 2½" tall.     #104884  $139

LIMITED EDITION

1/30 SCALE A

C

B

Authentic Artifact!

See Page 23 for More Grenadier Figures!

See Page 47 for More 
Soviet Collectibles!

See Page 28 for More 
Allied Accessories!

See Page 59 for More!

See Pages 44-45 for More 
Vietnam Veteran Items!

Shipping restrictions  
apply. Call for details.
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Pre-WWI   Revolutionary War 

Gadsden Flag Collectibles
Designed during the � rst year of the American Revolution, 
the Gadsden Flag is a recognizable symbol of national pride 
and independence – featuring the coiled and ready-to-
strike snake with the iconic words, “Don’t Tread on Me.”

NEW! Black & White Flag – Constructed of heavy-duty 
polyester fabric, this replicated � ag bears both the epic 
phrase and symbolic snake. It arrives ready to 
hang with brass grommets. 5'x 3'.           #104778  $16.95

the Gadsden Flag is a recognizable symbol of national pride 

16.95

Caps – Featuring the 
iconic words embroidered on the 
front, these 100% cotton caps also 
come with a pre-curved visor 
and adjustable brass 
buckle strap.                    $18.95 each

Black  #103913      Coyote  #103914    

Caps – Featuring the 
iconic words embroidered on the 

Retro T-Shirt  
Made of 100% cot-
ton, this black t-shirt 
features a classic, 
retro line drawing 
of a � erce orange 
snake!    
   #103857

M, L, XL:  $19.95   
2XL:  $21.95

Made in 
the USA.

Apron/Oven 
Mitt/Hot 
Plate Set This 
kitchen set is 
a unique item 
for any U.S. 
patriot! It 
includes a 
one-size-
� ts-all apron 
and oven 
mitt, and an 
8"x 8"
potholder. 
100% cotton.
   #100294
        $24.95

NEW! JFK Half Dollar Coin –  Showcasing 
the historic Gadsden flag, this genuine 
U.S. legal tender coin commemorates one 
of America’s most recognizable images in 
full color! Includes a certi� cate of authenticity 
and an acrylic coin capsule.     #104777  $9.95

#103857#103857

 Showcasing 

full color! Includes a certi� cate of authenticity 

9.95

� ts-all apron 

Apron/Oven 
Mitt/Hot 
Plate Set 
kitchen set is 
a unique item 
for any U.S. 
patriot! It 
includes a 
one-size-
� ts-all apron 

Made of 100% cot-
ton, this black t-shirt 
features a classic, 
retro line drawing 
of a � erce orange 

Made of 100% cot-
ton, this black t-shirt 
features a classic, 
retro line drawing 
of a � erce orange 

Apron/Oven 
Mitt/Hot 
Plate Set 
kitchen set is 
a unique item 
for any U.S. 
patriot! It 
includes a 
one-size-
� ts-all apron 

NEW! Folding Chair – Bring this comfortable, 
packable seat to any outdoor event, featuring the
    Gadsden snake and phrase printed 
     on the front.                                #104816  $19.95

Apron/Oven 

This 
kitchen set is 
a unique item 

� ts-all apron 

mitt, and an 

100% cotton.

24.95

The Soldier
Discover the Personal Experiences 
of Soldiers Throughout the History 
of Military Con� ict, from the Seven 
Year War to the Present Day
McNab.  Explore 300 years of military service 
in this book that covers the experienced 
infantryman of the 1700s to modern-day
warriors. Readers will enjoy this detailed 
guide's remarkable photography, 
commissioned � gure and kit artwork as well as 
in-depth text on every moment of a soldier’s 

life from how he lived to his death. 224 pages, 
8¾"x 10½", hardcover.                             #104783  $14.95

Fair American 
Kit
Based on the 14-gun 
privateer brig Fair 
American, which was 
crewed by American 
Loyalists in the April 8,
1782, Battle of Delaware, 
this museum-quality, 
1/48 scale, plank-on-
bulkhead kit includes 
high-quality, laser-cut 
and shaped basswood 
parts; extra wood 
strips to build a double 
planked hull; nylon 
rigging; guns, a cannon, 
chainplates, a bell, a 
wheel, and other wood, 
brass, and Britannia met-
al (pewter) detail parts; 
and a display stand. 
26½" long; 700+ parts, 
assembly required.
          #M902320  $249

Colonial-Era Leather 
Tri-corn Hat
Resembling a tri-corn hat worn by 
Europeans, pirates, and Colonial 
Americans alike during the 
18th century, this brown leatherette 
(100% polyester) hat features a durable, sewn trim 
and shaped sides for a weathered, vintage appearance. 
One size fits most.                                                                        #M651829 $34.95

8¾"x 10½", hardcover.                             #104783  14.95

Colonial-Era Leather 

Resembling a tri-corn hat worn by 
Europeans, pirates, and Colonial 

 century, this brown leatherette 
(100% polyester) hat features a durable, sewn trim 
and shaped sides for a weathered, vintage appearance. 

Over two-feet long!
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Revolutionary War    Pre-WWI   
Honor the birth 
of our nation by 
� ying a full-color 
Revolutionary-era 
� ag! Each of these 
premium reproduc-
tions come with 
brass grommets 
and reinforced 
edging. 5'x 3'.

$16.95 each

   A: Betsy Ross 
Among our first national 
� ag designs.         #M650945
B: Bedford – Carried by 
 the Bedford Minuteman 

Company and � rst � own in 
Concord on April 19, 1775. 
                                          #M602498
C: Continental – Carried by 
American troops who fought 
against British Regulars at
 Bunker Hill on 

                            June 17, 1775.                 #M650960

Revolutionary-Era Flags

Company and � rst � own in 

                            June 17, 1775.                 

A

B

C

Revolutionary War
                                                                       Spirit of 1776
                                                                           Freedom
                                                                        5-Piece
                                                    Gold-Plated Quarter Set
This lavish 24k gold-plated 5-coin set commemorates the earliest days of 
the republic through a high-definition colorization process. These authentic 
U.S. quarters are genuine legal tender coins that come with a certificate of 
authenticity as well as acrylic coin capsules to ensure their longevity. 
                                                                                                                #104817  $24.95

each

#M650945

#M602498

                                                                                                                

                                                                          18th Century
                                                                        Double-Barrel
                                                                Flintlock Pistols
                                             These ornate, highly detailed reproductions of the
                                       double-barrel Flintlock pistol feature the historic 18th 
             century design. Each pistol has a molded resin stock, a cast metal 

barrel tinted in a brass or silver finish, 
a stunning mock ivory grip, and an 
authentic trigger and 
lock mechanism. 
11½" long.                          $59.95 each

Brass  #104818         Silver  #104819

Show o�  your 
national spirit with 
a colorful American-
shaped steel sign, 
paying tribute to the 
Constitution. Includes 
mounting holes. 25"x 16".
                                    #700189  $39.95

Made in 
the USA.

Patriotic 
Metal Sign

American Treasures 
The Secret E� orts to Save the Declaration 
of Independence, the Constitution, and the 
Gettysburg Address
Puleo.  This historical title unleashes the history of 
numerous American events, from the adoption of 
the Declaration of Independence to our present 
day Fourth of July celebrations. American Treasures 
shows us, through exciting stories and in-depth

                   research, our nation’s fundamental values of liberty and
                  equality as well as the covered history of U.S. democracy. 
           432 pages, 6½"x 9½", hardcover.     
                                                                    #104785  Reg: $28.99  $14.45

SAVE 

50%

Founding Fathers
The Men Who Shaped Our Nation 
and Changed the World
This program "humanizes" the founding fathers of 
the United States to show them as they truly were 
– gifted politicians and American patriots, but also 
smugglers, rabble rousers, alcoholics, and adulter-
ers. Over the course of four episodes, you'll meet 
these men – � aws and all – and marvel at their 
courage and dedication to a singular cause as they risked 
their own lives, wealth, and reputations to stand up to British rule. 
3 hrs. 20 min.                                                                                  #MV50416  $24.95

U.S. Constitution Replica
"When in the course of human events it 
becomes necessary for one people to 
dissolve the political bands…" This 
authentic-looking replica of the 
U.S. Constitution – one of the most 
important documents in history – is 
printed on antiqued parchment paper 
that can be framed for display. 
12"x 14".                            #M600238  $7.95

"When in the course of human events it 
becomes necessary for one people to 

printed on antiqued parchment paper 

7.95

Founding 
Fathers 
Bobbleheads
Two of America’s most influential Founding 
Fathers are recreated with these light-hearted 
bobbleheads, each one arriving ready to 
display inside or out of their collectible
boxes. 9" tall.                                                              $24.95 each

A: Thomas Je� erson       #M601932
B: George Washington  #M601924

A B

“God Bless America” $2 Bill
The front of this commemorative $2 bill features 
President Je� erson surrounded by full-color images 
of patriotic words including “God Bless America.” 
Full-legal tender, it comes in a handsome present-
ation folder with a certi� cate of authenticity.              #102602  $16.95

“God Bless America” $2 Bill2 Bill
Made in 
the USA.
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Pre-WWI   Civil War Overview
The Civil War in 50 Objects
Holzer.  Discover new perspectives on the Civil War 
through this book that closely examines � fty objects 
from the New York Historical Society’s collection. 
Read the detailed stories behind each hand-selected 
item such as a soldier’s footlocker, Grant’s handwritten 
     terms of surrender at Appomattox, and even a 
    daguerreotype of an ex-slave. 380 pages, 
6¼"x 9¼", hardcover.                              #104821  $9.95

                                                                                                                                                           It’s “that damned Yankee ri� e 
that they load on Sunday and shoot all 
week!”  This museum-quality, non-� ring, 

  metal and wood replica of the 1860 Henry 
Repeating Ri� e, which was used by Union soldiers during the 

Civil War and in later years against the Plains Indians, features a tubu-
lar magazine underneath the 24" octagonal barrel, a working lever 
action, and a brass-� nished frame. 42" long.                         #M600272  $209

                                                                                                                                                           It’s “that damned Yankee ri� e 
that they load on Sunday and shoot all 
week!”  This museum-quality, non-� ring, 

  metal and wood replica of the 1860 Henry 
Repeating Ri� e, which was used by Union soldiers during the 

Civil War and in later years against the Plains Indians, features a tubu-

1860 Henry 
Repeating 
Rifle

       M1849 
Pocket Pistols
Replicating a pair of M1849 pocket 
pistols used extensively during the 
Civil War, these non-� ring weapons – 
conversation-starting additions to your military-
themed showcase – feature a silver � nish, 
wooden grips, and a working mechanism. 
7¾" long.                                              $59.95 each      Gray  #100640      Black  #100641

1918 Illinois Centennial Half Dollar
An extremely scarce coin, the 1918 Illinois Centennial 
Half Dollar – of which only 100,000 were ever made 
available – pays homage to the 21st state’s admission 
to the union in 1818. Struck in the final year of World 
War I, it is also unique in its beardless depiction of 
President Lincoln. 90% silver. Circulated. 
30.6mm diameter.                             #102455  $249

1918 Illinois Centennial Half Dollar

Genuine 
Artifact!

Civil War Officer 
Belt Buckles
These replica Civil War belt buckles 
are stunningly authentic. Made of 
stylish brass, they feature your 
choice of Union or Confederate war 
o�  cer design.                                          $19.95 each

A: Union – 3½" wide.  #M652595  
B: Confederate – 3¼" wide.  #M652596

A

#M652596

B

Sword
not 

included

    Abraham 
    Lincoln Bust 
   Sculpture
   Commemorate perhaps 
the greatest U.S. President 
of all time with this im-
maculately detailed 
cold cast bronze bust 
of Abraham Lincoln. 
Ready to display on 
the attached base, this 
sculpture measures 
7½" tall.
       #M519116  $29.95

Weapons of the 
Civil War Parchment 
Flyer Replica
           A unique way to capture 
          historical facts about the 
primary weapons used during 
the Civil War, this reproduction 
of a � yer has been purposely 
aged to look like it's from that 
era. It includes a pictorial guide 
with detailed information of 
each weapon on replicated 
parchment paper. 13¾"x 15¾".  

         #104822  $9.95

    The American Civil War
This 3-DVD set examines one of the most studied 
military con� icts in U.S. history – the American Civil 
War. Watch and experience the action from the soldier’s 
point-of-view, along with historic re-enactments, 

captivating period photography, authentic era music, 
and personal accounts. You’ll have the opportunity to 

learn the political and personal in� uences that inevitably 
caused this war. 4 hrs. 53 min. #102696  $12.95

item such as a soldier’s footlocker, Grant’s handwritten 

9.95

       Civil War 
       Campaign 
       Medal Replica
            Authorized on January 11, 

1905, the Army Civil War 
medal is considered the � rst 

campaign service medal 
of the U.S. military. It was 

awarded to those who 
served in the war be-

tween 1861 and 1865. This 
quality reproduction features a 
pro� le image of the 16th President.           
                                                  #104824  $24.95

            Authorized on January 11, 
1905, the Army Civil War 
medal is considered the � rst 

Ready to display on 
the attached base, this 
sculpture measures
7½" tall. President.           

    Abraham 
    Lincoln Bust 
   Sculpture
   Commemorate perhaps 
the greatest U.S. President 
of all time with this im-
maculately detailed 
cold cast bronze bust 
of Abraham Lincoln. 
Ready to display on 

campaign service medal 
of the U.S. military. It was 

quality reproduction features a 
 President.            President.           

    Abraham 
    Lincoln Bust 
   Sculpture
   Commemorate perhaps 
the greatest U.S. President 
of all time with this im-
maculately detailed 
cold cast bronze bust 
of Abraham Lincoln. 
Ready to display on 
the attached base, this 
sculpture measures
7½" tall.

            Authorized on January 11, 
1905, the Army Civil War 
medal is considered the � rst 

campaign service medal 
of the U.S. military. It was 

 President.           

Pocket Pistols
Replicating a pair of M1849 pocket 
pistols used extensively during the 
Civil War, these non-� ring weapons – 
conversation-starting additions to your military-
themed showcase – feature a silver � nish, 
wooden grips, and a working mechanism. 

Civil War, these non-� ring weapons – 
conversation-starting additions to your military-
themed showcase – feature a silver � nish, 

Shipping 
restrictions apply. 

Call for details.

Civil War Officer 
Sword Belt
Constructed of premium 
black leather, this 
Civil War sword belt 
– replicating one 
worn by officers – features 
quality brass fittings and an 
adjustable shoulder strap. 
Buckle not included. 
55" long in total.                      
                    #102782  $69.95

Gatling Gun Kit 

Firing 350 rounds per minute, 
the Gatling gun – adopted by the U.S. Army in 1866 – 
was without equal in the era of single-shot ri� es. Based on the Model 1866 
Gatling gun, this 1/16 scale metal kit features six 25.4mm barrels, spoked 
wheels, a metal chain, and plenty of detail parts. Assembly 
required. 7¾" long.                                                                   #M902321  $69.95

Firing 350 rounds per minute, 
the Gatling gun – adopted by the U.S. Army in 1866 – 
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“Deep Spring Whiskey” 
Metal Sign
Mounted on Traveller, Gen. Robert E. Lee 
salutes his supporters while a nurse gives 
a wounded soldier a swig of whiskey to 
 numb the pain of his injury. Made of 24-
  gauge steel, this reproduction of a Deep 
 Spring Whiskey advertisement measures  
12½"x 16" and includes mount-
ing holes.                    #M601024  $14.9514.95

7

Civil War: Confederacy    Pre-WWI   
Confederate Flags
Made of premium polyester, 
these colorful � ags – which 
feature reinforced edging 
and brass grommets – are 
replicas of ones � own by 

the South during the 
Civil War. 5'x 3'.                

$16.95 each

A: Robert E. Lee 
      Headquarters  
                        #M650959
B: NEW! Second 
      National (with 
      Gadsden Snake)       
                              #104804

Confederate Camo Caps
Wear your Southern Pride everywhere you 
go with these embroidered caps featuring 
the Confederate battle � ag! They each 
o� er a cool camou� age design with 
an adjustable strap for 
a great � t.                           $16.95 each

A: Battle Flag               B: “Border Patrol”
                 #102791                              #102788

Confederate Camo Caps
Wear your Southern Pride everywhere you 
go with these embroidered caps featuring 
the Confederate battle � ag! They each 

each

A: Battle Flag               B: “Border Patrol”

www.MilitaryIssue.com 7

1864 $30 
Confederate 
Bond 
Certificate
Issued in 1864, 
this authentic $30 

Confederate bond coupon – which originally came as 
a sheet of 60, sold for $1,000, and was returned within 
six months for $1,800 – features the signature of the 
Register of the Treasury, Robert Tyler (son of president 

John Tyler). This certificate miraculously survived the end 
of the war, as most of its kind were destroyed after the fall of the 
South. 3"x 1½".                                                                                   #101352  $14.95

1864 
Confederate 
Bond 
Certificate
Issued in 1864, 
this authentic 

Confederate bond coupon – which originally came as 

Sheet not included.

Genuine Artifact!

Confederate  
 Battle Flag 
Woven Blanket
Soft to the touch and 
stylishly faded, this 
woven blanket – which 
measures 72"x 48" – 
 features a full-color 

                                    image of the 
Confederate battle flag.    #M650979  Reg: $49.95  $39.95

Robert E. Lee Pocket Watch
Keep track of time in style with this classic 
pocket watch! Featuring a gold-tone finish, 
chain with fob, quartz movement, profile 
of Robert E. Lee (on the outer shell and 
inside face), and gift box, this watch recalls 
the elegance of an era. 
                         #M602154  $17.95

Add some “color” to your Confederate 
showcase! These 1/30 scale metal 
� gures are hand-painted replicas of 
Southern � ag bearers, complete 
with their corresponding colorful 
state � ag. 4" tall.                                                                                                       $26.95 each 

Made of premium polyester, 
these colorful � ags – which 

and brass grommets – are 

the South during the 
Civil War. 5'x 3'.                

each

                        #M650959

Civil War: Confederacy    
Confederate Flags
Made of premium polyester, 

Civil War: Confederacy    
Confederate Flags
Made of premium polyester, 
these colorful � ags – which 

and brass grommets – are 

the South during the 
Civil War. 5'x 3'.                

each

                        #M650959

Civil War: Confederacy    

A: Army of 
     Northern Virginia  #104002         
B: NEW! South Carolina  #104440                                
C: NEW! Alabama  #104825                                
D: Virginia State  #104030
E: North Carolina  #104031

a wounded soldier a swig of whiskey to 
 numb the pain of his injury. Made of 24-
  gauge steel, this reproduction of a Deep 
 Spring Whiskey advertisement measures  
12½"x
ing holes.                    

Confederate O�  cer’s Sword 
Based on the sword and scabbard issued to 
o�  cers of the Confederacy during the Civil War, 
this premium quality reproduction features a 
polished, high-tempered carbon steel blade; a 
leather handle with a brass-� nished hand guard; and a steel 
scabbard with hanger loops. 43" long.                                #M651794  $69.95

43" Long!

“Heritage Not 
Hatred” Folding Knife
Bearing a Confederate � ag design on its handle, 
this high-quality folding knife is a great collector’s item as well 
as for utility use! The sharp, black blade reads “Heritage Not Hatred” 
to enhance its already unique look. 4½" closed, 8" open.       #104827  $9.95

Wade Hampton’s Iron Scouts
Confederate Special Forces
Thomas.  Wade Hampton’s Scouts were the main component 
of the comprehensive intelligence network constructed by 
Generals Robert E. Lee, J.E.B. Stuart, and Wade Hampton, 
serving from late 1862 to the end of the Civil War. Posted 
behind enemy lines, the Scouts provided important military 
information to their generals and they also became know-
ledgeable on unconventional warfare. 144 pages, 
18 B&W photographs, 6"x 9", softcover.   #104826  $21.95

replicas of ones � own by 

                        #M650959
B: 
      National (with 
      Gadsden Snake)       
                              #104804

Add some “color” to your Confederate 

Hatred” Folding Knife
Bearing a Confederate � ag design on its handle, 
this high-quality folding knife is a great collector’s item as well 

A B C
D

SAVE 

$10

A

B

A

B

1/30 
SCALE

Confederate 
     Color 
       Bearers

E
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Pre-WWI   Civil War / Union / Naval 
     Union Flags
        These accurate 
reproductions of Union � ags, 
featuring 34 or 35 stars, are 
made of high-quality polyester 
and feature a canvas header, 
and brass grommets for easy 
hanging. 5'x 3'.                                  $16.95 each

               A: NEW! 35-Star Flag 
                                                          #104838
               B: 34-Star Flag       #M601647

     Union Flags
        These accurate 
reproductions of Union � ags, 
featuring 34 or 35 stars, are 
made of high-quality polyester 
and feature a canvas header, 
and brass grommets for easy 
hanging. 5'x 3'.                                  

               
                                                          

LIMITED EDITION

Civil War Naval Cannon Model 
This 1/12 scale 18th century naval 
cannon features a 10” elevating 
barrel, wooden trunk carriage, 
and rotating wheels with real rope 
breaching. Weighs 2½ lbs. 4¾" tall. 
                                                               #104823  $99.95

1/12 SCALE

each

#104838 SAVE
OVER

 60%

Civil War Sketch Book
Drawings from the Battlefront 
Katz and Virga.  Famous draftsmen 
Winslow Homer and Thomas Nast created 
important, timeless sketches from the 
Civil War. Illustrators were known as 
“Special Artists” that drew life-changing 

moments of soldiers in the camps and on 
the battle� eld. Discover an array of incredible

        drawings in this book, including rare views of Shiloh, 
                        Antietam, Vicksburg, and Gettysburg. 288 pages, 
                       250 illustrations, 10"x 12¼", hardcover.
                                                                     #104837  Reg: $50  $19.95

                                     Wilson’s Raid
                                      The Final Blow to the Confederacy 
Blount.  At the end of the Civil War, General James Wilson brought 
a Union cavalry raid into Alabama and Georgia to � ght against the 
“wizard of the saddle,” better known as Nathan Bedford 
Forrest. This publication explores personal accounts and 
diary entries that provide detail into one of America’s most 
bloody wars! 176 pages, 30 B&W photographs, 
6"x 9", softcover.                                                        #104839  $21.95

Grant & Lee 
Half Dollar Coin 
Sporting high-de� nition 
colorized graphics, this 
half dollar salutes the 
opposing generals of the 
Civil War: Ulysses S. Grant 
and Robert E. Lee. Genuine 
U.S. legal tender, it includes a 
certi� cate of authenticity and 
an acrylic coin capsule.                                                       #104840  $9.95

Half Dollar Coin 
Sporting high-de� nition 
colorized graphics, this 

opposing generals of the 
Civil War: Ulysses S. Grant 
and Robert E. Lee. Genuine 
U.S. legal tender, it includes a 
certi� cate of authenticity and 
an acrylic coin capsule.                                                       #104840    #104840    $9.95

Colonel Joshua Chamberlain
Best known for his service in the Union Army during the Battle of 
Gettysburg, Colonel Joshua Chamberlain earned the Medal of Honor for 
his defense of Little Round Top during the 1863 campaign. These 1/30 
                                                                       scale collectibles recreate 
                                                                          Chamberlain and the 
                                                                           ubiquitous Parrott Gun.

Best known for his service in the Union Army during the Battle of 
Gettysburg, Colonel Joshua Chamberlain earned the Medal of Honor for 
his defense of Little Round Top during the 1863 campaign. These 1/30 
                                                                       scale collectibles recreate 

                                                                           ubiquitous Parrott Gun.

                                     Wilson’s Raid
                                      The Final Blow to the Confederacy

                                                                       scale collectibles recreate 
                                                                          Chamberlain and the 
                                                                           ubiquitous Parrott Gun.

Col. Chamberlain − Metal. 
2½" tall.                      #103733  $36.95
10-Pound Parrott Gun
Polystone. 4" long.     #M517242  $39.95

Stalemate at Hampton Roads 
The USS Monitor & the CSS Virginia
Stan Stokes.  While the duel between the USS Monitor and CSS Virginia ended 
in stalemate, it did prevent the Confederate ship from breaking the Northern 
blockade of the Southern ports. Depicting the historic Civil War 
engagement, this numbered print measures 21"x 9".     #M700360  $49.95

Echoes of the Blue and Gray
Civil War Veterans on DVD
This collection of rare archival newsreels 
allows you to see and hear Union and 
Confederate veterans of the Civil War for 
the � rst time! Enjoy footage of the 1913 and 
1938 Gettysburg reunions, the 1917 Vicksburg 
reunion, famous generals such as Daniel 
Sickles and Joe Wheeler, and much 
more. 1 hr. 50 min.         #MV52550  $24.95

Age of the Ironclads
This film collection on Civil War ironclads 
includes The War of the Turtles, which covers 
battles on the Mississippi river; Ericsson’s 
Fight for the USS Monitor, which showcases 
the Union’s race against time to build its first 
ironclad; The Farragut Story, which follows the life 
of Adm. David Farragut, from his youth to the famous battle of Mobile Bay; 
and The Story of the Civil War, which provides a nice overview of the 
war itself. B&W, 1 hr. 24 min.                                                    #MV52639  $19.95

A

B

The Battle of Hampton Roads, 
fought in early March 1862, was the world's first clash of ironclad warships: 
the USS Monitor of the Union and the CSS Virginia (built upon the scuttled 
chassis of the USS Merrimack) of the Confederacy. Create your own Civil War 
naval scene with this 1/360 scale wooden kit set that features authentic surface 
details and laser-cut parts to build both ships. Assembly required. 
36 pieces. Skill level 2. Merrimack measures 9½" long.          #102448  $26.95

Made in the USA. Monitor and 
Merrimack Kit

1/360 SCALE
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Post-Civil War / Old West    Pre-WWI

Known as “Bu� alo Soldiers” to their frontier rivals, the 10th Cavalry Regiment 
was an African-American unit formed in 1866 for combat against western foes – primarily 
Indians. These 1/30 scale metal figures are hand-painted reproductions of soldiers from the 
10th Cavalry. 2½" tall.                                                    

A B C D
E

F

1/30 SCALE

10th 
calvary 
Buffalo 
Soldiers

“Defending the 
Guidon” – Save $15!
Get all six members of 
the 10th Cavalry.
         #103345  $249

                                   Country Metal Signs
Giddy up! These country themed metal signs are made to 
look worn for a more authentic saloon bar style. Each one 
is handmade in the USA and constructed with high-quality 
metal for a long-lasting look! Includes mounting holes.

Calamity Jane's – 12"x 18".   #R66446  $24.95
Welcome: Cowboy Country  
12½"x 16".           #104843  $16.95 

                                   Country Metal Signs

Made in the USA.

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com

                    This museum-quality, non-firing 
replica of the M1866 Repeating Ri� e, a true legend of 
the Old West, features a metal barrel and wood stock 
and foregrip, a working lever action, and a brass-
� nished frame. 39½" long.                                                                 #M651824  $199

M1866 Repeating
Rifle

Shipping restrictions apply. 
Call for details.

Western Cowboy Hat
Howdy! This western cowboy hat 
is made of black felt and 
includes a shaped brim, 
a pinched peak, and a 
decorative band around 
the base.                           $29.95 each

Small/Medium         #M403142 
Large/X-Large          #M403143

Western Cowboy Hat
Howdy! This western cowboy hat 
is made of black felt and 
includes a shaped brim, 
a pinched peak, and a 
decorative band around 

29.95 each

Small/Medium         #M403142 
Large/X-Large          #M403143

                1930s-Era Bu� alo Nickels
                          One of the most popular U.S. coins ever minted,    
                          the Bu� alo Nickel – struck from 1913 to 1938 –  
                          is a celebration of the Old West with its stoic  
                          image of a Native American and burly Bison. 
                        Arriving in lightly circulated condition, these 
                      unique versions of 1930s-era nickels are plated in 
                     black ruthenium or 24-karat gold! Arrives with a  
story card and certi� cate of authenticity. $14.95 each

Gold with Black Ruthenium Highlights                  #104233 
Black Ruthenium with Gold Highlights                  #104231
Black Ruthenium with Silver Highlights                #104232

Buy All Three and Save!                             #104234 $39.85

                     black ruthenium or 24-karat gold! Arrives with a  

                1930s-Era Bu� alo Nickels
                          One of the most popular U.S. coins ever minted,    
                          the Bu� alo Nickel – struck from 1913 to 1938 –  
                          is a celebration of the Old West with its stoic  
                          image of a Native American and burly Bison. 
                        Arriving in lightly circulated condition, these 
                      unique versions of 1930s-era nickels are plated in 

                1930s-Era Bu� alo Nickels
                          One of the most popular U.S. coins ever minted,    
                          the Bu� alo Nickel – struck from 1913 to 1938 –  
                          is a celebration of the Old West with its stoic  
                          image of a Native American and burly Bison. 
                        Arriving in lightly circulated condition, these 
                      unique versions of 1930s-era nickels are plated in 

               Frontiers 
              Across America 
Explore the unknown territories of 
early Kansas and Texas. From the 
makeshift jails to the wild west forts, 
each book contains black and white    
photography that captures never-

before-seen moments of 
frontier history. 6"x 9", 
softcover.                                 

                        $21.95 each

A: Kansas Jails – Bayens.  176 pages, 
75 B&W photographs.            #104844

B: Forts of Texas – O’Neal.  128 pages, 
207 B&W photographs.            #104841

This classic cavalry revolver replica � res 
caps for a more realistic feel! With highly 
detailed features such as a trigger, 

cylinder, and hammer action, it looks like 
John Wayne’s shootout pistol with a fancy 
dual-tone black/gold � nish and black Eagle 
grips. 7" long.                                              #M600271  $89.95

caps for a more realistic feel! With highly 
detailed features such as a trigger, 

cylinder, and hammer action, it looks like 
John Wayne’s shootout pistol with a fancy 
dual-tone black/gold � nish and black Eagle 
grips. 7" long.                                              

192 Caps                             #M651813  $5.95       
320 Caps                             #M651814  $7.95
Dummy Shells – 6 dummy shells 
and 24 caps.                             #101461  $7.95

Colt M1873 Pistol Cap Gun 

Jailer Accessories 
These keys and handcu� s stylishly 
replicate ones used to keep Old West 
outlaws in 
shackles!  

          Keys  
       #M651819  $29.95
Handcu� s  
       #M651820  $19.95

Keys

#104232

39.85

caps for a more realistic feel! With highly 

cylinder, and hammer action, it looks like 

dual-tone black/gold � nish and black Eagle 

outlaws in outlaws in 
shackles!  shackles!  

          
       #M651819
Handcu� s
       #M651820Shipping restrictions apply. 

Call for details.

A: 10th Soldier Lying and Firing                      #103351  $43  
B: 10th Sergeant with Guidon                               #103346  $49  
C: 10th Soldier Kneeling and Ready                                  #103348  $43  
D: 10th Soldier Kneeling and Firing                                    #103347  $43  
E: 10th Soldier Crouching and Ready                 #103349  $43
F: 10th Soldier Standing and Firing                    #103350  $43
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Pre-WWI   Wild West Film History 
Celebrate the rich history of Hollywood Westerns with a new featured collectible!

            “The Good Cowboy” Figure
                      This 1/6 scale figure replicating “The Good 
                  Cowboy” features a leather-style vest, a green
      fringed shawl, a cowboy hat, a leather arm guard and 

saddle bag, a black neck scarf, 
a Henry rifle, a Colt revolver, 

brown boots with spurs, 
and more! 12" tall. 

                                                                                                                                                                       #104775  $199

Celebrate the rich history of Hollywood Westerns with a new featured collectible!

            “The Good Cowboy” Figure
                      This 1/6 scale figure replicating “The Good 
                  Cowboy” features a leather-style vest, a green
      fringed shawl, a cowboy hat, a leather arm guard and 

                                                                                                                                    

The Clint Eastwood Collection
This 4-DVD set features all the big Hollywood hits 
from the ultimate cowboy himself, Clint Eastwood. 
Includes:  A Fistful Of Dollars, For A Few Dollars More, 
The Good, The Bad And The Ugly, and 
Hang ‘Em High. 8 hrs. 27 min.       #104806  $24.95

The U.S. 
Cavalry 
An incredible cross-
section of U.S. cavalry-
men, this collection 
of 1/30 scale metal 
figures – hand-painted 
and ready to display in 
your Old West showcase 
– recreate a number of 
recognizable cinematic 
characters! 2½" tall.

A: Sergeant Quincannon            #104796  $49
B: Sergeant McLaglen                  #104797  $49
C: Lieutenant Pennel                    #104798  $49
D: Sergeant Mulcahy                    #104799  $49
E: Colonel Thursday                        #104801 $49
F: “Rally Round the Flag, Boys!” #104802 $59
G: Captain Nathan Brittles          #104962 $54
H: Captain Collingwood 
     on Horseback                             #104800  $119

The U.S. 

24.95

$$49

A

B

C

D
E

F G

H

1/30 SCALE

Fort Apache / She Wore 
A Yellow Ribbon
A gripping double feature, this DVD includes two 
John Wayne � lms from the late 1940s! In Fort 
Apache, the Duke plays Kirby York, a Civil War vet 

passed over for a command position at a remote 
cavalry post in favor of the incompetent Owen Thursday 
(Henry Fonda). Captain Nathan Brittles is Wayne’s role 
in She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, set in the immediate after-
math of Custer’s Last Stand with Brittles in 

charge of cooling mounting tensions. 3 hrs. 48 min.              #102544  $24.95

M1873 
Army 
Pistol  
  The Colt M1873 single-action revolver 
    was, with its superior accuracy, used by 
the U.S. Cavalry until 1892. This non-firing metal 
replicas of the “Peacemaker” – the fast draw 
revolver made famous in cinema by John Wayne – 
features an antiqued gray finish, faux ivory grips, and a 
rotating cylinder (that even accepts dummy cap shells). 
Includes six dummy 
shell caps and a display 
box. 11" long.        
        #M651812  $129
192 Caps   
#M651813  $5.95       

320 Caps   
#M651814  $7.95

shell caps and a display 

129

       

  The Colt M1873 single-action revolver 
    was, with its superior accuracy, used by 
the U.S. Cavalry until 1892. This non-firing metal 
replicas of the “Peacemaker” – the fast draw 
revolver made famous in cinema by John Wayne – 
features an antiqued gray finish, faux ivory grips, and a 
rotating cylinder (that even accepts dummy cap shells). 
Includes six dummy 
shell caps and a display shell caps and a display 

“Never Apologize” 
Metal Sign
The Duke o� ers a tough 

reminder of his thoughts 
regarding apologies on 
this nostalgic metal sign. 

Includes mounting holes. 
12½"x 16".      
                  #104835  $16.95

Celebrate the rich history of Hollywood Westerns with a new featured collectible!

The Pike Bishop Gang
William Holden stars as Pike 
Bishop in the 1969 classic 
The Wild Bunch, a picture that left 
an indelible mark on Hollywood 
with its graphic depictions of 
Old West violence. 
This 4-piece figure set recreates 
one of the � lm's iconic images as 
Bishop assembles his crew for the ensuing bloodbath 
shootout along the Texas-Mexico border. Each hand-painted, 
1/30 scale metal figure measures 2½" tall.                                  #102514  $199

1/30 SCALE

The Wild Bunch
This classic film follows main character 
Pike Bishop, the leader of the tough bunch, 
and his mission to re-live his infamous days 
with one � nal robbery. Unfortunately, they 
are ambushed by Pike’s former partner, Deke 
Thornton who leads a group of bounty hunters 
hired by the railroad. After a bloody shootout 
several are left dead and the story continues on a 
man hunt. Eventually, justice is served and the 
“Wild Bunch” are put in jail. 2 hrs. 23 min.                            #104852  $16.95

LIMITED EDITION

Shipping restrictions apply. Call for details.

1/6 SCALE

Dummy Shells  
6 dummy shells 
and 24 caps.             
      #101461  $7.95

LIMITED EDITION
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World War I Overview / British    WWI   

M1873 
Army 
Pistol  
  The Colt M1873 single-action revolver 
    was, with its superior accuracy, used by 
the U.S. Cavalry until 1892. This non-firing metal 
replicas of the “Peacemaker” – the fast draw 
revolver made famous in cinema by John Wayne – 
features an antiqued gray finish, faux ivory grips, and a 
rotating cylinder (that even accepts dummy cap shells). 
Includes six dummy 
shell caps and a display 
box. 11" long.        
        #M651812  $129
192 Caps   
#M651813  $5.95       

320 Caps   
#M651814  $7.95

 Great War-Era Flags
Made of durable polyester, 
these full-color � ags recreate 

those � own by the Kingdom of
Prussia, Austria, and Britain – 
including their national � ags

         during the Great War era. 
Includes brass grommets for 
easy hanging. 5'x 3'.                   $16.95 each

A: NEW! Kingdom of Prussia   #104851
B: Austria National with Eagle   #103356
C: Union Jack   #M600123

 Great War-Era Flags

         during the Great War era. 
Includes brass grommets for 

A

B

C

                                                                                                                                                          Shooting
    Range

                                     Photography & the Great War
Deslé.  With an extensive selection of private rare 
archives, this book explores how propaganda was 
used during the First World War. Read from a variety 
of never-before-seen materials that look at the 
battle� eld the way the media portrayed it, even in 
the early 1900s. View archival postcards, newspaper 
and magazine featured stories, photo albums, 
and more to get a better perspective. 
224 pages, 9¾"x 12¼", softcover.      #104845  $12.95

1914-Series Federal Reserve Notes – These 1914-series Federal Reserve 
notes, which are significantly larger in size than their modern U.S. paper 
currency brethren, are among the few remaining survivors from the original 
printing – 99.84% of all such notes were redeemed! Circulated. 7½"x 3¼".

Great War-Era Currency
Travel back in time more than a century for a look at the currency 
exchanging hands across the globe during the First World War!

1914 $10 Federal Reserve Note   #104042  $199
1914 $20 Federal Reserve Note   #104041  $225

Great War-Era CurrencyGreat War-Era Currency
Travel back in time more than a century for a look at the currency 
Great War-Era Currency

NEW! Prussian 3-Mark Kaiser 
Wilhelm Coin – Among the last 
currency issued by the Kingdom of 
Prussia, this 3-Mark coin – struck at 
the Berlin Mint in 1914 – features 
the Kaiser in his full military uniform! 
Made of 90% silver, it also features the 
German Imperial Eagle on the obverse.       #104820  $49.95

225

currency issued by the Kingdom of 
Prussia, this 3-Mark coin – struck at 

the Kaiser in his full military uniform! 
Made of 90% silver, it also features the 
German Imperial Eagle on the obverse.       #104820  $49.95

                                                              NEW! German Half-Mark Silver Coin 
                                                               With the outbreak of war in Europe in 
                                                                  1914, German citizens began hoarding
                                                                   their silver coins – meaning that
                                                                  genuine half-Mark coins like this,
                                                               dated between 1914 and 1918, arrive in
                                                             incredible condition, given their 
                                                        century-old age!                 #104842  $24.95                                                        century-old age!                 

                                                              NEW!
                                                               With the outbreak of war in Europe in 
                                                                  1914, German citizens began hoarding
                                                                   their silver coins – meaning that
                                                                  genuine half-Mark coins like this,
                                                               dated between 1914 and 1918, arrive in
                                                             incredible condition, given their 
                                                        century-old age!                 

                                                               
                                                                  1914, German citizens began hoarding
                                                                   their silver coins – meaning that
                                                                  genuine half-Mark coins like this,
                                                               dated between 1914 and 1918, arrive in
                                                             incredible condition, given their 
                                                        century-old age!                 

Trench Rattle
An incredibly unique collectible, this trench rattle 
replicates a handheld wooden alarm used to alert fellow soldiers 
of an impending gas attack! It features authentic weathering 
and “JT&L 1918” markings. 11" tall.                #104182  $34.95

     M1910 Canteen Cover 
     This khaki canteen cover, a rugged canvas 

         replica of M1910 covers used during World War I,
features button closures, a belt attachment, and U.S.  
"JT&L 1918" markings. 7" tall.                                                #100765  $17.95

     M1910 Canteen Cover
     This khaki canteen cover, a rugged canvas 

         replica of M1910 covers used during World War I,

Set up an entire Great War display with this diverse assortment of French and 
British soldiers. Each 1/30 scale metal � gure – including a humanitarian British 
guard escorting a wounded German and a young Lt. Col. Winston Churchill – 
comes ready to display with incredible, hand-painted detailing. 2½" tall.
A: 2-Piece French “Poilus Walking Wounded”                        #100920  $95 
B: 2-Piece British/German “Wounded Prisoner & Escort”  #100918 $95
C: British “Queen Alexandra’s Nursing Corps”                        #100919  $45
D: British Wounded Tommy “Stretcher Case”                         #100917  $45
E: British Lt. Col. Winston Churchill                                            #100921  $45

F: 2-Piece British “Have a 
     Smoke, Mate”                #100922  $95

Great War Allies

DA B

C

E

F

1/30 SCALE

“Once a German, 
Always a German” 
Metal Sign
With a powerful message and purposely 
aged look, this metal sign reminds 

British citizens that “Once A German 
– Always A German!” Handmade 

in the USA with heavy-gauge steel, it’s 
constructed to be a long-lasting wall 
decoration. Includes mounting holes. 
12"x 18".                       
                                        #104854  $19.95

Order Today at 

     Smoke, Mate”                #100922  

An incredibly unique collectible, this trench rattle 
replicates a handheld wooden alarm used to alert fellow soldiers 
of an impending gas attack! It features authentic weathering 

#104182  $34.95

Made in 
the USA.
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WWI   Germany / Russia
German Double-Eagle Shield 
Metal Sign
This custom-made German shield metal sign features 
the iconic double eagles on a contrasting background. 
Handmade in the USA, it’s made of a heavy-gauge 
steel for long-lasting use. Includes mounting 
holes. 7"x 10".  #104857  $22.95

German Helmets
Terri� c for either showcase display or full-scale 
reenactments, these colorful helmets replicate 
the M1916 and M1918 headgear worn by 

German soldiers during World War I. 
Each one features a 

rugged interior 
lining and adjustable 

chin strap. 

      $89.95 each

 All Quiet on the Western Front
 Richard Thomas and Ernest Borgnine star in this WWI

epic, a 1979 film following a group of young Germans 
who enlist in the army after their high school teacher 
instills in them a strong sense of patriotic duty. The 
boys find the reality of war far more horrific than 

advertised, however, and one-by-one they give their 
lives for a cause that becomes less and less 
clear. 2 hrs. 36 min.                                  #100972  $9.95

The Shashka 
sabre, dating back to the 
12th century, was an e� ective and highly-
feared weapon of the Russian cavalry through World 
War I. Add an immediate showcase centerpiece to your collection 
with this sleek replica featuring a stylish simulated ivory handle, an antique 
brass-engraved scabbard, and a 30" metal blade. Authentic size and 
weight of the original. 35" total length.                                     #M651873  $125

Russian Cossack Cavalry 
Sword

Germany in 
the Great War
Western Front First Year
Bilton.  This heavily illustrated publication covers the 
Central Powers in 1915 as well as the advancement of 
the “German” perspective. Read more in-depth on the 
     First World War, along with captivating images that 
    show looting of stores, street demonstrations, riots, 
and strikes on the home front. Other historic topics 
include: Neuve Chapelle, First Ypres, and 

Loos. 136 pages, 500+ illustrations, 6"x 9", softcover.          #104848  $19.95

Royal Cousins at War
Learn about the complex family dynamics of Europe’s 
ruling monarchies of the early 20th century. You’ll 
meet three main leaders, Tzar Nicholas II of Russia, 
King George V of Britain, and Kaiser Wilhelm II of 
Prussia (all of whom had ties to Queen Victoria), trace 
those cousins’ interactions prior to World War I, and 
discover how those personal relations impacted the war. 
Widescreen, B&W and color, 1 hr. 58 min.  
                                                                   #MV51714  $21.95

    The Splintered Empires
     The Eastern Front 1917-21
     Buttar.  The last volume of a four-part series, 
    The Splintered Empires explores the Eastern Front 
   during World War I. By 1917, all three empires were 
  � ghting and reaching their breaking points, especially 
Russia. The Kerensky O� ensive was Russia’s last attempt 
to wage war against the other armies, but failed and triggered the 
Bolshevik Revolution. 480 pages, 6¼"x 9½", hardcover.      #104190  $29.95

Germany / Russia

22.95

Royal Cousins at War

    The Splintered Empires
     The Eastern Front 1917-21
     Buttar
    
   during World War I. By 1917, all three empires were 
  � ghting and reaching their breaking points, especially 
Russia. The Kerensky O� ensive was Russia’s last attempt 
to wage war against the other armies, but failed and triggered the 
Bolshevik Revolution. 480 pages, 6¼"x 9½", hardcover.      

The Road to Passchendaele
The Heroic Year in Soldiers’ 
Own Words and Photographs
Emden.  The next volume in a series of the best-
selling First World War books by author Richard van 
Emden, this edition features a collection of diaries 
and memoirs from the soldiers who fought in the 
war. With numerous original stories and over 150 rare 
photos, it covers the epic Battle of Passchendaele 
that began on July 31, 1917. 392 pages, 100 illustra-
tions, 7"x 9¼", hardcover.                                                               #104847  $39.95

A: M1916 Camou� age           B: M1918 Stahelm
                                #100272                               #101542

A

B

Imperial 
Russian Flag
Featuring its eye-
catching yellow color, 
this polyester � ag 
replicates the Imperial 
Russian design � own 
at various times 
through the fall of 
the Czarist regime 

                        in 1917. Includes brass grommets 
and reinforced edging. 5'x 3'.                                        #104973  $16.95

                        in 1917. Includes brass grommets 

1917 2 Ruble Mini Note
 The 2 ruble mini is the � rst Soviet currency  
used after the Bolsheviks took control of 
Russia during the Revolution of 1917. A 
precursor to the USSR, the Russian Socialist 
Federated Soviet Republic was established 
and this collector’s undersized note was the 
� rst issue of the new Communist government. Includes 
a certi� cate of authenticity and plastic case.                  #104856  $19.95

and this collector’s undersized note was the 
� rst issue of the new Communist government. Includes 
a certi� cate of authenticity and plastic case.                  #104856  $19.95

Imperial Russian Flagbearer
This hand-painted 1/30 scale, metal � gure is a 
reproduction of an Imperial � agbearer, walking with 
the standards over his left shoulder. Figure 
stands 2½" tall.                                      #101199  $59

the Czarist regime 
                        in 1917. Includes brass grommets 

#104973  $16.95
                        in 1917. Includes brass grommets 

reproduction of an Imperial � agbearer, walking with 

59

1/30 SCALE
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United States / Naval    WWI   
United States 
48-Star Flag
The 48-star U.S. � ag 
� ew over our “sweet 
land of liberty” from 
July 4, 1912, through 
July 3,1959, inspiring 
American soldiers 

and civilians through two World Wars and through presidencies from William 
Howard Taft to Dwight D. Eisenhower. This polyester reproduction 
includes reinforced edging and brass grommets. 5'x 3'.           #65325 $16.95

U.S. Expeditionary Force Watch
This unique timepiece salutes the designs used 
by the U.S. military by replicating one worn by 
American expeditionary forces during World War I. 
It features stainless steel construction, a rugged 
strap, a waterproof design, an au-
thentic numeral style, and colorful 
luminosity.                               #97495  $19.95

WWI U.S. Home Front
Clash of Fleets
Naval Battles of the Great War, 1914-18
O’Hara and Heinz.  A monumental undertaking, this thor-
oughly researched guide explores every element of naval 
combat during World War I including all engagements 
fought by British, French, Russian, Ottoman, German, and 
Austro-Hungarian forces. Organized chronologically, the 
chapters within explain not only the details and outcome 
of each battle, but also the ever-shifting strategy at sea. 
384 pages, illustrated, 6"x 9¾", hardcover.                               #102762  $34.95

World War I 
Enlistment 
Metal Signs
Distressed re-creations
of posters seen in 
America during the
Great War, these quality
metal signs come ready
to hang with mounting 
holes.
A: “Help Stop This” 
12"x 18".  
    #M601194  $19.95
   B: “Destroy This Mad 
        Brute” – 8"x 14".  #0066163  $16.95

1917 REO Touring Cars
During the early 20th century, 
the REO Motor Company 
produced some of the 
� nest automobiles 
to roll out of Lansing, 
Michigan. Now you 
can have your own clas-
sic auto with these incredibly de-
tailed, die cast models of the 1917 
REO touring car! Each one features a glazed 
windshield and head lamps, a butter� y hood, 
real rubber tires, and authentic badging. 
Burgundy – 1/18 scale, 
11" long.              #K680009  $59.95
Blue – 1/32 scale, 6" long. 
             #K680030  $19.95

       U.S. Navy Expeditionary Medal
           Authorized on August 5, 1919, the U.S. Navy expedition-
           ary medal was awarded to personnel who landed on 
            foreign territory and were engaged in missions 
            against armed opposing forces. This striking replica 
             features the original's incredible imagery!     

#104858  $14.95

What Price Glory
Director John Ford deftly blends light comedy and 
action in this 1952 � lm that stars James Cagney 
and Dan Dailey as World War I brothers-in-arms 

who fought together from Antwerp to Zanzibar and 
abhor each other's company. Stationed in war-ravaged 
France in 1918, they must get a green batch of Marines 
ready to � ght – while competing for the a� ections of a 

beautiful French girl. 1 hr. 49 min.   #MV50182  $14.95

strap, a waterproof design, an au-
thentic numeral style, and colorful 

19.95

           Authorized on August 5, 1919, the U.S. Navy expedition-
           ary medal was awarded to personnel who landed on 

14.95

    #M601194  
   B: “Destroy This Mad 
        Brute” –

       U.S. Navy Expeditionary Medal
           Authorized on August 5, 1919, the U.S. Navy expedition-
           ary medal was awarded to personnel who landed on 
            foreign territory and were engaged in missions 
            against armed opposing forces. This striking replica 
             features the original's incredible imagery!     

SMS Battleship Kits
The SMS König and Kronprinz battleships were both used in the German 
Imperial Navy during World War I. Each detailed 1/700 scale plastic kit features 
your choice of full-hull or waterline construction, ship boats, full weapons 
suite, a jack and ensign, and a nameplate 
display stand. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 10" long.                                                         $54.95 each

SMS Battleship KitsSMS Battleship Kits

REO touring car! Each one features a glazed 
windshield and head lamps, a butter� y hood, 
real rubber tires, and authentic badging. 

59.95

1/32 SCALE

1/18 SCALE

REO Motors Metal Sign – Add this 
unique laser-cut REO Motors metal sign 

to your collection, featuring a cool, aged 
vintage look! Includes mounting 

holes. 21½"x 17½".        #403021  $44.95

Order Today at 

REO Motors Metal Sign – REO Motors Metal Sign – 
unique laser-cut REO Motors metal sign 

to your collection, featuring a cool, aged 
vintage look! Includes mounting 

holes. 21½"x

A B

A B

  A: König  #102938        
  B: NEW! Kronprinz  #104472

America and the Great War
Wagner.  Despite the U.S.’ best e� orts to remain 
neutral in the Great War, the country ultimately 
entered the global stage in March of 1917. Filled 
with hundreds of images, many never before 
published, this riveting account of American in-
volvement looks at the entire domestic, political, 
and military landscape from both historian and 
eyewitness perspectives. 384 pages, 250 color 
and B&W photos, 9"x 12", hardcover.
                                                       #103710  $44.95
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WWI   Air War

  � e Red Baron 
Perhaps the most famous � ghter pilot in 

history, Manfred von Richthofen – more 
commonly known as the “Red Baron” – was 
the top-scoring ace of World War I, achieving 

an incredible 80 aerial victories. Respected by 
German and Allied soldiers alike, he was shot 
down and killed on April 21, 1918, the source 
of which remains controversial to this day.

World War I Fighters 
Hawaiian Shirt

This uniquely designed 
and generously cut, 
cream Hawaiian 

shirt features a diverse 
selection of Great War 

� ghters! It is made of a 
super-soft, high-quality 

55% cotton and 45% rayon blend 
for incredible 
comfort with 
every wear.

         #701094

               Silk Aviator’s Scarf
                 Recalling the bygone glory days of open 
                cockpit biplanes, this white, 100% silk scarf is
                hand sewn, measures 6' long x 14" wide, and 
               is the perfect complement to a leather � ight 
         jacket! Can be hand-washed and air 
dried.                                                         #64186  $39.95

M, L, XL:  $44.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $49.95

Fokker 
Dr.I 
Display 
Model  
This 1/24 scale 
display model 
is a striking 
replica of the 
Red Baron’s 
famous 
colorful Dr.I 
– made of 
hand-crafted 
mahogany – featuring 
textured wing surfaces 
and authentic bracing, 
Spandau machine guns, 
and a nameplate display 
stand. 12” wingspan.  
              #700775  $209

    Showtime at the Circus  
Stan Stokes.  Germany’s legendary WWI 
� ghters, led by the Red Baron, dance through 
the skies with British Sopwith Camels in a 
colorful exhibit that belies their deadly intent. 
Signed and numbered by the artist! 
16"x 11½".      #73004  Reg: $39.95  $24.95

Images of War
The Red Baron 
Pickthall.  The Great War’s most accomplished � ghter 
pilot, Manfred von Richthofen – the “Red Baron” – 
amassed 80 victories before his death in April of 1918. 
Bursting with images from a previously undiscovered 
archive, this pictorial pro� le of the iconic � yer examines 
his reputation and in� uence inside and outside 
Germany. 112 pages, 80 B&W photos, 

7¼"x 9¼", softcover.                                                                        #701929  $19.95

The Red Baron 
Filled with spectacular CGI dog� ghts, this � lm 
dramatizes the World War I exploits of the legendary 
Red Baron (played by Matthias Schweighöfer). Caught 
between his growing disgust for the war and his 
responsibility to his squadron, each of the legendary 
pilot’s � ights could be his last. Co-stars Joseph 
Fiennes as Canadian ace Roy Brown. 1 hr. 46 min.
DVD  #V7830  $19.95     Blu-Ray  #V7831  $29.95

                Fokker Tri-Wing 
Metal Sign 
A majestic blue and orange 

sky o� ers the backdrop 
for this steel oval sign 
featuring a mid-� ight 
image of the Red Baron’s 

Fokker triplane. Includes a 
mounting holes. 18"x 12".         

                      #701484  $24.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.MilitaryIssue.com

                Fokker Tri-Wing 
Metal Sign 
A majestic blue and orange 

mounting holes. 18"x
                      

Made in 
the USA.

Aircraft of World War I
1914-1918
Herris & Pearson.  Illustrated with detailed artwork of 
combat aircraft and their markings, this book 
is a comprehensive study of the planes that 
fought in World War I. You’ll view numerous 
variations and types of well-known models 
such as the Fokker Dr.I, the Sopwith Camel and 
the SPAD VII as well as lesser-known aircraft such as 
the Rumpler C.1 and the Armstrong Whitworth FK8. 

192 pages, 200 color and B&W illustrations and photos, 7½"x 9½", 
hardcover.                                                                #36183  Reg: $34.95  $19.95

SAVE
OVER

 40%

First Air War
Part of the award-winning NOVA television series, this

 program takes you back a century in time to learn 
how the � rst biplanes evolved into deadly � ghting 
machines during World War I. You’ll join The Vintage 

Aviator, a team of New Zealand-based aviation 
enthusiasts who re-create those daring dog� ghts by 
bringing back to life classic � ghters such as the S.E.5a 
and Albatros DV.  Widescreen, 1 hour.                                                         

#V6203  $24.95

LeRhone Rotary
Engine Kit
Developed during World War I, 
the Le Rhone revolved with the 
propeller while the crankshaft 
remained stationary! Featuring movable parts to demon-
strate the engine’s unique features, this 1/6 scale plastic 

kit features nine cylinders, a crankcase, 
 a carburetor with a sliding valve, an oil 
 pump, magneto wiring, and a display  
        stand. Assembly required.   
              7¼" long.                #9201  $39.95

the Le Rhone revolved with the 

remained stationary! Featuring movable parts to demon-

  � e Red Baron 
Perhaps the most famous � ghter pilot in 

history, Manfred von Richthofen – more 
commonly known as the “Red Baron” – was 
the top-scoring ace of World War I, achieving 

an incredible 80 aerial victories. Respected by 
German and Allied soldiers alike, he was shot 
down and killed on April 21, 1918, the source 
of which remains controversial to this day.

Fokker 
Dr.I 

19.95

LIMITED EDITION

SAVE 

$15
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Between the Wars    Pre-WWII   
The Hindenburg Disaster
Plus Other Airship Disaster Stories
A comprehensive history of the rigid 
airship – and the Hindenburg zeppelin 
speci� cally – this program takes the viewer 
from the inception and rise in popularity of the 
unique aircraft through the infamous disaster. See the USS Akron 
and the USS Macon � y over American cities in the early 1930s, the ground-
breaking introduction of the Hindenburg in 1936, and insight 
into its ultimate demise in 1937. B&W. 1 hr. 33 min.          #V5194  $19.95

Interwar-Era Duesenbergs
Both the fastest and most expen-
sive American auto on the 
market at the time, the 
Duesenberg J 
model was the 
height of 
luxury in 
the late 
1920s and 
early ’30s. These 
1/18 scale, die cast collect-
ibles – replicas of the opulent car, 
including Jay Gatsby’s yellow model 
from the 2013 � lm – feature an opening 
butter� y hood, opening doors, 
real-working 
steering, side-
mounted 
spares, 
and a 
handsome 
rear trunk. 
10½" long.                                   $74.95 each

Red & Black Soft-Top   #402361     
Yellow Convertible    #K715029

1915-1939 World Fairs Film Library
This program presents a fascinating montage of film 

     footage from World Fairs held during the early 
  20th century. See activities at the 1915 Panama-
Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco, 
the Century of Progress 1933 Chicago World’s Fair, 

  the 1939 New York World’s Fair, and the 1939-40  
    Golden Gate International Exposition in 
San Francisco. 1 hr. 30 min.             #RV2254  $14.95

Images of America 
World’s Fairs
Cotter.  These illustrated titles examine two of America’s 
most memorable World’s Fairs: the 1933-34 event in 
Chicago and New York’s fair of 1939-40. 128 pages, 
219+ B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.                                                                                   $21.95 each

1933-34 Chicago – As a centennial tribute to the city’s 
1833 founding, the Chicago World’s Fair of 1933 almost 
didn’t happen – it took six years to develop and 
ultimately cost over $100 million!                         #0R11403
1939-40 New York – A weary nation having endured 
a decade of the Great Depression looked upon the 
New York World’s Fair with excitement, as it presented 
the “World of Tomorrow.”                                            #400394

2-Piece New York 
World’s Fair Half 
Dollar Coin Set
Struck in 2014 as an anniversary 
celebration of both the 1939 and 
1964 New York World’s Fairs, these 
colorized half dollar coins – genuine 
legal tender – arrive with a certi� cate of authenticity 
and their own acrylic coin capsule!                                             #404248  $14.95

Struck in 2014 as an anniversary 
celebration of both the 1939 and 
1964 New York World’s Fairs, these 
colorized half dollar coins – genuine 
legal tender – arrive with a certi� cate of authenticity 

$

The Golden Twenties
The Story of An Era
This documentary � lm includes fascinating and 
notable events from the 1920s, from famous 
Hollywood stars to infamous notorious gangsters. 
Watch commentary from celebrities like radio and 
television personality Robert Q. Lewis, who further 
discusses the entertainment scene during the Roaring Twenties. 
In addition, sportscaster Red Barber gives us insight into epic athletic 
accomplishments. B&W, 1 hr. 6 min.                                              #104865  $9.95

Interwar-Era Currency
These highly collectible forms of currency from the 
1920s are genuine historic artifacts! An iconic and rare 
symbol marking the end of the Roaring Twenties, the 
Peace Silver Dollar was the last one struck in the era, 
before the Great Depression. On the other hand, German 
notes were initially produced to combat the in� ation crisis 
of 1921-24, after the First World War. Their economy was 
about to collapse and they were forced to print absurdly 
high denominations, like the 50-million mark note!

A: 1928 Peace Silver Dollar              #104868  $99.95
B: 12-Piece German Hyperin� ation Note Set  
Includes 12 various high-denomination notes issued by the 
Weimar Republic 
and a folder.
#104864  $119

Includes 12 various high-denomination notes issued by the 

before the Great Depression. On the other hand, German 
notes were initially produced to combat the in� ation crisis 
of 1921-24, after the First World War. Their economy was 
notes were initially produced to combat the in� ation crisis 

LIMITED EDITION

1/18 SCALE

Fateful 
Voyage
Stan Stokes.  
The airship 
Hindenburg 
tours New 
York prior to 
making its 
fateful landing 
in Lakehurst, 
New Jersey. 
The airship 
� ew from
1936 until it was destroyed by � re 14 months later. 16"x 11½". 
Signed and numbered by the artist!             #7874  Reg: $39.95  $24.95

LIMITED EDITION

SAVE 

$15
A

B
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WWII   Nazi Regime 

 
Developed in the summer of 1935, the Reich Labor Service – also known 
as “RAD” – was established to help underemployed Germans get back on 
their feet, with the added bonus 
of militarizing them and creating 
loyalty to the new Nazi regime. 
These 1/30 scale metal � gures 
recreate members of the Third Reich 
workforce, including their leader 
Konstantin Hierl. 2½" tall.

A: Konstantin Hierl    #104940 $49
B: On Parade                #104941 $49
C: Saluting Leader    #104944 $49
D: March Past               #104942 $49
E: Banner Bearer        #104943 $69

Nazi Regime Nazi Regime Nazi Regime 
                                                                           Reichstag
                                                                        Wall Eagle
                                                                                           A replica of the original that
                                                                         adorned the wall of the Reichstag, this      
                                                                       impressively large eagle is showcased in
                                                                     a subtle gold � nish with striking deep, red 
highlights. Fitted with threaded holes and bolts, it’s ready to be 
displayed on your wall! 18"x 6".                                                    #104882 $49.95

The Third Reich in 100 Objects 
A Material History of Nazi Germany
Moorhouse.  Still the focus of so many articles, books, 
and films, Hitler’s Third Reich has definitely stirred the 
interest of the 20th century’s historians and collectors. 
This book focuses on revealing 100 objects to make it 
a more visual and easier presentation of WWII. You’ll 
see photographs of Hitler’s Mercedes, Wehrmach toilet 
paper, the Nuremberg courtroom, and more! 
258 pages, 6¼"x 9½", hardcover.         #104876  $34.95

Hitler Coin/Stamp Collection
Known as history’s 
most notorious 
figure, Adolf Hitler 
established himself as 
dictator of the Third 
Reich and the world 
forever changed. This 
exclusive boxed set 
includes four coins 
circulated in 1930s 
Germany (a bronze 

Reichsfennig, a zinc 10 Reichspfennigs, and the 
silver 2 and 5 Reichsmarks), as well as a postage 

stamp issued by Germany in occupied Ukraine, 
featuring his portrait.                                                                      #104879  $99.95
stamp issued by Germany in occupied Ukraine, 

Products covering Nazi Germany are o� ered as items of importance for historians and 
collectors. Military Issue condemns the philosophies, ideals and practices of Nazism.

A Note About 
These Products

The Rise of the Nazi Party
This in-depth, 10-part documentary explores the 
rise and fall of Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich. You’ll 
learn the history of the Nazi regime, from Hitler’s 
� rst steps into the political sphere to Joseph Goeb-
bels’ excellent use of propaganda to control the 
German masses, the military’s blitzkrieg in 1939, the 

genocide of the Jewish population, and the NSDAP’s 
defeat in 1945. Widescreen, B&W and color, 

8 hrs. 26 min. on three DVDs.           #MV51715  $59.95

1936 Mercedes-Benz 
Model
The Mercedes-Benz 500K 
Special Roadster, of which 
only 29 were built, epitomized 
1930s German fine automobile 
engineering. A replica of a 500K (Hitler 
owned a black one), this 1/18 scale metal and 
plastic model features an opening hood and 
doors, a fully outfitted interior (with gauges and 
simulated leather seats), spare tires, a Mercedes 
hood ornament, free-rolling wire wheels – 
including steerable front wheels – with 
whitewall tires, and a removable 
display base. 11½" long.               #M900812  $49.95

1936 Mercedes-Benz 

only 29 were built, epitomized 
1930s German fine automobile 
engineering. A replica of a 500K (Hitler 
owned a black one), this 1/18 scale metal and 

1/18 SCALE

                                                                         adorned the wall of the Reichstag, this      
                                                                       impressively large eagle is showcased in
                                                                     a subtle gold � nish with striking deep, red 

49.95
A

B

D

D

C

E

HITLER YOUTH
The official youth organization in Germany during Hitler’s reign, the 
Hitlerjugend was created to develop physical strength, military prowess, 
and unquestionable loyalty among the nation’s future leaders. Members 
performed a variety of roles – both combat and non-combat related – and 
like other Third Reich organizations, boasted an array of colorful insignia.

Hitler Youth: The Hitlerjugend in War and 
Peace 1933-1945 – Lewis.  With his youth 
organization, the Führer aimed to, as he said, 
create a “violently active youth” and “knock 
weakness out of them.” This captivating guide 
explores the genesis of the program and how 
many citizens, despite the dangerous conse-
quences, resisted Hitler’s mandatory indoctrina-
tion of their children. 192 pages, B&W 
photos, 7½"x 9½", softcover.  #100806  $29.95

                   This replica of a Hitler Youth knife (HJ Fahrtenmesser) has a 
5½" steel blade engraved with “Blut und Ehre” (Blood and Honor), 
a nickel-plated hilt, and a checkered grip with a Hitler Youth 
       insignia. 9½" long; includes scabbard.                      #M600130  $19.95

                   This replica of a Hitler Youth knife (HJ Fahrtenmesser) has a 

Hitler 
Youth 
Knife

        Nazi 
     5 Reichsmark

      Note
     Introduced in 1942, this Nazi 
5 Reichsmark note replaced 
the silver 5 Reichsmark coins 
which were disappearing due 
to hoarding. The front features 
a proud member of the Hitler 
Youth, along with a small eagle 
and swastika. 5½"x 2¾". 
                     #104881  $19.95

to hoarding. The front features 

Youth, along with a small eagle 

19.95

1/30 SCALEThe “RAD”
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 Schutzsta� el (SS)    WWII   
The SS 1923-1945

Facts, Figures and Data for 
Himmler's Stormtroopers

McNab.  Explore the history and 
development of the Shutzsta� el from its 
origin as Hitler’s personal bodyguard to its 
growth into a strong military organization 
by 1945. This book covers the vital parts of 
the SS, including the police, concentration 
camps, security services, Wa� en-SS, slave 

labor, Einsatzgruppen, and more. Also, you’ll � nd deeply researched reference 
tables, diagrams, maps, and charts. 192 pages, 
8¼"x 10¼", softcover.                                                                      #104875 $24.95

SS Das Reich At War 1939-1945
A History of the Division on the 
Western and Eastern Fronts 
Baxter.  With an extensive selection of photographs, 
this book takes a look into the strength and in� uence 
of the SS when they began to grow into the thousands 
between 1933 and 1939. Read in-depth on the uniforms, 
battles, and other factors that made this division such a 
force. 144 pages, 250+ photographs, 
7¼"x 9¼", softcover.                                #104516  $19.95

Allgemeine SS 
General’s Visor Cap

Made of black wool with silver 
wire piping, this visor cap is a 

quality reproduction of one worn 
by Allgemeine SS Generals. In ad-
dition to its prominently featured 
SS Eagle and Skull insignia, it 
also comes with black velvet cap 

bands, silver bullion chin cords, 
pebbled silver buttons, and a 

            satin fabric liner.                       #102562  $79.95

Allgemeine SS 
General’s Visor Cap

Made of black wool with silver 
wire piping, this visor cap is a 

quality reproduction of one worn 
by Allgemeine SS Generals. In ad-
dition to its prominently featured 
SS Eagle and Skull insignia, it 
also comes with black velvet cap 

bands, silver bullion chin cords, 
pebbled silver buttons, and a 

Available Sizes:
7, 71/8, 71/4, 73/8, 75/8

This replica of the classic SS officer’s sword first introduced in 1938 includes a 
29" carbon steel blade with a blood groove, an SS Runic badge inserted into 
the wood grip, and a scabbard. 39" long.
                                                                           #M600201  Reg: $99.95  $69.95

Limited Quantities!

SS Leader’s Sword

SAVE 

$30

SS Totenkopf (Death's Head) 
Silver Ring
Perhaps no combatant nation during World War II 
gave as much signi� cance to their symbolic apparel 
as did Nazi Germany. This is particularly true of the 
ornate rings given out to members of the SS. 
Made of sterling silver, this ring – a standout in any World War II showcase 
– is a detailed reproduction of the "Death's Head" ring worn by members 
of the SS Totenkopf, featuring the signature skull imagery. 
Sizes range from 10-11; can be resized by a jeweler.     #102930  $79.95

Made of sterling silver, this ring – a standout in any World War II showcase 

Third Reich 
Ordnungspolizei Flag
In 1936, the uniformed regular 
German police force was absorbed 
into the SS as the Ordnungspolizei 
(order police) under the direction 
of Heinrich Himmler. This polyester 
reproduction of the Ordnungspoli-
zei � ag includes reinforced 

edging and brass grommets and measures 5'x 3'.           #M600154 $16.95edging and brass grommets and measures 5'x 3'.           

The Gestapo 
A History of Hitler’s Secret Police 1933-45
Butler.  Responsible for the security of the Third Reich, 
the Gestapo terrorized German citizens – guilty and 
innocent alike – from the start of Hitler’s rein in 1933. 
Pull back the curtain of the terrifying and fascinating 
organization with this thoroughly researched guide 
highlighting its in� uential rise, towering personalities, 
and brutal methods. 192 pages, 110 B&W 
photos, 7½"x 10", softcover.        #M106865  $29.95

  SS Gestapo Central Inspektion ID Discs
                 One of the rarest of Third Reich collectibles, these ID discs
                   were carried by State Police and used to identify 
                    weapons or ammo. Each accurately reproduced disc is
                                         die-struck in � ne detail complete with a serial
                                      number. True to the original size.  
                                                                                         #104880  $19.95

quality reproduction of one worn 
by Allgemeine SS Generals. In ad-

  SS Gestapo Central Inspektion ID Discs
                 One of the rarest of Third Reich collectibles, these ID discs
                   were carried by State Police and used to identify 
                    weapons or ammo. Each accurately reproduced disc is
                                         die-struck in � ne detail complete with a serial
                                      number. True to the original size.  
                                                                                         

Under the watchful eye of a Third Reich liaison o�  cer, Leni Riefenstahl 
directs her crew on set of another epic � lm – perhaps Triumph of the Will 
or Olympia. Unique additions to any World War II-era showcase, these 
1/30 scale metal 
� gures come 
ready to display 
with incredible 
hand-painted 
detail. 2½" tall.

A: Clapper-Board Boy                            #104871  $45 
B: Leni Riefenstahl & Cameraman    #104870  $89
C: Cameraman and Tripod                   #104873  $55
D: 4-Pc. "Filmmaker" Set                   #104874  $169
E: Nazi Liason Officer                             #104872  $45

 Triumph of the Will & Olympia
 This collection features two � lms directed by Leni 

Riefenstahl, a pioneer of modern film techniques and 
Hitler’s director of choice. You get Triumph of the Will, 
which, widely regarded as one of the greatest achieve-
ments in cinema history, is a powerful piece of Nazi 
propaganda that captivated the German people and 

enticed an entire country to fall under Hitler’s spell; and
 Olympia, which documents the 1936 Olympic Summer
 games in Berlin. B&W and color. 
Two DVDs. 5 hrs. 17 min.                     #MV52464  $12.95Over 5 Hours!

Leni Riefenstahl

Under the watchful eye of a Third Reich liaison o�  cer, Leni Riefenstahl 

A B C

E

D

1/30 SCALE
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Panhard 178 
with Crew Kit

An advanced French recon vehicle, 
the Panhard 178 was equipped 
with a powerful 25mm main 
armament as well as a 7.5mm 
coaxial machine gun. This 
1/35 scale plastic kit features a 
multi-part frame, turret interior, 
a detailed Panhard SK 105hp 

engine, four crew � gures, and decals for four vehicles. Assembly 
required. Skill level 3. 5" long.                                                      #104908  $69.95
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                                World War II 
                        Commemorative 
                 50-Cent and Silver 
Dollar Proof Set
To commemorate the 50th anniversary of American participation 
in the Second World War, the U.S. Mint struck special 50-cent and silver dollar 
proofs. This set includes a half dollar with three soldiers and the “V” for victory 
imagery in addition to a silver dollar with a soldier storming the beach on the 
obverse. Includes original U.S. Mint packaging and a certi� cate of 
authenticity.                                                                                   #M652195  $99.95

                                World War II 
                        Commemorative 
                 50-Cent and Silver 
Dollar Proof Set

 anniversary of American participation  anniversary of American participation 
in the Second World War, the U.S. Mint struck special 50-cent and silver dollar 

 anniversary of American participation 

American Ship Building
With footage dating back to World War I, 
this multi-chapter DVD examines the 
construction of some of America’s most 

recognizable military and merchant ships! 
Watch a century-old silent � lm on the history 

of the USS Crane (laid down in 1918), learn 
methods for successful shipbuilding (including worker plans and bulkhead 
installations), and get insight on the SS Wilfred Sykes, Ultramar, and 
Green Island. B&W and color. 1 hr. 30 min.                               #103582  $19.95

engine, four crew � gures, and decals for four vehicles. Assembly 

World War II
The War that Changed the World
This 4-DVD set features over 12 hours of the most 
historic event of the 20th century, World War II. Each 
� lm covers a di� erent time period during the war, 
and viewers will enjoy � rsthand accounts from the 

soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen that served in 
the armed forces, as well as speci� c looks at Pearl 

Harbor, Hollywood enlistment e� orts, and 
so much more! 12+ hours.                  #104907  $34.95

The World Turns to War
Wertz.  Packed with quality photographs, full-color 
images, and detailed maps, this volume gives you 
powerful insight into the lives of soldiers during 
World War II. Read personal stories as well as historic 
recollections about soldiers in all forces. It also 
includes perspectives from those who witnessed the 
rise of Fascism in Europe, the invasion of Poland, and 
the 1940 German Blitzkrieg. 336 pages, 
8½"x 11", hardcover.                         #104906  $34.95

The Allies Strike Back 
1941-1943: The War in the West
Holland.  Gain a new perspective on the vital years of the 
Second World War’s western theatre. After years of original 
research and interviews, author James Holland draws upon 
newly available archives, uncovered letters, and never-
before-seen diary entries to o� er various points-of-view, 
along with the successes and failures from both sides in a 
uniquely compelling narrative format. 
720 pages, 6½"x 9½", hardcover.             #104459  $29.95

Images of America
World War II Shipbuilding
Discover the fascinating home-front e� orts at shipyards 
in both the Midwest and along the West Coast with 
these illustrated titles! 128 pages, 165+ B&W photo-
graphs, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.                                                                              $21.95 each 
Shipbuilding in Duluth and Superior – Sandvick.  
While shipyards on the coasts are most often credited 
with wartime production, the forgotten Great Lakes 
region also contributed mightily to this indispens-
able e� ort.                                                                #103502
Shipyards by the Bay – Veronico.  In the frenzied 
years of World War II, the San Francisco Bay Area was 
the center of a $6.3 billion West Coast shipbuilding 
industry.                                                                #M101910

World War II-Era Vehicles
Classic editions from the late 
1930s and ‘40s, these 
WWII-era vehicles are 
still highly regarded 
by collectors today. 
Each 1/24 scale, die 
cast replica features a well-
equipped cab (with steering wheel, 
opening hoods and detailed engines), 
and realistic treaded tires. 8" long.  
A: 1939 Chevy Coupe  #400486 
B: 1941 Plymouth 
     Pickup              #92778

www.MilitaryIssue.com

and realistic treaded tires. 8" long.  
A: 1939 Chevy Coupe  #400486 
B: 1941 Plymouth 
     Pickup              #92778

$24.95 
   each

1/24 SCALE

A

B

The Star Nazi 
Occupation of 
Guernsey Newspaper
Situated o�  the coast of 
Normandy, Guernsey is a Crown 
Dependency island that was 
occupied by Nazi troops for 
most of WWII. Their century-old 
newspaper, The Star, continued to print under 
the vigilantly watchful eyes of the Germans. Own one of these historical 
publications with this genuine newspaper of the period! It features real 
stories of the era, including German-slanted propaganda. Dates 
and issues will di� er. 12½"x 20".                                                  #101887 $34.95

Authentic WWII Artifact!
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RAF Roundel Metal Sign
Purposely battered for that unique 
vintage feel, this metal sign recreates 
the recognizable RAF roundel as seen 
during the Second World War. Includes 
a mounting hole. 

14" diameter.             #105033  $24.95

Italy 
National Flag
This polyester repro-
duction of the tricolor 
Italian national � ag 
features reinforced 
edging and brass 
grommets. 5'x 3'.
#103924  $16.95

“They’re 
Watching Us...” 
Metal Sign 
Based on a World War II propaganda poster encouraging American 
factory workers to “put all your power in the job,” this 24-gauge 
steel sign – depicting Axis leaders Hitler, Mussolini and Tojo – 
resembles the look and feel of aged metal and paint. 
Includes mounting holes. 8"x 14".                             #66098  $16.95

Watching Us...” 
Metal Sign 

“Achtung... 
Spitfire!” Shirt
This charcoal gray t-shirt, 
made of a 50% cot-
ton/50% polyester blend, 
features a Spitfire narrowing in on 
its target and the German danger 

warning, 
“Achtung!”  
         #700549

M, L, XL:  $19.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

First operational 
in July of 1938 
at Duxford, 
Cambridge, the 
Spitfire Mk.I 
played a huge 
role in the Battle of 
Britain – before 
being replaced by 
the faster long-
range Mk.II in 
1940. Each 
1/48 scale, 
Hobby Master, 
die cast model features 
its authentic color 
schemes and markings, an opening 
canopy, optional landing gear, and 
a display stand.  
9¼" wingspan. 
   $89.95 each

role in the Battle of 

being replaced by being replaced by 

die cast model features 
its authentic color 
schemes and markings, an opening 

being replaced by 

A

B

1/48 SCALE

Spitfire Mk.I Models

A: Flt. Lt. Adolph Malan, No. 74 Sqn.         #900103
B: Flg. O� . Richard Hillary, No. 603 Sqn.  #900104

Sustaining 
                                       Air Power
                          Royal Air Force Logistics Since 1918

Stone.  Explore more information on the world’s 
oldest independent air arm known as the Royal Air 
Force through original research, rich illustrations, and 
unpublished photographs. This book is written 
by a former senior RAP logistics o�  cers, along 
with personal accounts from veterans and current 
military personnel. 528 pages, 87 B&W and 52 color 
photographs, 6"x 9¼", hardcover.                                         #104912  $49.95

European Powers    European Powers    European Powers    

Assassinations Anthology
Plots and Murders That Would 
Have Changed the Course of WW2
Grehan.  There have been many attempts, 
and successful ones, of assassinations on 
national leaders during World War II – 
including those involving Hitler, Mussolini, 
de Gaulle, Churchill, and others. This book 
covers past events in which key individuals 
were involved in either attempts on their 
lives, or incidents that would’ve led to their 

deaths. 200 pages, 6½"x 9¾", hardcover.                                                                                         #104512  $34.95

Made in 
the USA.

Fascist Italy 3-Coin Set
This World War II-era coin set from Fascist 
Italy features the 10, 20, and 50 Centesimi 
from 1939 to 1943. These genuine arti-
facts showcase King Victor Emmanuel III 
as a Roman Emperor. On the reverse, the 
coins display Roman fasces into the design. 
The 10 piece is copper or aluminum-bronze 
and the rest are made of stainless steel.                                                                                                           #104914  $9.95

Genuine Artifact!

Intricately hand-
painted and highly 
detailed, these 
1/30 scale Italian 
army metal � gures are ready for battle! Each 
one features accurate color schemes and 
weaponry used during the World War II era. 
Standing � gures measure 2½" tall.

Italian Folgore Army 

A: Kneeling Machine Gunner  #104945  $49
B: 3-Piece Fire Team                #104946  $129  
C: Grenadier                                   #104947  $49 

A

B

1/30 SCALE

C D
LIMITED EDITION

D: The Desert 
     Sahariana
        #104948  $199
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Pearl Harbor 75th 
Anniversary 
T-Shirt
Salute the servicemen 
lost three-quarters of 
a century ago with this 
75th anniversary Pearl 
Harbor t-shirt featuring 
a � aming USS Arizona 
on the back. 100% 
cotton.              #101642 

Pearl Harbor 75th

Salute the servicemen 
lost three-quarters of 
a century ago with this 

 anniversary Pearl 
Harbor t-shirt featuring 
a � aming USS Arizona 

#101642 

Printed in 
the USA.

 M, L, XL:  $19.95
 2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

Back
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WWII   Pearl Harbor / Doolittle RaidPearl Harbor / Doolittle Raid
USS Arizona (BB-39) Model
A stunning replica of the warship tragically 
lost at Pearl Harbor, this 1/700 scale, 
die cast model of the 
USS Arizona features 
an amazing attention 
to historical authenti-
city including a revised color 
scheme (based on thorough 
visual research), realistic deck 
and superstructure details, a new 
wooden-look presentation stand, and a sea-
wave blister for unique waterline display. 10¼" long.          #701961  $54.95

1/700 SCALE

USS Arizona (BB-39) Cap
This embroidered, navy blue cap proudly displays 
the battleship USS Arizona. Made of 100% poly-
ester, it includes a pre-curved visor and 
an adjustable rear strap.             #63318  $18.95

    One of only 
    a handful 
   of U.S. 
  fighter 
pilots to get 
airborne 
during the 
Pearl Harbor 
attack, 2nd Lt. George Welch – still wearing his civilian clothes after 
an all-night poker game – took down four Japanese warbirds in 
his P-40 Tomahawk. This 1/30 scale polystone model replicates 
Welch’s fighter as it appeared on December 7, 1941, and includes a 
hand-painted pilot figure in a Hawaiian shirt! 12¾" long.        #702448  $299

1/30 SCALE

P-40 Tomahawk Display Model

LIMITED EDITION

Pearl Harbor Coin Collection and 
Japanese Invasion Note Set
This 4-piece set of circulated coins includes a genuine 1941 Je� erson nickel, 1942 silver 
nickel,1943 Lincoln “steel” penny, and 1944 penny. You even get a $10 Japanese invasion 
note that Japan intended to circulate in America following a successful invasion.  #81230  $24.95

This 4-piece set of circulated coins includes a genuine 1941 Je� erson nickel, 1942 silver 

Printed in 
the USA.

18.95

                                                        A6M2B Zero Model
                                                                                       Operated by the Imperial 
                                                                             Japanese Navy from 1940 to 1945,
                                                                          the A6M2 Zero was one of the most 
                                                                       capable fighters of its era. Replicating 
                                                                       an A6M2B � own by Shigeru Itaya 
                                                                     during the Pearl Harbor attack, this 
                                                                    newly tooled 1/48 scale, Hobby Master,
                                                                    die cast model features a rotating 
                                         propeller, a detailed engine, authentic 
     markings, and a display stand. 9¾" wingspan.           #702817  $84.95

1/48 SCALE

      “Remember Dec. 7th” 
Metal Sign
A torn American � ag 
endures amid the de-
struction of the Pearl 
Harbor attack. This 
heavy-gauge steel 
commemorating the 
tragic event features 
the words, “We here 
highly resolve that 
these dead shall not 
have died in vain.” 
Includes mounting 
holes. 16"x 24".
   #702008  $34.95

LIMITED EDITION

Doolittle Raid
The � rst strike against the Japanese home 
islands after the attack at Pearl Harbor, the 
Doolittle Raid – executed on April 18, 
1942 – was carried out by sixteen B-25 
Mitchell bombers and eighty airmen 

stationed on the USS Hornet.

B-25B Mitchell Model – Replicating Doolittle’s bomber as it appeared on that 
fateful day, this 1/72 scale, Air Force 1, die cast model features a glazed nose, 

cockpit, and rear gunner station, detailed radial engines, rotating 
propellers, and realistic machine guns. 11¼" wingspan.  #900043  $69.95 

Aviators: Eddie Rickenbacker, Jimmy Doolittle, Charles Lindbergh and 
the Epic Age of Flight – Groom.  Enjoy captivating inside details on some 
of the world’s most legendary � yers – among them Jimmy Doolittle, Eddie 
Rickenbacker, Charles Lindbergh, and more! From their courageous feats of 

World War I, II, and beyond, this book tells us how each heroic pilot rede� ned � ight 
with bravery, honor, and innovation. 464 pages, 6"x 9", softcover.                       #701489  $14.95

B-25B Mitchell Model – 

24.95 holes. 16"x 24".

Doolittle Raid
The � rst strike against the Japanese home 
islands after the attack at Pearl Harbor, the 
Doolittle Raid – executed on April 18, 
1942 – was carried out by sixteen B-25 
Mitchell bombers and eighty airmen 

stationed on the USS Hornet.

B-25B Mitchell Model – Replicating Doolittle’s bomber as it appeared on that 

   #702008  $34.95

Doolittle Raid
The � rst strike against the Japanese home 
islands after the attack at Pearl Harbor, the 

1942 – was carried out by sixteen B-25 

stationed on the USS Hornet.

B-25B Mitchell Model – Replicating Doolittle’s bomber as it appeared on that 

1/72 SCALE

Sweet Revenge – Stan Stokes.  To calm nerves before 
their forthcoming daring attack on Japan, members of 
the Doolittle Raid look over their B-25 Mitchell bomber. 
16"x 11½". Signed and numbered 
by the artist!                     #7164  Reg: $39.95  $24.95

LIMITED EDITION

SAVE 

$15
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Flying Tigers / North Africa    WWII   

P-40 Warhawk 
T-Shirt
Made of 100% 
pre-shrunk cot-
ton, this chocolate 
brown-colored 
t-shirt features a 
screen-printed image of a 
“shark-mouthed” P-40 Warhawk 
flown by 18-victory ace Charles 
“Chuck” Older of the American 
Volunteer Group, Flying Tigers, 
along with the group’s cartoon 
insignia. 
      #21310 M, L, XL:  $19.95   2XL:  $21.95

Allies vs. The Afrika Korps
In November of 1942, the Allies launched 
“Operation Torch,” the invasion of French 
North Africa with the purpose of repelling the 
invading German forces. Examine the entire 
campaign, and its many historical leaders such 
as George Patton, Dwight Eisenhower, and Erwin 
Rommel, with this fascinating six-� lm program featuring rare vintage footage 
and celebratory British newsreels. B&W. 1 hr. 47 min. #MV52943  $19.95

First Blood in North Africa
Operation Torch and the U.S. 
Campaign in Africa in World War II
Diamond.  America’s � rst battle theater against 
the Germans, the North African campaign began 
in November of 1942, eleven months after the 
U.S. entered the war. This photographic reference 
guide lays out in compelling detail the historic 
clashes during Operation Torch between Patton 
and Rommel – and captures battles in Morocco, 
Algeria, and Tunisia. 216 pages, B&W 
photos, 8½"x 11", softcover.     #102950  $24.95

Sayonara 
Sally
Stan Stokes.  On 
December 23, 
1941, sixty 
Japanese Ki-21 
“Sally” bombers 
set out on a 
sortie over 
Rangoon, 
Burma. The 
AVG “Flying 
Tigers,” 
charged with 
protecting this area against raids, took � ight in defense of the city in their 
signature P-40 Warhawks. This 21"x 14" print features Lt. Col. Chuck Older’s 
shark-mouthed warbird taking down an attacking Sally. Signed by five 
Flying Tigers pilots including Older himself!                                        #700170  $149

LIMITED EDITION

P-40B Warhawk 
Display Model 
Hand-carved and painted 
by expert craftsmen, this 
1/24 scale mahogany model of a 
P-40 Warhawk � own by Flying Tiger 
and 18¼-victory ace David Lee “Tex” Hill 
of the 2nd Squadron “Panda Bears,” includes 
a metal history plate mounted on the 
elegant wood display base. 
18½" wingspan.           #96681  $199

A: P-40 Cutout – 16"x 10".                     #700514 $24.95
B: “Airborne All the Way” – 8"x 24".   #66911  $29.95

24.95
29.95

Sayonara 

Flying Tigers

 
                                                                                       Each one an 
                                                                     eye-catching addition 
                                                 to your décor, these steel signs 
            celebrate the legendary P-40 Warhawk. Includes 
mounting holes.

P-40 Warhawk Metal Signs

Signed by Five Flying 
Tigers Pilots!

DAK Afrikakorps Silver Ring
Engraved with a host of recognizable Nazi imagery – 

     including a swastika, eagle, and battle tank – 
  this silver ring is a quality replica of one worn 

 by members of Rommel’s Afrika Korps. It also 
 features a dedication to the “Desert Fox” and interior signature 

 impression. Size 11. Can be � tted by a jeweler.          #102932  $79.95

     including a swastika, eagle, and battle tank – 
  this silver ring is a quality replica of one worn 

 by members of Rommel’s Afrika Korps. It also 
 features a dedication to the “Desert Fox” and interior signature 

Luftwa� e M41 Afrika Korps 
O�  cer’s Cap
This quality replica of a Luftwa� e M41 Afrika Korps 
billed o�  cer’s cap features silver piping around 
the top and scallop, side vent holes, authen-
tic maker markings and date stamped on the 
red cotton lining, and more.         #M651736  $49.95

Luftwa� e M41 Afrika Korps 

This quality replica of a Luftwa� e M41 Afrika Korps 
billed o�  cer’s cap features silver piping around 
the top and scallop, side vent holes, authen-
tic maker markings and date stamped on the 

#M651736  $49.95
 Available Sizes: 

71/8, 71/4, 73/8, 71/2, 75/8

A

B

One of the most decorated 
o�  cers in the Third Reich, 
Hermann-Bernhard Ramcke led 
a paratrooper brigade in the 
Second World War – formed in 
1942 and sent to join the Afrika 
Korps. These 1/30 scale metal 
� gures recreate the celebrated 
German unit, as they keep 
watch for their enemies at El 
Alamein. 2½" tall.

The Ramcke 
Brigade

1/30 SCALE

A: 2-Piece Fire Support Team
                                         #104807  $89
B: Signals O�  cer      #104808  $49
C: Standing Ready   #104811  $49
D: Standing Firing   #104810  $49
E: Kneeling Firing    #104809  $49
  Complete Set – Get all 6 � gures 
  and save over $35!
                                          #104812  $249

LIMITED EDITION

A

B

C

D

E
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WWII   German Small Arms & Equipment 
Strafbattalion
Hitler’s Penal Battalions
Zapotoczny.  In 1939, Hitler created “Strafbattalion” units to 
deal with arrested members of the Wehrmacht as well as 
“subversives.” He ordered any � rst-time convicted soldier 
could return to service after serving in a special probation 
corps before the enemy. This book looks at the penal units 
and their combat history in depth, along with the order of 
battle. 224 pages, 6"x 9¼", hardcover. #105067  $29.95

  50-Pack 9mm Blanks – Be sure to 
  load up on “ammunition”!  #M651886  $29.9529.95

                      German PPK 
                      Blank-Firing Pistol
One of the most popular law enforcement pistols of 
all time, including usage by the German police during 
World War II, the PPK has been manufactured continuously since 
1929. This detailed blank-� ring replica of the 
famous handgun is the authentic size and 
weight of the original and features a stylish 
black design. 6¼" long.                                                          #100956  $79.95

                      Blank-Firing Pistol
One of the most popular law enforcement pistols of 
all time, including usage by the German police during 
World War II, the PPK has been manufactured continuously since 
1929. This detailed blank-� ring replica of the 

weight of the original and features a stylish 

Shipping restrictions  
apply. Call for details.

PPK Gun Holsters
Outfit your Walther PPK handgun with 
these all-leather holsters, featuring a sewn 
belt loop, a leather closing strap with brass 
stud, and WWII “HCK 1941” marking with 
German Eagle Proof insignia. Fits PPK and 
most smaller-sized handguns.  

                                                      $24.95 each
Brown  #M652131      Black  #M652143

Voices from Hitler’s Army
Through rare � lm footage and remarkable interviews 
with German World War II veterans, this program 
presents a unique, personal look at the rise and fall 
of Nazi Germany. You’ll enjoy fascinating perspectives 
on the overwhelming Blitzkrieg attacks, the changing 
tide of the Luftwa� e air campaign, the Wa� en-SS, life on 
a U-boat, the trials of the Eastern Front, the last stand at 
Berlin, and more. Color and B&W, 5 hours on 2 DVDs. #MV50286  $49.95

German 
Military Bags
These strikingly 
authentic repro-
duced bags 
mimic those
used by 
German sol-

diers during 
the Second World 

War for their personal items. 
They each feature adjustable leather 

shoulder straps, a durable canvas 
construction, a closeable main com-
partment, and historic markings.
A: M31 “Bread Bag”  #101635  $24.95
B: NEW! 1941 Rucksack 
                                          #105068  $59.95

WWII German O�  cer’s Map Case
Stylish and historic, this o�  cer’s map case has a high-quality pebble 
grain leather construction that replicates the World War II German 
accessory. It also features reproduced original markings 
of “Hans Wolf 1940 New-Ulm”.                                  #105069  $34.95

24.95

59.95

Sturmgewehr 44 
Ri� e

          The 
Sturmgewehr 44 
was a select-� re ri� e 
used by the Germans 
beginning in 1943, with 
nearly half a million produced 
through the 1960s. Available with or without a leather sling, this non-� ring 
replica of the famous Nazi gun features metal/wood construction and a 
working bolt-action assembly and trigger. 37" long.

  50-Pack 9mm Blanks –
  load up on “ammunition”!  

                      German PPK 
                      Blank-Firing Pistol
One of the most popular law enforcement pistols of 
all time, including usage by the German police during 
World War II, the PPK has been manufactured continuously since 
1929. This detailed blank-� ring replica of the 
famous handgun is the authentic size and 
weight of the original and features a stylish 
black design. 6¼                                                        

Sturmgewehr 44 
Ri� e

          The 
Sturmgewehr 44 
was a select-� re ri� e 
used by the Germans 
beginning in 1943, with 
nearly half a million produced 
through the 1960s. Available with or without a leather sling, this non-� ring 

  With Sling
     #M600282
                  $299
  Without Sling
     #103903   
                  $279

Shipping 
restrictions apply. 

Call for details.

Luftwa� e 
Paratrooper Knife
This fantasy collectible of a Luftwa� e paratrooper 
knife features a steel blade inside a sliding 
metal frame. 8" long when open.         
                                      #M650647  $16.95

 A Sliding Metal 
 Frame Exposes the Blade!

Paratrooper Knife
This fantasy collectible of a Luftwa� e paratrooper 
knife features a steel blade inside a sliding 

German 
Army General 
Visor Cap
An eye-catching addition 
to any WWII showcase, 
this wool visor cap 
replicates one worn by 
Third Reich generals 
and features gold 
bullion piping and chin-cords, pebbled buttons, satin 
linings, and colorful embroidered insignia.       #102564  $79.95

An eye-catching addition 

bullion piping and chin-cords, pebbled buttons, satin 

Available Sizes: 
7, 71/8, 71/4, 

73/8, 71/2, 75/8

Uniforms of 
the Third Reich
A Study in Photographs
Hayes and Maguire.  This pictorial 
reference book o� ers full-color, front 
and back images of uniforms worn 
by Nazi armed forces during the 
Second World War. See items worn 
by the Wehrmacht, Luftwa� e, 
Kriegsmarine, Wa� en-SS, 
Allgemeine-SS, Hitler Youth, and 
political leaders, with photographs 

showing everything from buttons to insignia! 200 pages, 
400+ color photos, 9"x 12", hardcover.                #102344  $69.95

Military Bags
These strikingly 
authentic repro-

the Second World 
War for their personal items. 

They each feature adjustable leather 
shoulder straps, a durable canvas 
construction, a closeable main com-

A

B
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German Tech / Tanks    WWII   

German Insignia
Insignia worn by Wehrmacht 
soldiers on both their caps and 
collars are featured in this 
unique replica collection, per-
fect for display or reenactments.

A: Brunswick Tradition Cap Skull – 1"x 1".  
#M650906  $19.95

B: Panzer Skull Collar Tabs (Bullion) – 1¼"x 2¾".  
#M650851  $29.95

C: Panzer Skull Collar Tab – 1"x 1".            #M650850  $9.95

soldiers on both their caps and 

fect for display or reenactments.

A

C

B

Luft-X  
Part of the acclaimed Luft-X line of 
experimental German aircraft, these 
1/72 scale resin models – each one a 
conversation-starting centerpiece – 
feature a realistic design, authentic weaponry, 
historic Third Reich markings, and a display stand.     
A: Messerschmitt Me 329 – Though it never 
made it past the concept stage, the 
rear-propeller Me 329 was to be made 

largely of wood – cutting down 
on much-needed war 
supplies in the 
Third Reich. 
9½" wingspan.
  #82036  $39.95
B: Haunebu I – A � ying 
saucer, the otherworldly Haunebu I 
is, according to some theorists, still in underground bases 
around the world.  8" diameter.                                                              #702163  $49.95

A

B

Operation Big
The Race to Stop Hitler’s A-Bomb
Brown.  When a Cambridge professor comes across 
interesting wiring under the � oor of his mansion 
Farm Hall, which had a past with housing World 
War II secret operations, he learned Germany’s 
top nuclear physicists used to live there. This book 
reveals the truth behind the planned attacks that 
involved Hitler and his bombs. 304 pages, 
6"x 9¼", softcover.                       #103519  $22.95

3rd Reich: Hitler’s UFOs
Top scientists and psychiatrists of the elite Nazi regime 
claimed that an outside force assisted them with 
their technology that was 100 years ahead of the 
Allies. The Third Reich’s mission was to create “the 
most powerful weapon” in order to take out all 
their enemies. This DVD includes documentaries 
such as: Hitler’s UFOs and Alien Contact: 
Nazi UFOs. 2 hrs. 30 min.                #104963  $24.95

Panzers East and West
The German 10th SS Panzer Division 
from the Eastern Front to Normandy

Stenger.  The 10th SS Panzer Division � rst saw action in 1944 
during the relief of the German army on the Eastern Front. 
They returned West only months later, in response to the 
Allied invasion at Normandy. Read more in-depth on the 
� nal battles that led to the escape of German soldiers and 
civilians from Soviet captivity. 400 pages, 
8½"x 10¼", hardcover.                                     #104964  $39.95

 Remote-Control Tank Models
Manufactured in Germany during World War II, these armored 
vehicles were used as combat tanks with their mounted 

weaponry and easy maneuverability. These 1/16 scale, 
radio-controlled models are equipped to shoot BBs! 

They also feature LED machine guns, an accessory kit, a 
smoke unit, a speaker, battery with charger, and 

a recoil function when � ring.                                                             $299 each

A: Sturmgeschutz III Ausf.G SD.Kfz. – 16¾" long.  #M901835      B: Panzer III – 13¾" long.  #101695

 Remote-Control Tank Models
Manufactured in Germany during World War II, these armored 
vehicles were used as combat tanks with their mounted 

weaponry and easy maneuverability. These 1/16 scale, 
radio-controlled models are equipped to shoot BBs! 

They also feature LED machine guns, an accessory kit, a 
smoke unit, a speaker, battery with charger, and 

a recoil function when � ring.                                                             
A: Sturmgeschutz III Ausf.G SD.Kfz. – 

 Remote-Control Tank Models
Manufactured in Germany during World War II, these armored 
vehicles were used as combat tanks with their mounted 

weaponry and easy maneuverability. These 1/16 scale, 

13¾" long.  #101695

A
B

1/72 SCALE

All Models 
Include a 

Display Base!

German Panzer Grenadiers
First active during World War II, German panzer 
grenadiers were specialized infantry that 
were transported in ground combat vehicles 
with speci� c missions. These 1/30 scale metal 
� gures feature incredible detail with accurate 
uniform and weaponry themes. 2½" tall.

A: Standing Ready with 
     Panzerfaust   
                     #104789  $49
B: Standing Ready  
                     #104791  $49
C: 2-Piece Machine  
     Gun Team  
                     #104790  $99
D: Kneeling
                     #104792  $49

1/30 SCALE

A B

D

C

LIMITED EDITION

“Battle Tank Crossing 
       Next 10KM” 
            Metal Sign
                        Be vigilant! This “Battle 
                           Tank Crossing” shaped 
                          sign is made of 24-
                     gauge steel that has the 
                look of aged metal and 
          paint, includes mounting 
      holes, and measures 20"x 25". 
                        #M602382  $44.95

“Battle Tank Crossing 
       Next 10KM” 
            Metal Sign
                        Be vigilant! This “Battle 
                           Tank Crossing” shaped 
                          sign is made of 24-
                     gauge steel that has the 
                look of aged metal and 
          paint, includes mounting 
      holes, and measures 20"x 25". 
                        #M602382

Made in 
the USA.

Fires BBs!
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WWII   Atlantic Warships / U-Boats

German U-Boat Aces
Braeuer.  Though the term “ace” is often 
used to describe successful fighter pilots, 
it’s also used for proli� c U-Boat captains 
who sank thousands of tons worth of 
enemy ships. Filled with hundreds of 
dynamic photographs, these gripping 
pro� les turn their attention to some 
of Germany’s most legendary U-Boat 
commanders. 80 - 96 pages, 200+ color 
and B&W photos, 9"x 12", hardcover.  

$29.95 each
Heinrich Lehmann-
Willenbrock: U-96                #104978
Adalbert Schnee: U-201    #104979
Rolf Mützelburg: U-203     #104980
Peter Cremer: U-333           #101317

  “On Watch” German   
    Figure 2-Piece Set
  These finely detailed and hand- 
  painted 1/30 scale metal replicas of 
German U-Boat sailors – one crewman 
and one o�  cer – keep a vigilant watch  
      for the enemy. 2½" tall.
                                #M518902  $71.95

www.MilitaryIssue.com

  “On Watch” German   
    Figure 2-Piece Set
  These finely detailed and hand- 
  painted 1/30 scale metal replicas of 
German U-Boat sailors – one crewman 
and one o�  cer – keep a vigilant watch  
      for the enemy. 2½" tall.
                                

German Type IX U-Boat Kit
Featuring finely textured surfaces and an incredible 
attention to detail, this 1/72 scale plastic kit of a 
German Type IX U-Boat operated during WWII 
includes an immaculately scribed hull with 
simulated rivets and welded seams, a 
detailed deck with an intricate con-
ning tower, simulated � ood 
valves and vents, mov-
able control surfaces, 
and authentic 
markings. 
Assembly 
required. 
160 pieces. 
Skill level 3. 
37¾" long. 
              #M807275  $99.95

German Type IX U-Boat Kit
Featuring finely textured surfaces and an incredible 
attention to detail, this 1/72 scale plastic kit of a 
German Type IX U-Boat operated during WWII 
includes an immaculately scribed hull with 
simulated rivets and welded seams, a 
detailed deck with an intricate con-
ning tower, simulated � ood 
valves and vents, mov-
able control surfaces, 
and authentic 

$99.95

Purchase All Three 
DVDs – Save  $10! 
#MV53083
Separately: $44.85

        Set: $34.85

 Grey Wolves
This is the definitive series on Germany's U-Boats in 
World War II. B&W, 1 hour each.                                                                                                   $14.95 each  
1939-1941 – Examines the initial stages of U-Boats’ 
involvement in the war, primarily in the conflict 
between Britain and Germany. Includes images 

filmed by German cameramen.                    #MV50694
1942-1943 – See the introduction of the U-Boat in the 

battle against American armed forces as they entered 
WWII, including footage illustrating the U-Boat's role in the battle 
of the North Atlantic.                                                                               #MV50695
1943-1945 – This final episode looks at the late-war U-Boat battles in 
which German forces were unable to compensate for their own lack of 
equipment and materiel and the Allies' use of new technologies 
and tactics.                                                                                                 #MV50696 

U-Boat Badge
Awarded to crewmen after two 
patrol missions, the U-Boat combat 
badge was established in 1939. This striking replica of 
the Nazi decoration features a gold-type � nish and the 
original’s submarine and swastika symbols. 

#104990  $29.95

Four of the world’s most legendary warships are featured in this premium 
collection of 1/700 scale, die cast models – replicas of Axis and Allied vessels 
destroyed during World War II. An amazing attention to detail is featured with 
each one which includes an authentic color scheme, a realistic deck and super-
structure, a wooden-look presentation stand, and a sea-wave 
blister for unique waterline display.

All models include 
two display bases!

DKM 
Bismarck 

Commissioned in 1940 
and destroyed in 1941, 
the Bismarck was the 
lead ship in her own 
class of massive 

                      battleships built for the Kriegsmarine. 13¾" long.       #701958

HMS Hood 
The HMS Hood 
and the DKM 
Bismarck faced 
head-on during the 
Battle of Denmark Strait (May 24, 1941). 
Less than ten minutes after opening � re, 
the Bismarck connected with a 38mm shell 
and broke the Hood in two, killing 1,415 
men. 14¾" long.                                         #701954          DKM Tirpitz  

  In November of 1944, British Lancaster   
      bombers attacked the 
        DKM Tirpitz, 
     causing it to 
quickly capsize, 
killing between 950 
and 1,204 men. 13¾" long.                                                                         #701957

HMS Ark Royal 
One of the most famous aircraft 
carriers of the entire war, the British 
HMS Ark Royal was fatally struck by the German 
submarine U-86 in November of 1941. 13¾" long.                       #701960

and destroyed in 1941, 

All models include 
two display bases!

DKM 
Bismarck 

Commissioned in 1940 
and destroyed in 1941, 

structure, a wooden-look presentation stand, and a sea-wave 
blister for unique waterline display.

head-on during the 
Battle of Denmark Strait (May 24, 1941). 
Less than ten minutes after opening � re, 
the Bismarck connected with a 38mm shell 

each one which includes an authentic color scheme, a realistic deck and super-
structure, a wooden-look presentation stand, and a sea-wave 
blister for unique waterline display.

Battle of Denmark Strait (May 24, 1941). 
Less than ten minutes after opening � re, 
the Bismarck connected with a 38mm shell 

         DKM Tirpitz 
  In November of 1944, British Lancaster   
      bombers attacked the 
        DKM Tirpitz, 

killing between 950 
and 1,204 men. 13¾" long.                                                                         

         DKM Tirpitz 
  In November of 1944, British Lancaster   
      bombers attacked the 

killing between 950 
and 1,204 men. 13¾" long.                                                                         #701957

and broke the Hood in two, killing 1,415 
#701954

and 1,204 men. 13¾" long.                                                                         

One of the most famous aircraft 
carriers of the entire war, the British 
HMS Ark Royal was fatally struck by the German 
submarine U-86 in November of 1941. 13¾" long.                       #701960

the Bismarck connected with a 38mm shell 

Battle of Denmark Strait (May 24, 1941). 
Less than ten minutes after opening � re, 
the Bismarck connected with a 38mm shell 

                      battleships built for the Kriegsmarine. 13¾" long.       

         DKM Tirpitz 
  In November of 1944, British Lancaster   
      bombers attacked the 
        DKM Tirpitz, 
     causing it to 
quickly capsize, 
killing between 950 
and 1,204 men. 13¾" long.                                                                         

Battle of Denmark Strait (May 24, 1941). 
                      battleships built for the Kriegsmarine. 13¾" long.       

and broke the Hood in two, killing 1,415          DKM Tirpitz 
  In November of 1944, British Lancaster   
      bombers attacked the 
        DKM Tirpitz, 
     causing it to 
quickly capsize, 
killing between 950 
and 1,204 men. 13¾" long.                                                                         

One of the most famous aircraft 
carriers of the entire war, the British 
HMS Ark Royal was fatally struck by the German 
submarine U-86 in November of 1941. 13¾" long.                       #701960

the Bismarck connected with a 38mm shell 
                      battleships built for the Kriegsmarine. 13¾" long.       

Battle of Denmark Strait (May 24, 1941). 
Less than ten minutes after opening � re, 
the Bismarck connected with a 38mm shell 

1/700 SCALE$5495
Each

Awarded to crewmen after two 
patrol missions, the U-Boat combat 

Over 
3 Feet 
Long!
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Air War in Europe / Transports    WWII   

U.S. Army Air Forces 
Transport Command 
This collection includes 6 � lms about 
the USAAF’s transport command! You’ll 

see footage of USAAF C-46s, C-47s, 
DC-4s, DC-6s, and others in action during 

and immediately after World War II, learn 
about the importance and benefits of having USAAF air bases strategically 
placed around the world, and even watch newsreels about “The Hump,” 
the dangerous pass over the eastern end of the Himalayan 
mountains. B&W, 1 hr. 45 min.                                                  #V5096  $19.95

The B-25 was one 
of the most widely 
used twin-engine 
bombers em-
ployed during the 
war, and included 
nose-mounted 
machine guns for 
a ground support 
role. This 1/48 
scale plastic kit includes machine guns in the 
glass nose, weighted tires, pilot � gures, and 
decals for two aircraft from the 345th Bomb 
Group – the “Air Apaches.” Assembly required.
16¾" wingspan; 138 parts, skill 
level 2.                                        #9112  $29.95 Includes a Choice of Markings!

                              This heavy-gauge steel sign 
                              is cut in the shape of a 
                  banking B-25 Mitchell bomber. 
                   Includes mounting holes. 
                  16"x 18".           #701651  $29.95

B-25 Mitchell 
Metal Sign

                    Heinkel He 111H-3 Kit
With a wingspan measuring more than a foot and a half, this 1/48 scale 
plastic kit replicating a Heinkel He 111H-3 features a well-appointed interior 
(including cockpit and bombardier’s station), optional cowlings, realistic 
cannons and machine guns, optional-position landing gear, detailed bomb 
bays (with open/closed doors), and four sets of early-war markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3. 18¾" wingspan.                 #104916  $79.95

Heinkel He 111
The Early Years – Fall of France, 
Battle of Britain and the Blitz
Goss.  This illustrated pro� le, featuring approximately 
two hundred dynamic images, examines one of the 
Luftwa� e’s most successful bombers: the Heinkel 
He 111. Learn about its early war service – 
including in Poland and France – as well as 
raids over London, Bristol, Birmingham, and 
Liverpool. 128 pages, 200 B&W 

                          photos, 7½"x 9½", softcover.                   #104917  $24.95
                                        Air War Varsity
                                                                  Bowman.  Launched in 
                            March 1945, Operation Varsity was an 
            Allied campaign in which some 16,000 para-
troopers were dropped into western Germany. 
Examine the entire incredible logistical feat with this 
engrossing title, which explores how more than 500 
transport aircraft – including C-46s, C-47s, and C-54s – 
helped complete the largest single-day airborne drop in history! 
256 pages, 60 B&W photos, 6½"x 9½", hardcover.           #104918  $34.95

                    Heinkel He 111H-3 Kit

Air War in Europe / Transports    

111H-3 Kit
With a wingspan measuring more than a foot and a half, this 1/48 scale 

111H-3 Kit

WWII Fighter 
Models
Made by Hobby Master, 
these 1/72 scale, 
die cast models recreate 
a pair of fighters 
serving in Europe 
during the Second 
World War. They feature 
historic markings, a see-
through canopy, realistic 
weaponry, optional-
position landing gear, and a display stand. 
A: Beaufighter Mk.VIF – Sqn. Ldr. M.J. 
Mansfeld & Flg. O� . S. Janacek, No. 68 Sqn., 
Fairwood Common Air� eld, May, 1944. 9½" wingspan.      #702825  $92.95
B: Bf 110E-2 – Luftwa� e, JG 1, 1942. 8¾" wingspan.          #702828  $79.95

Examine the entire incredible logistical feat with this 
engrossing title, which explores how more than 500 
transport aircraft – including C-46s, C-47s, and C-54s – 
helped complete the largest single-day airborne drop in history! 
256 pages, 60 B&W photos, 6½"x 9½", hardcover.           

die cast models recreate die cast models recreate 

during the Second 
World War. They feature 
historic markings, a see-
through canopy, realistic 
weaponry, optional-
position landing gear, and a display stand. 
A: Beaufighter Mk.VIF – Sqn. Ldr. M.J. 
Mansfeld & Flg. O� . S. Janacek, No. 68 Sqn., 
Fairwood Common Air� eld, May, 1944. 9½" wingspan.      #702825 $92.95

1/72 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION
A

B

Top Night Fighter
Stan Stokes.  
With 121 
victories, 
Major Heinz 
Schnaufer 
was the 
top-scoring 
night � ghter 
ace of all 
time. On 
two of his 
missions he 
claimed a 
total of 13 
RAF Lancaster bombers. Here, Schnaufer � ies the night � ghter version 
of the Bf 110 “Zerstorer,” homing in on a Lancaster. Hand numbered, this 
16"x 11½" print is signed by the artist and by Bf 110 night � ghter 
pilot, 50-victory ace Hans-Joachim Jabs.        #73053  Reg: $74.95  $37.45

LIMITED EDITION

SAVE 

50%

Signed by Bf  110 Pilot Hans-Joachim Jabs!

B-25J Mitchell Kit

19.95

Having flown numer-
ous missions in support 
of D-Day, Operation 
Market Garden, 
and the Rhine 
Crossing, 
“Kwicherbichen” 
– a C-47 Skytrain – 
is today commemorated as 
an airworthy Battle of Britain 
Memorial Flight plane. This 1/72 scale, die cast model of 
the warbird features authentic nose artwork, see-through canopy 
and cabin windows, D-Day Invasion stripes, optional-position landing 
gear, authentic markings, and a display stand. 16" wingspan. 

1/72 SCALE

C-47 Dakota Model

#702133
    $149.95

Made in 
the USA.
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GMC 2½-Ton 
Cargo Truck
America’s support vehicles 
of World War II were crucial 
to victory, both with U.S. 
forces and their Allies abroad. 
Representing the iconic
"deuce and a half," this 1/35 
scale plastic kit features a 
well-equipped cab interior, a 
detailed cargo bed, treaded rubber 
tires, and a choice of authentic 
markings. Assembly required. 
170+ pieces.                                            #M901998 $44.95

SAVE OVER 60%!

allied afvs

1/43 SCALE

Humber Mk. IV – British Army, 
8th Infantry Division, Sangro 
River, Italy, 1943. 4¼" long.

#97304

1/43 SCALE

AMC Schneider P16 – French 
Army, 1ère Groupes, Belgium, 
1940. 4½" long. #97258

Somua S-35 – French Army, 
1ère Division, Quesnoy, France, 
1940. 5" long. #97256

Citröen Type 23 – French 
Army, 49ème Bataillon de Chars   
    de Combat, Tannay, France,    
     1940. 5" long.               #97264

AMD 35 Panhard 178 – 
French Army, 6ème Cuirassiers
1ère DLM, Netherlands, 
1940. 4¼" long.              #97260

Peugeot DMA Light Truck – 
French Army, Forces Francaises 
De L'Interieur, France, 1944. 
4¼" long. #97437

Sale-priced at more than 60% o� , these 
1/43 scale metal and plastic models 
– featuring realistic weaponry and 

accessories, historic markings, and quality tires or tracks – replicate those 
� elded by various Allied nations 
during World War II.

$995
Each

Reg: $24.95

Willys Pin-Up Girl 
Metal Sign
Featuring a camo-clad pin-up girl 
with the iconic Willys Jeep of World 
War II, this 24-gauge steel sign 
resembles the look of aged metal 
and paint. 12"x 18"; includes 
mounting holes.                
                                 #M601668  $24.95

B

    de Combat, Tannay, France,    
     1940. 5" long.               

A

1/72 SCALE

Willys Jeep 
Models
Towing a 37mm anti-
aircraft gun or an 
open-top trailer, these 
1/72 scale, die cast models 
are Hobby Master reproductions 
of the ubiquitous Willys Jeep. 
They feature a glazed windshield, 
a well-equipped interior, a rear-
mounted spare, treaded 
rubber tires, and a remov-
able base with a 
protective cover. 5" long.                                                                                                                  $26.95 each

4x4 Truck with Machine Gun Kit 
Featuring a .30-cal M1919 Browning machine gun, 
this 1/6 scale 4x4 truck kit has exciting detail and 
accurate construction for combat ready action! The 
plastic kit also includes a full interior with cloth seats,  
well-depicted armored shields, detachable petrol cans in a rack, 
lifelike spare tire, and bonus ammo drums. Assembly required. 
22" long.                                                                                                   #104773  $219 

4x4 Truck with Machine Gun Kit 

1/6 SCALE

155mm Long Tom Gun
In Action
Doyle.  Serving as the backbone of the 
U.S. Army’s heavy � eld artillery units during 
World War II and in Korea, the 155mm “Long 
Tom” is chronicled in great detail in this pic-
torial pro� le. Enjoy a look at not only the 
iconic weapon, but also its transports includ-
ing the Mack 6x6, M4 high-speed tractor and, 
later, the M125 10-ton truck. 80 pages, 227 photos, 
11"x 8½", softcover.                                                                          #105072  $19.95

A: With Gun – U.S. Army, 
1st Armored Division, 
Tunisia, 1943.               #103635

B: With Trailer – British Army, 
6th Airborne Division, 
Normandy, 1944.             #103636

Nearly 2-feet long!
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The Unknown War
WWII and the Epic Battles of the Russian Front
     Originally released as a 20-episode TV docu-
     mentary series in the late ’70s, The Unknown War 
catalogs in great detail the plight of the Soviets 
during their brutal battles with the Germans. This 
5-DVD set includes the entire collection – narrated 
by Burt Lancaster – which features footage shot by 
Russians on the front lines, incredible rare images, 
and interviews with historic � gures such 

as Georgi Zhukov and Leonid Brezhnev. 
16 hrs. 30 min.                               #100454  $44.95
as Georgi Zhukov and Leonid Brezhnev. 

16½ Hours 
on 5 DVDs!

German Russian Front Medal
GIven to German soldiers who participated in the � rst winter cam-
paign (November 15, 1941, to April 15, 1942) in the Soviet Union, 
the Russian Front medal features an Army eagle clutching a 
swastika on the front and, on the reverse, the name of the 
medal and a crossed bayonet and laurel branch. 
1½" diameter; includes a 5" ribbon.                  #65239  $19.95

Hitler Versus Stalin 
The Eastern Front War 1942-1943 
– Stalingrad to Kharkov 

Cornish.  After Hitler opened his sneak attack against 
Stalin’s Soviet Union in 1941, the � ghting devolved into 
a vicious and bloody war – including the campaigns of 

1942. This historical guide examines this second year of 
the Eastern Front battles when advantage was beginning 
to shift from the Wehrmacht to the Red Army, who took 
the o� ensive in Stalingrad, Kharkov, and Kursk. 

144 pages, 175 B&W photos, 7½"x 9½", softcover.                #105074  $24.95

Pencil Eraser
Stan Stokes.  A Soviet 
MiG-3 successfully 
targets a Luftwa� e 
Do 17 “Flying Pencil.” 
This 16½"x 11" print 
is signed by the 
artist.  #73016
   Reg: $39.95

                  $24.95

Russian Leather Holster Replicas
Made of rich, tan leather, these quality holsters 
– replicas of the types used for famous 
World War II-era Soviet sidearms – 
feature a brass � ap stud, belt loops, 
and an ammunition 
clip pocket.                                $29.95 each

A: Tokarev Holster with Cleaning Rod  
Fits the T33 Tokarev pistol; includes 
a cleaning rod.                                             #M652121
B: M1895 Nagant Holster – Fits the Nagant 
   M1895 Revolver.                                       #M652122

B

Made of rich, tan leather, these quality holsters 

each

A: Tokarev Holster with Cleaning Rod

#M652121
 Fits the Nagant 

#M652122

A

SAVE 

50%

LIMITED EDITION

FlaK 38 Anti-Aircraft Gun
Battling the 
wintery elements, 
this German anti-
aircraft team wields 
the ubiquitous FlaK 
38 and keeps an eye 
out for Allied war-
planes. Each 1/30 
scale collectible
arrives with striking 
hand-painted 
details!

A: FlaK 38 – Polystone. 4" long.                                                      #M902716  $79
B: 2-Piece Gun Crew – Metal. 2½" tall.                                        #M511763  $85

1/30 SCALE

B

Panzer IV on the 
Battlefield 
Ellis.  Known to its German operators as 
the “workhorse” for its non-glamorous 
but nonetheless e� ective performance, 
the Panzer IV was a staple of battle 
theaters from North Africa to Russia. 

This two-book series on the subject o� ers 
a visual timeline of the machine from its 
development to its strategic importance, 
with a look at every Ausf variant. 
112 pages, B&W photos, 12"x 8¼", 
hardcover.                                                                                                          $34.95 each

Volume 1  #105065   Volume 2  #105066

A: Panzer IV Ausf. G – 3¼" long.  #105075  
B: Sd.Kfz. 184 Elefant – 4" long.     #105070  

A

16½ Hours 
on 5 DVDs!

German Russian Front Medal
GIven to German soldiers who participated in the � rst winter cam-

#105075  
#105070  B

1/72 SCALE

German Armor Models 
Draped in striking o� -white paint schemes, 
these 1/72 scale metal and plastic models 
are replicas of German armor seen on the 
Eastern Front late in the war. They feature 
a realistic main cannon (mounted on a 
rotating turret), simulated accessories, 
realistic tracks, and authentic 
markings.                                     $34.95 each

BA

The Red 
Army
As the Russians 
near their 
ultimate triumph 
over Germany, 
these soldiers –
including one 
who helps him-
self to a bust of 
the Führer as a 
battle memento 
– can almost 
taste victory. Each 

1/30 scale metal 
� gure comes hand 
painted, accurately 
detailed, and 
ready to display 
in your World 
War II collection. 
2½" tall.

A: SU-76 Self-Propelled Gun     #M902718  $199
B: 2-piece Gun Crew                      #M511764  $79
C: The Souvenir Collector             #100338  $45
D: Kneeling/Reloading                 #100339  $45
E: 2-Piece “Attack!”                         #100340  $79
F: Female Soldier                            #100341  $45

A

B

C

D

E

F

1/30 SCALE
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“In the Face of  
Obstacles – 
Courage” 
Metal Sign 
Made of 24-gauge steel, this
sign resembles the look of 
aged metal and paint, mea-
sures 12"x 15", and includes 
mounting holes.
           #M602330  $19.95

M1911 .45-Caliber 
Blank-Firing Pistol
Still in service a century after its introduction, 
the M1911 pistol was the standard-issue sidearm 
of the U.S. armed forces for 75 years. These blank-
firing reproductions of the legendary gun feature handsome 
wood grips, a removable clip (that holds seven blanks), and an 
authentic style trigger and hammer. 8½" long.

Black  #100628 $129          Polished Silver  #M651882 $139

Allied Small Arms

the M1911 pistol was the standard-issue sidearm 
of the U.S. armed forces for 75 years. These blank-
firing reproductions of the legendary gun feature handsome 
wood grips, a removable clip (that holds seven blanks), and an 
authentic style trigger and hammer. 8½" long.

Polished Silver  #M651882 $139

firing reproductions of the legendary gun feature handsome 
wood grips, a removable clip (that holds seven blanks), and an 

Polished Silver  #M651882 $139 Shipping restrictions
apply. Call for details.

M1 Carbine Rifle

                                                                                                                                                      Made with a
                                                                                                                                              hardwood stock 
                                                                                                                               and functioning metal parts, 
                                                                                                                   this incredible collectible will be a
                                                                                             wonderful centerpiece in your World War II 
memorabilia display. 35½" long; includes a sling.                                                                                                                                                 #M600248  $249

  M1 Carbine 
with Folding Stock

                                                                                                                 This "paratrooper" version features  
                                                                                               a bayonet lug (found on the 1944 M1 model), 
      a folding stock, functioning metal parts, and a cloth sling. 35½" long.                                                                                                                                                 #M600292  $289

Shipping restrictions 
apply. Call for details.

                                                                                      These museum-quality, non-firing replicas of the 
legendary M1 Carbine – a lightweight, semi-automatic ri� e that became a standard U.S. fire-
arm in World War II – have an authentic look and hefty feel, just like the original! 

M1 CARBINE

M1 Carbine Canvas Case & Holster 
Resembling the case and holster issued to U.S. soldiers during World War II, these M1 
Carbine accessories feature durable canvas construction, historic markings, and accurate 
details. details. 

                                                                                                                                                       Holster 
                                                                                                                                                             It features a
                                                                                                                                                          rugged fabric
                                                                                     material, snap closure, a belt loop, and historic  
                                                                                                 "Lub. Prod. Co., 1943" markings.  
                                                                                                                                              #100527  $29.95

       M3    
      Shoulder       
    Holster
   Made of brown   
      leather, this   
       premium-   
        quality  
shoulder holster 
– a replica of 
the type used for 
the M3 Colt 1911    
.45-caliber pistol – 
features an adjust-
able shoulder strap,                                                     
a metal button snap 
closure, a belt strap for 
extra snugness, and stamped  
“U.S.” markings.  Right 
hand.           #M651516  $29.95

      Shoulder       

   Made of brown   

the type used for 
the M3 Colt 1911    
.45-caliber pistol – 
features an adjust-
able shoulder strap,                                                     
a metal button snap 
closure, a belt strap for 
extra snugness, and stamped  
“U.S.” markings.  Right 

#M651516  $29.95
Dark Brown (1942)  #101638     Tan (no markings)   #103005 

U.S. .45 Caliber Magazine 
Leather Pouches
Dated 1942, these reproduced U.S. military-
issued pouches are made of high-quality 
leather and feature � ne stitching, brass       
hardware, and copper rivets. Each one 
can house two .45-caliber 
magazines. 5" tall.                     $26.95 each

Tan (no markings)   #103005

Dated 1942, these reproduced U.S. military-

each

                              U.S. M3 Fighting Knife

In use only from 
1943-1944, the M3 trench knife
was a close-combat knife issued to airborne troops, army 
rangers, and military members not otherwise equipped 
with a bayonet. This detailed replica features a stacked 
leather handle, belt loop, and durable hard 
sheath. 12" long.                                      #M652544  $34.95

                              U.S. M3 Fighting Knife

In use only from 
1943-1944, the M3 trench knife

The First (U.S.) 
Infantry Division
North Africa, Sicily,
Normandy, The Bulge,      
         Germany
         Lavit and Charbonnier.  
World War II lore suggest-
ed that the U.S. Army was 
made up of the First Infantry 
Division... and eight million 
replacements. Covering their 
entire service history, this lavishly illustrated guide begins 
with the � rst assault landing in 1942 North Africa and 
takes readers through all of their subsequent combat    
       action in Sicily, France, and Germany. 98 pages, 300+  
        color and B&W photos, 8¼"x 10", softcover.
                                                                          #102986  $24.95

“In the Face of  
Obstacles – 
Courage” 
Metal Sign
Made of 24-gauge steel, this
sign resembles the look of 
aged metal and paint, mea-
sures 12"x 15", and includes 

                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                   Case − Includes soft  
                                                                                                                                     fleece lining, a double
                                                                                                                                   thick neck at the barrel
                                                                                                              end to prevent wear, a large brass
                                                                                    zipper with leather stoppers, and 
                  "JT&L – 1942" markings. 38" long.                                                    #M652118  $34.95

Gun not 
included.
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 U.S. M41 Field Jacket
Made of cotton, this authentic 

reproduction of an M41 field 
jacket – the primary G.I. jacket 

of American forces during the 
Second World War – features 
a mustard wool lining, a 
button front with a zipper, 
two slash pockets, epaulets, 

and button tabs 
to adjust the cu� s 
and waist.                                                    

               #M652450  $89.95

Available Sizes:
40, 42, 44, 46, 48,50

Uniforms of World War II 
Over 250 Uniforms of Armies, 
Navies and Air Forces of the World
Darman.  This comprehensive reference guide 
features detailed, illustrated examinations of 
260 uniforms worn during WWII. Branches and
nations of all varieties are included and every-
thing is explained in well-researched, historical 
captions – such as badges, rank insignia, equip-
ment, dates, units, location, and personal 
alterations. 288 pages, illustrated, 
9"x 11¼", hardcover.                 #102997  $19.95

Escape From a Nazi Death Camp
Opened in the spring of 1942 for the sole purpose of exterminat-
ing Jews, the death camp at Sobibor was also home to the most 
successful prison outbreak of the war. This enticing documentary not 
only tracks the details of the October 14, 1943, event – during which 
300 inmates escaped – but also interviews survivors, o� ering them a 
platform to retell their harrowing story for 
the final time. 1 hour.                            #103001 Reg: $24.95  $19.95

SAVE 

20%

U.S. WWII Shovel Cover 
Expertly handcrafted, this authentic-looking U.S. 1943 
shovel cover replica features the original patterned 
JT&L markings on its durable cotton webbing 
construction. It includes thick stitching 
and a brass snap closure for 
secure holding.        #104913  $19.95

MPs: Military Police
See U.S. Military Police in World War II and 
the Cold War-era! First, you’ll enjoy a U.S. 
Army � lm that tells the story of MPs and 
shows you their training and duties. Then, 
it’s o�  to the frontline where you’ll see MPs 
organizing amphibious landings, guarding the 
border with the communists in Germany, and managing a river crossing in 
Vietnam. There’s even a training film that shows MPs how to handle 
soldiers in town on a Saturday night! 1 hr. 52 min.            #MV52617  $19.95

A: 2-Piece  “Keep Your Hands Up Kid”                                 #100349  $71.95
B: Policeman and Warning Sign                                              #100147  $47.95

American 
Ground 
Troops
These 1/30 
scale metal 
� gures are 
replicas of 
U.S. ground troops in 
Europe including an alert police 
guard next to a sign remind-
ing Americans “not to fraternize 
with Germans,” and an infantry-man keeping a young Nazi soldier in line with 
his M1 Garand. These unique collectibles arrive ready to display with beautiful 
hand-painted details. 2½" tall.

Europe including an alert police Europe including an alert police 
guard next to a sign remind-
ing Americans “not to fraternize 
with Germans,” and an infantry-man keeping a young Nazi soldier in line with 

Military Police Cap 
& Challenge Coin 
A pair of crossed pistols are 
boldly featured on these 
collectibles – a cap and 
challenge coin paying 
tribute to the U.S. Army’s 
military police, officially 
established in September 1941 and 
responsible for a number of tasks, primarily 
“security and mobility support.”

$14.95 each

Cap – 100% cotton.                                             #105080      
Challenge Coin                                                 #105081

M1936 Musette Bag
Carry your goods in the same bag 
issued to American troops during 
World War II. Resembling the M1936 
musette bag used by the U.S. Army, 
this canvas bag features a divided 
inside compartment, a front � ap, 
one side pocket with a button 
closure, and shoulder straps.                                                   #M652112   $39.95

Carry your goods in the same bag 

World War II. Resembling the M1936 
musette bag used by the U.S. Army, 
this canvas bag features a divided 

closure, and shoulder straps.                                                   #M652112   $39.95

M1910 
Canteen 
Covers
These canteen covers 
– rugged canvas replicas 
of M1910 covers used during 
World War II – feature button closures, 
a belt attachment, and U.S. 
markings. 7" tall.      
                                                    

$16.95 each

Khaki – JT&L 1942.                             #100701
Light Olive Drab – JT&L 1943.  #M652452
Dark Olive Drab – JT&L 1944.       #103851

These canteen covers 
– rugged canvas replicas 
of M1910 covers used during 

each

#100701
#M652452

#103851

When Freedom Calls 
Great Escapes of the Second World War 
Jackson.  Told from World War II prisoners themselves, this book features 
stories of hope and triumph, as well as sorrow and heartbreak as they 
explain their desperate attempts to escape POW camps. The author 
brings together a compilation of personal accounts that took place in 
Occupied Europe or in the Far East that involved Allied 
soldiers. 166 pages, 6¼"x 9", softcover.                          #104454  $12.95

A

B
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WWII   D-Day / Paratroopers 
AS.51 Horsa Mk. I Kit
Set up your own paratrooper 
display with this 1/72 scale kit, 
a reproduction of an AS.51 glider 
– a British aircraft first flown in 
September of 1941, and used 
to transport both soldiers and 
equipment silently into enemy 
territory. It features a see-through canopy, authentic markings 
from D-Day’s Operation Tonga, and thirteen paratrooper � gures. 
Assembly required. Skill level 2.14¾" wingspan.                        #100947  $34.95

territory. It features a see-through canopy, authentic markings 

Airborne Gliders 
82nd and 101st Troop 
Carrier Command
As told through vintage newsreels and 
classic, rarely-before-seen footage, this 
� ve-� lm collection retells the important 
in� uence of glider aircraft throughout 
numerous international con� icts, including D-Day and in Burma. 
                                                             1 hr. 50 min.                        #V5192  $19.95

Building for Battle
Hitler’s D-Day Defences 
Kaplan.  As the Allies began pouring into northern 
France in June 1944, they were met with Hitler’s 
“Atlantic Wall” – a chain of forti� cations stretching 
hundreds of miles. Featuring dozens of color photos, 
this historical title examines the defensive strategy 
implemented by Erwin Rommel, and its successes 
and failures in combat. 176 pages, 150 color and 
B&W photos, 7"x 10", hardcover.                                         
                                                            #104974  $34.95

D-Day in Numbers
The Facts Behind Operation Overlord 
Field.  Marking the beginning of the end for Hitler’s Third 
Reich, D-Day was both an incredible military operation and 
a dazzling display of strategic planning. This fascinating 
guide explores the historic campaign by examining some of 
its staggering numbers including the total soldiers, aircraft, 
and ships it took to complete. 224 pages, 
B&W photos, 5"x 8", hardcover.                     #104878  $9.95

             Airborne   
             Paratrooper 
             T-Shirt 
             With ‘chutes drawn,
        four courageous 
paratroopers show o�  
their “attitude” on the back 
of this stylish gray t-shirt. 
100% cotton.         
                             #105084

             Airborne   
             Paratrooper 
             T-Shirt 
             With ‘chutes drawn,
        four courageous 
paratroopers show o�  
their “attitude” on the back 
of this stylish gray t-shirt. 
100% cotton.         
                             

             Airborne   
             Paratrooper 
             T-Shirt 
             With ‘chutes drawn,
        four courageous 
paratroopers show o�  
their “attitude” on the back 
of this stylish gray t-shirt. 
100% cotton.         
                             

M, L, XL:  $22.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $24.95

“Airborne: All the Way” Cap 
Featuring the airborne wings logo handsomely 
embroidered on the front, this khaki cap – made of 
100% cotton – also has the words 
“All the way” on the visor.  #105083  $18.95

Featuring the airborne wings logo handsomely 
embroidered on the front, this khaki cap – made of 

18.95

Final Roster
Anthony Saunders.  June 5, 1944. Dusk approaches as these courageous  
paratroopers of the 82nd Airborne Division prepare themselves and their 
C-47 Skytrains for the next morning’s mission: The Invasion of Normandy. 
Celebrate the gallantry of that fateful day with this beautifully illustrated 
limited edition print, signed by the artist and two heroic D-Day 
veterans! 31½"x 24".                                                                              #75975  $165

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by the artist 
and two veterans!

                                                             1 hr. 50 min.                        

M42 U.S. 
Paratrooper Jacket

The key piece of the 
recognizable “jumper 
uniform” worn by 
U.S. paratroopers 
beginning in 1942, 
the M42 jacket – 
reproduced here with 
its signature four-

pocket design, adjustable belt, 
and “AA” left shoulder patch 
– was an olive drab color and 
featured reinforced joints for 
added durability.               
                     #103988  $89.95

Sizes: 40 - 50

Paratrooper Signaling Cricket
 Based on the signaling cricket used by paratroopers to locate 
other airborne troops at night, this replica is made of brass 
and steel, has a “U.S.” engraving, and sounds like 
the real thing!                                                #M651520  $12.95

Paratrooper Jacket
The key piece of the 
recognizable “jumper 

reproduced here with 

Paratrooper Signaling Cricket
 Based on the signaling cricket used by paratroopers to locate 
other airborne troops at night, this replica is made of brass 

Paratrooper 
Challenge Coin
This cutout challenge coin 
features the words “Always 
Earned – Never Given” around 
the edge, with the paratrooper logo 
uniquely shaped in the center. 1¾" diameter.               #102568  $14.95

the real thing!                                                

Challenge Coin
This cutout challenge coin 
features the words “Always 
Earned – Never Given” around 
the edge, with the paratrooper logo 
uniquely shaped in the center. 1¾" diameter.               #102568  $14.95
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The Fall of Berlin
This in-depth examination of the last moments of 
the Third Reich covers everything from the battle 
between the Luftwa� e and the Allied bombers above 
the city to the � nal e� orts of the Hitler Youth on the 

ground. Color and B&W, 1 hr. 15 min.                                            
#MV50697  $14.95

This 1/35 scale plastic kit – a replica 
of an M4A3 Sherman tank as it 
appeared during the Battle of the Bulge – 
features a detailed machine gun and 76mm 
main gun (which rotates and elevates), 
newly tooled parts (including engine deck and late 
version VVSS), opening hatches, authentic accesso-
ries (including jerry cans, ammo boxes, and 
additional tracks), and historic markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3. 
6½" long.                                         #101952  $44.95

This 1/35 scale plastic kit – a replica This 1/35 scale plastic kit – a replica 
of an M4A3 Sherman tank as it 
appeared during the Battle of the Bulge – 
features a detailed machine gun and 76mm 
main gun (which rotates and elevates), 

This 1/35 scale plastic kit – a replica 

M4A3 76(W) 
Sherman 
Kit

M4 Sherman and 
Tank Commander 
Inspired 
by an 
Easy Eight tank and 
its commander 
featured in a 2014 
WWII � lm, this 1/30 
scale polystone model 
and metal � gures come 
� nely detailed and beautifully 
hand-painted with authentic vehicle 
accessories and realistic facial features.

A: M4 Sherman  7½" long.  
                                           #100543  $219
B: Commander 2½" tall.
                                          #M511865  $45
C: Tank Crew Set #1                            #100545  $99
D: Tank Crew Set #3                            #100547  $99

Advance to 
Victory
Nicolas Trudgian.  
This magni� cently 
detailed print 
commemorates 
May 4, 1945, just 
days before 
VE-Day: Munich 
has fallen and 
American P-51 
Mustangs complete a recon sweep and the skies are clear above the Autobahn 
as paratroopers of the 101st Airborne march past German POWs. With only 
250 prints created, this limited edition print comes signed by the artist and 
two veterans: East Company’s Babe He� ron, and P-51 pilot Joe Peterburs, the 
man who shot down German ace Walter Schuck. Comes with Certi� cate of 
Authenticity and a “History Behind the Art” story. 32"x 22½".         #72639 $175

Signed by the artist and two veterans!

LIMITED EDITION

M4 Sherman Metal Sign 
Cut in the shape of the 
lethal machine, this 
steel sign salutes the rugged 
M4 Sherman. Includes 
mounting holes. 
20"x 10". 
        #104909  $19.95

Tanks of the USSR
1917-1945 
Ludeke.  Spanning a timeline from the Great War through
the end of World War II, this guidebook on Soviet armor 
examines all of their most recognizable designs. See the
early vehicles, which were limited to reconstructed and
redeveloped Western European tanks, to the powerhouses
of the 1940s – including the T-34 and JS-2. 128 pages,
illustrated, 5½"x 8½", softcover.                 #105082  $16.95

Allied Military Currency 
3-Note Set
Initially printed only by the Americans, 
Allied military currency for occupied 
Germany was soon, at the demand of 

                        Soviet leadership, also issued by the Russians. 
This 3-note set, genuine currency from 1944-45, can include 
either U.S. or Soviet issues – each one arriving in lightly 
circulated condition with their original 
colorful markings.                                          #104961  $29.95

          Time-Life Books 
        World War II 1945
        The Final Victories 
The final months of World War II featured some 
of its most historic events: the Yalta and Potsdam 
conferences, the dropping of the first atomic 
bomb, and the deaths of FDR, Mussolini, and 
Hitler. Organized chronologically, this Time-
Life title captures all of 1945’s world-changing 
developments in complete illustrated detail. 
272 pages, 500+ color and B&W photos, 

                                    8"x 10", softcover.              #104877  Reg: $17.95  $8.95
SAVE 

50%

Assembly required. Skill level 3. 
6½" long.                                         #101952  $44.95

M4 Sherman and 
Tank Commander 

Easy Eight tank and 
its commander 
featured in a 2014 
WWII � lm, this 1/30 
scale polystone model 
and metal � gures come 
� nely detailed and beautifully 
hand-painted with authentic vehicle 

JS-2 Heavy Tank 
Models

As the Russians 
pressed into Germany 
from the East, their powerful 
JS-2 tanks helped lead the way. 
Made by Hobby Master, these 
1/72 scale, die cast models replicate 
a pair of Soviet tanks as they appeared in 1945 Berlin 
featuring a 122mm cannon (on a rotating turret), simulated 
accessories, and a removable display base. 5¼" long.                     $32.95 each
A: NEW! Unknown Unit                                                                                  #103638
B: 88th Independent Guards Heavy Tank Brigade                           #980697

1/72 scale, die cast models replicate 
a pair of Soviet tanks as they appeared in 1945 Berlin 

B

LIMITED EDITION

A

1/72 SCALE

Allied Military Currency 
3-Note Set
Initially printed only by the Americans, 
Allied military currency for occupied 
Germany was soon, at the demand of 

                        Soviet leadership, also issued by the Russians.                         Soviet leadership, also issued by the Russians. 
This 3-note set, genuine currency from 1944-45, can include 
either U.S. or Soviet issues – each one arriving in lightly 
circulated condition with their original 
colorful markings.                                          

                        Soviet leadership, also issued by the Russians. 

1/30 SCALE

A

B
C

D
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WWII   U.S. Navy Overview / Cruisers 

“Build for Your Navy!” Metal Sign 
A retro-style U.S. government recruitment ad, this 
nostalgic metal sign asks you to “Build for your Navy!” 
                 Includes mounting holes. 
                       12"x 18".              #105054  $19.95

Images of War 
Aircraft Carriers of 
the United States Navy
Green.  Featuring a rare assortment of more than two 
hundred era-spanning photographs, this volume includes 
an entire century’s history of vessels in the Navy, from small 
experiment ships of the 1920s to the post-war, nuclear-
powered vessels. World War II, saw a surge in manufacturing 
of these ships, including an order of 26 of which 14 were 
ultimately commissioned. 200 pages, 7½"x 9½", 

250 color and B&W images, softcover.                                            #M106871  $24.95

Laid down in 
1931, the USS 
San Francisco 
was a New 
Orleans-class 
heavy cruiser 
that earned 
an impressive 
17 battle stars 
during WWII. 
This 1/350 
scale plastic kit 
features a de-
tailed superstructure and bridge board, 
realistic surface weapons, a main deck 
with engraved planking, boats and rafts, 
and two SOC seagull aircraft. Assembly 
required. 436 pieces. Skill level 3. 20¼" long.              #100589  $64.95

USS San Francisco 
(CA-38) Kit
USS San Francisco 
(CA-38) KitU.S. Navy Challenge Coins

Featuring a 
textured 
brass 
� nish, 
these
chal-
lenge 
coins are 
celebrations 
of the U.S. Navy 
featuring a famous 
call sign or phrase that 
honors their service. 
1¾" diameter. 
                              $14.95 each

U.S. Navy Challenge Coins
1931, the USS 
San Francisco 
was a New 
Orleans-class 
heavy cruiser 
that earned 
an impressive 
17 battle stars 
during WWII. 
This 1/350 
scale plastic kit 
features a de-

U.S. Navy Sailor
A stately addition to your U.S. Navy 
collection, this 1/30 scale metal 
figure of a sailor is painted by hand 
and finely detailed right down to the World War II-
era, blue winter service dress and blue 
hat. 2¼" tall.                               #M518805  $36.95

and finely detailed right down to the World War II-

36.95

1/30 SCALE

U.S. Navy Ceremonial 
Guard Bronze 
Sculpture
Finely sculpted right 
down to the ceremonial 
naval uniform and rifle, 
this 1/6 scale, cold cast  

                bronze sculpture of a ceremonial 
                 guard exemplifies the perfection and discipline embodied  
                 by members of this elite unit that is the official honor guard  
              of the United States Navy.  
       12½" tall.  #M602196  Reg: $150  $99.95

                       12"x 18".              

U.S. Navy Ceremonial U.S. Navy Ceremonial 

                bronze sculpture of a ceremonial 
                 guard exemplifies the perfection and discipline embodied  
                 by members of this elite unit that is the official honor guard  
              of the United States Navy.  
       12½" tall.         12½" tall.  

LIMITED EDITION
99.95

                    USN Heavyweight Sea Bag
                              Just like the ones carried by American sailors 
                              for years, this khaki sea bag is made of 
                           heavyweight canvas and features a
drawstring closure. 26"x 36".                      #102271  $24.95

Images of America
The Cruiser Houston
Lardas.  Twice serving as the � agship of the U.S. 
Navy’s Asiatic Fleet, the USS Houston was a heavy 
cruiser commissioned in 1930. Filled with more 
than 200 rare photos, this Images of America title 
examines the entire career of the Northampton-
Class warship – a favorite of President Roosevelt 
– whose loss at the Battle of Sunda Strait 
devastated its namesake city. 128 pages, 

211 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.                         #104691  $21.95

They 
Sold 
Their 
Lives 
Dearly
Tom 
Freeman.  
The USS 
Houston 
fights on 
during 

the Battle of Sundra Strait, a February 28, 1942, campaign between a 
decimated Allied force and an overwhelming � eet of Imperial warships. 
After the HMAS Perth was destroyed, the Houston was left alone, some-
how managing to damage three destroyers and sink a minesweeper 
before meeting her demise. This limited edition print captures the 
Houston’s � nal dramatic moments. Signed by the artist’s wife, 
Ann Freeman. 26½"x 22".                                                         #101786  $150

LIMITED EDITION

U.S. Navy Cruisers
See U.S. Navy cruisers, from the 
USS Maine to the nuclear-powered 
missile cruisers of the post-WWII 
era. Watch the ships in action, tour 
their interiors, see what life was like 
aboard them, and more. 2 hours 
each.                                              $19.95 each

Early Cruisers – Covers the early 
1900s to the post-WWII era.    
                                                    #MV52655
Newer Cruisers – Continues the story 
into the guided-missile, nuclear age!          #MV52654

                bronze sculpture of a ceremonial 

Featuring a 
textured 

coins are 
celebrations 
of the U.S. Navy 

U.S. Navy Challenge CoinsU.S. Navy Challenge Coins
Featuring a 
textured 

coins are 
celebrations 
of the U.S. Navy 

call sign or phrase that 

14.95 each

call sign or phrase that 

14.95 each

A: NEW! “Proudly Served”
                                    #105055 
B: “Bravo Zulu”     #102582        
C: “Fair Winds”      #102583

SAVE 

$50

Made in 
the USA.

A B C
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Naval Service 
Metal Signs
Calling all experienced 
seamen and submarine 
service volunteers! These 
vintage-looking metal signs 
are purposely aged to have 
that old war style. Each one is 
made of heavy-gauge steel 
and custom-made for long-
lasting use. Includes mounting 
holes.                                  $19.95 each

“Smack the Japs!” – 12"x 15".                      
                                       #M602333
“Let’s Finish the Job!” – 12"x 18".  #M601733  

 M, L, XL:  $19.95    2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

Back

T-shirt
The bold screen-printed 
imagery on the reverse 
side of this prairie dust 
t-shirt is a celebration of the 
U.S. Navy Seabees with their 
recognizable tommy gun-
wielding logo. 100% pre-
shrunk cotton.                                   #103053

33

Seabees / Subs / Merchant Marine    WWII   

U.S. Merchant 
Marine Cap
This U.S. Merchant Marine cap, 
made of 100% cotton, features 
an embroidered polyester patch 
sewn handsomely on 
the front.    #103963  $18.95

Made in 
the USA.

          Images of America
                Filled with hundreds of rare vintage 
                photos, these Images of America books 
                explore three of the country’s preeminent 
                Seabees hubs. 128 pages, 200 B&W 
photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.   $21.95 each

Davisville and the Seabees – Schroder & Emma.  
The U.S. Naval Construction Battalion Center at 
Davisville, Rhode Island, is remembered as the original “Home 
of the Atlantic Seabees,” ultimately closed in 1994.            #M101949
 The Seabees at Gulfport – Nichols.  The advance base depot in 
Gulfport, Mississippi, was the southern home of the Seabees 
beginning in 1942.                                                                        #M101925
The Seabees at Port Hueneme – Nichols.  In 1942, the U.S. Navy 
sought a location for an advance facility on the West Coast from 
which it could ship construction material, equipment, and men into World War II's 
Paci� c theater, which they found at California's Port Hueneme.                          #M101938

Hell Below
The Greatest and Deadliest Submarine Patrols of World War II
Dive deep into the treacherous seas of WWII with this 2-DVD set, an 
edge-of-your-seat look at the most dangerous sub patrols executed by 
Allied and Axis forces. Hear from men who have intimate knowledge 
of the deadly conditions of sub warfare including those who planned 

the attacks or carried them out. Also, see what it was like during the 
limit-pushing moments of a dramatic escape or pursuit. 6 hours. 

                                                                                                          #102848  $29.95
S.S. John W. Brown Kit

A replica 
of the S.S. 
John W. 
Brown, 
which 
was 
launched 
in 1942 

and is one of only two surviving 
fully operational Liberty Ships preserved in the U.S., this 
1/350 scale plastic kit features a choice of waterline or full 
hull construction; an intricate superstructure; a detailed 
deck with railings molded in place; realistic cargo bay hatch-
es and vent stacks; lifeboats, armament, and cargo cranes; 
authentic markings; and a display stand. 349 parts, 
assembly required. 15" long.                 #M800290  $54.95

A replica 
of the S.S. 
John W. 
Brown, 
which 
was 
launched 
in 1942 

and is one of only two surviving 

lasting use. Includes mounting 

 each

15".                      
#M602333

Lustre Garden Flag 
Made from a weather- and fade-
resistant polyester, this bold garden 
� ag is soft and silky to the touch. Its 
specially lined fabric allows the design 
to be seen on both sides to show your 
patriotic support for the hard-working 
Seabees! 12"x 18". #104986  $14.95

Caps 
Show your appreciation for the 
diligent Seabees by sporting 
this stylish headwear! Each 
one features high-quality 
embroideries on the 
front, and they’re o�  -
cially licensed by the U.S. Navy.
Bulldozer Cap – Includes an adjust-
able back for one size � ts most. Olive drab, 
100% cotton.                                                            #101776  $18.95
NEW! Watch Knit Cap – Navy, polyester.     #104984  $14.95

Activated on March 5, 1942, the U.S. Navy “Seabees” – named for the initials “CB,” or 
Construction Battalions – are responsible for paving roads and airstrips, bulldozing debris, 

and building airbases. During the war more than 325,000 Americans served as Seabees and 
they remain an integral part of the Navy with their can-do motto: “We Build. We Fight.”

Seabees 
USN Construction Battalion 
See the Construction Battalion 
at work in WWII, building every-
thing from airbases to huts with a 
hammer in one hand and a gun in 
the other, while also witnessing their 
operations in Vietnam in 1957. B&W and color. 
1 hr. 39 min.                                                         #MV52628  $19.95

          Images of America
                Filled with hundreds of rare vintage 
                photos, these 
                explore three of the country’s preeminent 
                Seabees hubs. 128 pages, 200 B&W 
photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.   

Show your appreciation for the 
diligent Seabees by sporting 
this stylish headwear! Each 
one features high-quality 

 Includes an adjust-

Seabees! 12"x

 Includes an adjust-
cially licensed by the U.S. Navy.

 Includes an adjust-

Show your appreciation for the 
diligent Seabees by sporting 
this stylish headwear! Each 
one features high-quality 

cially licensed by the U.S. Navy.
 Includes an adjust-

Made in 
the USA.
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P-40N 
Warhawk Model
Made by Hobby Master, this 
1/72 scale, die cast model 
replicates "Rita," a P-40N piloted 
by 14-victory ace Robert DeHaven 
in August of 1943. It features that 
warbird's signature nose art, 
engraved panel lines, a rotating 
propeller, a glazed opening canopy, full weapons complement, optional-
position landing gear, authentic markings, and a display stand. 
                                6¼" wingspan.                                                   #702719  $67.95

1/72 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

position landing gear, authentic markings, and a display stand. 
                                6¼" wingspan.                                                   #702719  

1/18 SCALE

                                  The era's youngest Naval 
pilot, future president George 

H.W. Bush was shot down while flying a 
TBF Avenger mission from the USS San 
Jacinto in August of 1944. A reproduction 
of Bush’s war-plane, this massive 1/18 scale 
model, with a wingspan of three feet, features an opening canopy, moveable 
flaps, positionable landing gear, opening torpedo bay doors, folding wings, 
authentic VT-51 markings, and three hand-painted crew figures. 
Minimal assembly required. 36" wingspan.                               #702472  $269

TBF 
Avenger 
Model  

3-Foot Wingspan!

Limited 
Quantities!

Legends of Warfare
Grumman F4F Wildcat
Doyle.  The U.S. Navy’s frontline fighter during 
World War II, the F4F Wildcat – as profiled in 
this pictorial title – stood the test of time. Even 
some of the nation’s most recognized aces flew
the F4F, including Butch O’Hare and Joe Foss. 
112 pages, 242 B&W and color 

                                   photographs, 9"x 9", hardcover.                #703235  $19.95

F4F-4 Wildcat Kit
This 1/48 scale plastic 
kit – replicating an F4F-4 
Wildcat with two sets 
of markings, including 
those for ace pilot Marian 
Carl’s warplane � own in 
Guadalcanal in 1942 – 
features a glazed two-piece canopy, a detailed twin-row 
radial engine, a separately molded rudder, and two drop 
tanks. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 
9½" wingspan.                                          #702609  $34.95

The Big E
The Story of the USS Enterprise, 
Illustrated Edition
Sta� ord.  This exciting volume, an illustrated 
re-release of a book originally published in 1962, 
tells the entire tale of the USS Enterprise including 
how, more than any other vessel, it helped secure 
victory in the Paci� c. More than simply a formulaic 
history, however, this guide is a dynamic story fea-
turing interviews with crewmen and aviators stationed on the iconic 
ship. 576 pages, illustrated, 6½"x 9½", hardcover.          #100569  $74.95

USS Enterprise (CV-6) Kit

Known as the “Big E,” the USS Enterprise (CV-6) 
was the Navy’s sixth aircraft carrier – commissioned in 

May of 1938. This newly tooled, 1/700 scale plastic kit of the decorated 
warship features a choice of full hull or waterline display, utility boats, 
moveable elevators, a detailed superstructure, 18 model aircraft 
(F4F, TBD, and SBD), and a display stand. Assembly required. 
Skill level 4. 14" long.                                                                #103849  $49.95

Known as the “Big E,” the USS Enterprise (CV-6) 

9½" wingspan.                                          

F4U-1 
Corsair 
Model

1/48 SCALE

Wings
Fold!

An accomplished 
Marine pilot, Lt. John 
Bolt Jr. was assigned to 
Major "Pappy" Boyington’s 
VMF-214 Squadron 
“Black Sheep” in his 
F4U Corsair. This 1/48 
scale, Hobby Master die 
cast model of his White 475 from 
September of 1943, features the authentic 
markings and paint scheme, and a display
                  stand. 10" wingspan.      
                                          #900141  $93.95
                  stand. 10" wingspan.      
                                                                                                                              A

B

LIMITED EDITION

                             VMF-214
                                               “Black Sheep”
                                       Medal of Honor winner and ace fighter pilot Gregory 
                                     “Pappy” Boyington took over VMF-214, a Marine attack
                                      squadron, in August of 1943 and helped them become
                                        one of the most decorated USMC aerial units of the
war. These hand-painted, 1/30 scale metal figures pay tribute to this 
colorful crew – nicknamed the “Black Sheep”. 2½" tall.
A: Lt. Chris Magee  #700843  $45
B: Lt. John Bolt  #700844  $45

VMF-214 Sign – This 1/30 scale polystone 
sign measures 3½" wide.            #700846  $15 Limited Quantities!

T-Shirt – Made of a 50% 
cotton/50% polyester 
blend, this screen-print-
ed, gray t-shirt features 
the VMF-214 badge on 
the front and, on the 
back, large profiles of the 
famous F4U-1A 
Corsair.                   #64826

Back

M, L, XL, 2XL:  $19.95
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The Battle of the Philippines
Conflicts at Leyte Gulf, Luzon and Manila 
Shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the 
Japanese conquered the Commonwealth of 
the Philippines, occupying the nation until U.S. 
liberation in January of 1945. Examine the bloody 
campaigns fought on the Paci� c islands – including 
the legendary Battle for Leyte Gulf, the lesser known Battle of Samar, and the 
retaking of Corregidor, the � rst Army fort to fall to the Japanese – with this 
unique � lm featuring vintage footage and historical 
analysis. B&W. 1 hr. 29 min.                                                        #MV52944  $19.95

Philippines 1 Peso "Victory" 
Overprint Currency Note 
In October 1944, United States military forces 
succeeded in liberating the Philippines from 
Japanese control. Afterwards, this special 
1 Peso "victory" currency note was put into 
local circulation to support commerce and 
commemorate the triumph. Though most of 
these notes were later destroyed after WWII, this 
note somehow survived. Each note features a "victory" over-stamp on the back 
and comes in average circulated condition. 6¼ x 2¾".       #M652046  $19.95

Authentic Artifact!

HISTORIC BATTLESHIPS
Two of the world’s most legendary battleships are 
featured in this premium collection of 1/700 
scale, die cast models. An amazing 
attention to 
detail is fea-
tured with each 
one including a 
revised color scheme, realistic 
deck and superstructure pieces, a 
new wooden-look presentation stand, 
and a sea-wave blister for unique 
waterline display.           $54.95 each

A: USS Missouri (BB-63)  
The USS Missouri 
is one of the 
most celebrated 
ships in U.S. 
history, perhaps best remembered as the 
o�  cial site of Japanese surrender at 
the end of World War II. 15¼" long.       #701955
B: IJN Yamato – The Yamato and her sister-ship the Musashi were the 
two most powerfully armed battleships ever constructed. 14½" long.   #701956

HISTORIC BATTLESHIPS
Two of the world’s most legendary battleships are 
featured in this premium collection of 1/700 
scale, die cast models. An amazing 

tured with each 
one including a 
revised color scheme, realistic 
deck and superstructure pieces, a 
new wooden-look presentation stand, 
and a sea-wave blister for unique 

HISTORIC BATTLESHIPS
Two of the world’s most legendary battleships are 
featured in this premium collection of 1/700 
scale, die cast models. An amazing 

tured with each 
one including a 
revised color scheme, realistic 
deck and superstructure pieces, a 
new wooden-look presentation stand, 
and a sea-wave blister for unique 
waterline display.           
A: USS Missouri (BB-63)  
The USS Missouri 

most celebrated 

history, perhaps best remembered as the 
o�  cial site of Japanese surrender at 

new wooden-look presentation stand, 
and a sea-wave blister for unique 

revised color scheme, realistic 
deck and superstructure pieces, a 
new wooden-look presentation stand, 

one including a 
revised color scheme, realistic 

and a sea-wave blister for unique 
waterline display.           $54.95 each

A: USS Missouri (BB-63)  
The USS Missouri 

most celebrated 

history, perhaps best remembered as the 
o�  cial site of Japanese surrender at 

new wooden-look presentation stand, 
and a sea-wave blister for unique 

revised color scheme, realistic 
deck and superstructure pieces, a 
new wooden-look presentation stand, 

1/700 SCALE

A

B
Two 
Display 
Bases 
Included!

USS Missouri (BB-63) Cap
The perfect accessory for all fans of U.S. warships, this navy 
blue cap proudly displays the legendary vessel USS Missouri 
on its front and includes an adjustable rear strap 
for perfect sizing. 100% polyester.       #M401205  $14.95

Made in 
the USA.

U.S. 
Marine
 Corps
 Flag
Made of 
screened 
polyester 
with rein-
forced 
 edging 
  and brass 
           grommets, this flag is a wonderful way to show your support 
             for the U.S. Marines, past and present. 5'x 3'.         #65233  $16.95

U.S. Marines
Beginning at Guadalcanal 
and ending with the 
hard-won battles at 
Iwo Jima and Okinawa, 
island-hopping 
U.S. Marines waged a 
number of fierce 
campaigns against the resilient Imperial Army throughout the Pacific 
War. These 1/30 scale metal � gures feature high attention to 
detail and quality 
hand-painting. 
2½" tall.               $39 each

A: Radioman                                    #104132 
B: NEW! Wounded                    #104887
C: NEW! Running with BAR   #104886
D: NEW! Crouching                    #104885
E: Running                                      #104734

U.S.S. Missouri 
“Best of Their Breed” 
Metal Sign
Stan Stokes.  Featuring the
USS Missouri (BB-63), the last 
battleship to be built by the 
United States, this 24-gauge
metal sign is hand distressed to create the look of aged metal 
and paint.  Includes mounting holes. 24"x 12".                       #M601734  $34.95

D
E

C
A

B

All Men Were  
Created Equal 
T-Shirt
All men were created 
equal… then some became 
Marines! Show o�  your USMC 
pride with a colorful new t-shirt, 
made of 100% cotton! 
                                               #100892

equal… then some became 
Marines! Show o�  your USMC 
pride with a colorful new t-shirt, 

#100892

Front crest

Printed in 
the USA.M, L, XL:  $19.95     2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

Marine

           grommets, this flag is a wonderful way to show your support 

Battleships Yamato and 
Musashi: Anatomy of the Ship
Skulski.  This historical profile examines two of the 
most formidable warships ever designed: the 
Yamato and Musashi. In addition to a full 
description of their development and construction, 
readers will also follow their combat record 
through detailed narrative and rare onboard 
views. 336 pages, 1,000+ scale drawings 
and photos, 10¼"x 9½", hardcover.           #103970  $59.95

1/30 SCALE
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Rising Sun at War
The Japanese Army 1931-1945
Jowett.  From the Manchurian invasion in 1931 through 
total defeat in 1945, this illustrated portrait – which 
features a selection of never-before-published photos 
– takes readers through the rise and fall of the Imperial 
Army. In addition to seeing their structure, organization, 
and expansion, get insight into some of their lesser-
covered campaigns against China and the Soviets in 

the 1930s. 160 pages, B&W photos, 7½”x 9½”, softcover.  #102765  $28.95

The Japanese 
Aircraft Carrier Akagi
Super Drawings in 3D
Draminski.  Exciting reference guides for modelers 
and naval enthusiasts alike, this illustrated volume
– featuring numerous detailed images – turn its 
attention toward one of Japan’s most iconic 
warships: the Akagi. Initially built as a battle 
cruiser, she became the pride of her carrier � eet, 
serving as the � agship of the carrier strike group, 
marching from victory to victory, until the Battle of 
Midway. 84 pages, 155 images, 8¼"x 11½", softcover.          #702361  $39.95

        Japanese $10 
        Invasion Note 

     Although there was speculation that 
Japan intended to take over the United 
States during World War II and printed 
money to this e� ect, the $10 notes were 
in fact created for use in Malaya, which 
had been conquered by Japan in early 

1942. Abandoned and left in storage after Japan’s surrender in 1945, these 
invasion notes feature bananas, breadfruit, and coconuts on the front and, 
on the back, palm trees and a ship steaming on the horizon. 
6¼"x 3"; uncirculated condition.                                                      #66792  $9.95

Landing Forces Helmet
This quality reproduction of a 
Japanese landing forces helmet fea-
tures an 18-gauge steel shell with a star 
emblem, a leather liner with three pads, 
and a cotton web chinstrap. 
Size 7½".                  #M652126  $79.95

A6M Zero
The Pacific’s most fearsome fighter in the 
early years of thewar, the A6M Zero – of 
which dozens performed air control and stra-
fing duties at Pearl Harbor – featured nearly 
unmatched maneuverability. This 1/30 scale 
model replicates the Imperial warbird as it 
appeared stationed on the Zuikaku carrier 
during the raid, � own by Japan’s top-scoring pilot: 94-victory ace Tetsuzo Iwamoto.
A: A6M Zero – Polystone. 15¾" wingspan.                                 #702901  $239
B: Lt. J.G. Tetsuzo Iwamoto – Metal. 2½" tall.                            #101800  $49

A

during the raid, � own by Japan’s top-scoring pilot: 94-victory ace Tetsuzo Iwamoto.

B

LIMITED EDITION

Birth of 
a Legend
Stan Stokes.  On December 
10, 1941, during a bomb-
  ing raid against Japanese 
  vessels, Capt. Colin Kelly's 
   B-17 came under attack 
from Zero fighters led by 
64-victory ace Saburo 
Sakai. As Kelly piloted the 
crippled aircraft back to 
the Philippines, he 
ordered his crew to bail 
out, and his attempt to 
crash-land failed, killing him, making him one of the war’s first American heroes. 16"x 11½". 
Signed by the artist and Saburo Sakai.                                                                                                                                                #73056  $129

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by
Saburo Sakai!

Japanese 
Aircraft 
Carrier 
Akagi Kit 

Built for the Imperial Japanese Navy, the Akagi aircraft carrier originally had 
three � ight decks that were later converted into a single large one. This carrier 
served in the Second Sino-Japanese War in the late 1930s until she took part 
in the Attack on Pearl Harbor. This 1/700 scale plastic kit includes detailed 
plastic molded parts, waterslide decals, and illustrated instructions. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3. 15½" long.                            #701150  $59.95

LIMITED EDITION

Japanese 
Zero Metal Sign 
Bursting with bright red 
Japanese in� uence, this custom-
made steel sign features the iconic Zero � ghter aircraft in 
a very unique, retro style! Made in the USA, the image is baked into a powder coating for 
a long-lasting addition to any historian or aviation fan’s wall collection. Includes 
mounting holes. 24"x 7".                                                                                         #104903  $19.95

1942. Abandoned and left in storage after Japan’s surrender in 1945, these 

Japanese 
Army Soft Cap
Resembling the soft 
caps worn by the 
Japanese Army during 
World War II, this  

                                brown and green hat  
                  is made of quality wool and  
             features the Japanese star sewn  
       on the  front and Japanese script on  

                                                 the inside.  One size � ts most.
                                                                               #M651530  $49.95

                                brown and green hat  
                  is made of quality wool and  
             features the Japanese star sewn  
       on the  front and Japanese script on  

                                                 the inside.  One size � ts most.

Japanese Type 97 “Chi-Ha” 
Medium Tank Kit
A replica of the most 
widely produced Japanese 
medium tank of 
WWII, this 1/35 
scale plastic 
kit features an 
aerial spread 
around the turret, 
a 57mm Type 97 gun, prototypical 
seesaw-type suspension, rubber tracks, authentic markings, 
and two crewmen. Assembly required. 
6¼" long; skill level 2.      #M800279  $19.95

Medium Tank Kit
A replica of the most 
widely produced Japanese 
medium tank of 
WWII, this 1/35 

kit features an 

around the turret, 
a 57mm Type 97 gun, prototypical 
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SB2C-4E Helldiver 
Model
Made by Hobby Master, this 1/72 scale, 
die cast model replicates a Helldiver 
stationed on the USS Bunker Hill, a warbird 
that helped lay down diversionary � re 
in Tokyo just prior to the Iwo Jima attack. 
It features an opening canopy, wing-mounted 
weaponry, optional-position landing gear, 
authentic VB-84 markings, and a display stand. 
8¼" wingspan.                                                              #702717  $81.95

B-29 Frozen in Time
View a mission to repair and re-fly 
a rare B-29 bomber stranded on  
a Greenland icecap for almost 50 years. 
This well-preserved bomber from 
World War II rests on the Arctic tundra 
where it was abandoned when it crash-
landed in 1947. You'll travel along as a team

      of adventurers, facing incredible 
   hardship, struggles to bring the frozen 

warbird back to life. 1 hour.                                 #V9406  $19.95

                                                                       L.C.I. Infantry 
                                                                       Landing Craft Kit
                                                                                                          Deliver your troops safely to 
                                                                                                          shore with this 1/160 scale
                                                                                                          infantry landing craft kit! It
                                                                  features a realistic design, a loading and unloading 
ramp, authentic weaponry, and historic decals. Assembly required.  
59 pieces. Skill level 2. 12" long.                                                                 #101780  $19.95

An impressively sized 
collectible, this 1/48 scale plastic kit – a replica of a 
B-29 Superfortress measuring nearly three feet wide – features 
a glazed nose, two styles of propellers, realistic radial engines, fixed 
landing gear, authentic markings, and replicas of the two most 
famous atomic bombs in history: the “Fat Man” and “Little Boy.” 
Assembly required. 243 pieces. Skill level 4. 
35¼" wingspan.                                                               #84134  $94.95

An impressively sized An impressively sized 
collectible, this 1/48 scale plastic kit – a replica of a collectible, this 1/48 scale plastic kit – a replica of a 
B-29 Superfortress measuring nearly three feet wide – features 

     B-29 Superfortress                  
              Kit

Nearly 3-Foot 
Wingspan!

          Danger: Radiation 
            Metal Sign
Resembling a hazard sign with inter-
national radiation symbols – or trefoils 
– from the late 1940s, this shaped, 
24-gauge steel sign resembles the  
look of aged metal and paint. 
Measures 26"x 26" and includes 
mounting holes.       
                        #M602375  $24.95

          Danger: Radiation 

Resembling a hazard sign with inter-
national radiation symbols – or trefoils 

    Pay tribute to the courageous U.S. Armed Forces who  
       fought at the legendary Battle of Iwo Jima with this  
          decorated steel dagger featuring soldiers, an American              
                         flag etched on the blade, and a commemora- 
                           tive display stand featuring a 3-D bronze 
                                 re-creation of the iconic � ag-raising 
                                             victory over the Japanese.  
                                             Dagger measures 
                                             8½" long.         #M602173  $39.95

Iwo Jima 
Bronze 
Hunting 
Dagger

World War II Pocket Watch 
Commemorate the brave Marines from the 

Battle of Iwo Jima with this breathtaking two-
tone pocket watch! This collectable timepiece 

features a memorial image, Roman 
numerals and quartz movement.

                    #104447  $19.95

USMC “No Problem” 
T-Shirt
This 100% cotton t-shirt pays 
homage to the Marines with 
the iconic Iwo Jima image and 
a quote from President Reagan: 
“Some people spend an entire 
lifetime wondering if they made 
a di� erence; the Marines don’t 
have that problem.”                                          #100553

Back
M, L, XL:   $17.95   
2XL, 3XL:   $19.95

Battle of Iwo Jima 
As the U.S. pressed toward victory in 1945, one of their � nal Paci� c campaigns came at 
Iwo Jima in February and March – an island they captured, despite featuring 
some of the theater’s � ercest combat. 

SB2C-4E Helldiver 

Made by Hobby Master, this 1/72 scale, 
die cast model replicates a Helldiver 
stationed on the USS Bunker Hill, a warbird 
that helped lay down diversionary � re 
in Tokyo just prior to the Iwo Jima attack. 
It features an opening canopy, wing-mounted 
weaponry, optional-position landing gear, 
authentic VB-84 markings, and a display stand. 
8¼" wingspan.                                                              #702717  $81.95

          Danger: Radiation 
            Metal Sign
Resembling a hazard sign with inter-
national radiation symbols – or trefoils 

Iwo Jima in February and March – an island they captured, despite featuring 
some of the theater’s � ercest combat. 

1/72 SCALE

V-J Day Newspaper
This reproduction of 
Washington D.C.’s The Evening 
Star from August 14,1945, 
presents the heavily anticipat-
ed news of Japan’s surrender. 
You’ll see a retrospective of 

the Pacific War, a photograph of 
Henry Fonda receiving his Bronze Star, even political 
cartoons and sports news. 12 pages, 17"x 22½".     #68155  $7.95

the Pacific War, a photograph of 
Henry Fonda receiving his Bronze Star, even political 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki
An Illustrated History 
Anthology and Guide
Bartlett and O’Connor.  A combination of 
historic and modern literature, Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki takes an in-depth look into the 
atomic bomb that changed the world forever.
    Explore seven centuries of Japan’s history
        through rare photographs and artwork that 
details events that led up to the bombings. This publication 
also includes travel information for visitors today. 
320 pages, 6"x 8¼", softcover.     #105052  Reg: $24.95  $12.45

SAVE 

50%
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Cold War   Korea 

                         Korean War Caps
Show your support for our brave military that fought in the Korean War with 
these high-quality embroidered caps! Featuring colorful, iconic patches or 
embroidery on the front, curved bills, and structured designs, they make the 
perfect gift or addition to your own collection.
Olive Drab – #M401225  $16.95           NEW! Black – #104921  $18.95

Harley Davidson 
1948 Vehicles

Korean 
National Flags
These reproductions of 
Korean � ags are made 
of screened polyester, 
include reinforced 
edging and brass grom-
mets, and measure 
5'x 3'.         $16.95 each

A: South Korea – Displaying the red and 
blue taegeuk, which represents heaven and 
earth, in the center and four of the eight 
black trigrams in each corner, this current 
version of the South Korean flag was 
adopted on July 12, 1948.                    #65345

B: North Korea – Adopted on September 8, 1948, this � ag features a red 
star (the universal symbol of communism); a large red stripe that expresses 
revolutionary traditions; two blue stripes that represent sovereignty, peace, 
and friendship; and two white stripes that symbolize purity.            #M650612

Korean Korean 

These reproductions of 

A: South Korea – Displaying the red and A: South Korea –

B: North Korea –B: North Korea – Adopted on September 8, 1948, this � ag features a red 

A: South Korea –

A

B

Korea: The Unfinished War
Featuring expert commentary, shocking newsreel 
footage, and documentary � lms made by John 
Ford and John Wayne, this 5-DVD set examines the 
Korean War in detail. You’ll learn about the North 
Korean and Chinese aggression, the United Nations’ 
response, Pork Chop Hill and other ferocious battles, 

the inconclusive halt of the war, and more. 
 B&W and color, 8 hrs. 19 min.       #MV51585  $19.95

The Frozen Chosen 
Cleaver.  Track the progression of the bloody battle with 
this historical guide featuring testimony from surviving 
veterans known as the “Frozen Chosen.” Witness the 
heroism and bravery displayed by Marines cut o�  
from reinforcements as they faced wave after wave of 
Chinese forces.  324 pages, softcover, 
B&W photos, 6"x 9¼".                           #103079  $14.95

Korean War Tanks
Set up your own 
Korean War 
battlefield with 
these 1/16 scale, 
BB-shooting replicas! 
Each radio-controlled 
model features realistic 
audio, a rotating turret, 
quality tracks and 
suspension, an authentic 
paint scheme, a 
rechargeable battery, 
an easy-to-use 
transmitter, and 
a commander 
figure.            

       $349 each

Your R/C tank includes:
• A 2.4Gh2 Transmitter     • NiMh 2000mAh
  Battery and Charger       • Metal Gear Box     
• Metal Drive Wheel          • A Pack of BBs!

A: M26 Pershing 
21¼" long.  #M901818 

B: M41 Walker Bulldog 
14¼" long. #M901819  

Your R/C tank includes:
• A 2.4Gh2 Transmitter     • NiMh 2000mAh

B

Korean War Tanks
Set up your own 

battlefield with 
these 1/16 scale, 
BB-shooting replicas! 
Each radio-controlled 
model features realistic 
audio, a rotating turret, 
quality tracks and 
suspension, an authentic 
paint scheme, a 
suspension, an authentic 

A

Fires BBs!

1/16 SCALE

"A Proud Korean War Veteran" 
Metal Sign
A bald eagle soars past waving the American 
flag on this steel sign featuring the words, “Proud 
Korean War Veteran.” Includes mounting 
holes. 12"x 18".                             #101039 $24.95

                         Korean War Caps

National Flags
These reproductions of 
Korean � ags are made 

edging and brass grom-

each

blue taegeuk, which represents heaven and 

"A Proud Korean War Veteran" 
Metal Sign
A bald eagle soars past waving the American 
flag on this steel sign featuring the words, “Proud 
Korean War Veteran.” Includes mounting 
holes. 12"x 18".                             

                         Korean War Caps                         Korean War Caps
Show your support for our brave military that fought in the Korean War with 

Harley Davidson 
1948 Vehicles
Harley Davidson 
1948 Vehicles

A

B

1/24 SCALE

1/18 SCALE

"Old Motorcycles" 
Metal Sign
“Hot babes and cold beer!” 
This custom steel sign is rockin’ 
with sweet graphics and a cool 
look that can be hung in 
your man cave or garage. 
Includes mounting 
holes. 18"x 18".           
                      #403254  $29.95

www.MilitaryIssue.com

29.95

                       These Harley Davidson die cast 
                       models, replicating vehicles
                        driven in America during the
                                     Korean War, will make
                                       you feel like you are
                                      on the open road with
                                      their realistic moving
                                    parts! Each one features 

rolling and steerable wheels, 
accurate paint schemes, and 
authentic logos.
A: Ford F1 Pickup with 
Motorcycle – 7¾" long.
                         #R56005  $24.95
B: Road King Classic with 
Sidecar – 5½" long. 
                          #403475  $19.95
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Berlin Blockade
Soviet Chokehold and the 
Great Allied Airlift 1948-1949
Van Tonder.  Almost immediately following the success 
they shared as wartime Allies, the U.S. and Russia 
began the frosty Cold War era with tensions mounting
in areas around the world – none more initially 
nerve-racking than in Berlin. This pro� le of the 1948-49 
blockade examines its lead-up factors and America’s 

clever and prolonged response to those trapped in the beleaguered city. 
128 pages, 80 B&W photos, 6"x 9¼", softcover.                  #702695  $22.95

  Medals of Merit
              These East Germany Border Troops 
              Medals of Merit – like those 
     that may have been issued to Berlin 
guards – were awarded for exemplary service in 
either gold, silver, or bronze. Each medal is an 
authentic historic artifact from the former
                                          territory.       
                                                      $39.95 each
Bronze  #104862     
Silver  #104863

    East Germany Flag
Representing East Germany from 1949-1990, 
this bright and colorful flag flew during the 
Cold War. It features a durable canvas header, 
polyester construction, and brass grommets 
for easy hanging. 3'x 5'.       #104920  $16.95

Douglas C-47A 
Skytrain
The Douglas 
C-47A 
Skytrain played a 
vital role in ensuring 
Berlin received supplies 
after the Soviet blockade. This C-47A � ew coal into the 
Luftwa� e airfield at Fassberg as well as taking part in the historic 
Berlin Airlift. This 1/72 scale, die cast replica of the Skytrain from the 
U.S. Air Force in 1948 features optional-position landing gear, rotatable 
propellers, accurate paint scheme and markings, 
and photo-etched aerials. 16" wingspan.                        #703231  $154.95

Berlin Airlift
Seventy years ago this year, the Berlin Airlift began when 
Stalin attempted to seize control of the entirety of the 
German city, including its Western-controlled region – 
resulting in America and its allies dropping food and 
supplies to their landlocked citizens.

1/72 SCALE

              These East Germany Border Troops 

guards – were awarded for exemplary service in 
either gold, silver, or bronze. Each medal is an 
authentic historic artifact from the former

 each

Genuine Artifacts!

Limited 
Quantities!

the cuban missile crisis

The Cuban Missile 
Crisis 
Thirteen Days on An Atomic 
Knife Edge, October 1962
Carradice.  This book digs deeper 
into the dark days in 1962 when the 
world came close to nuclear war, as 
the Cuban Missile Crisis played out, 
with the U.S. and Soviet Union on 
edge. Both Premier Khrushchev and 

President Kennedy were playing a dangerous game that 
could bring a lot of destruction. 128 pages, 
6"x 9¼", softcover.                                  #104919  $19.95

Castro’s Cuba
Follow this collection of 
15 newsreels starting from 
the early life of Fidel Castro 
through his rise to power in 
1950, and lastly the dramatic 
Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. 
A few important highlights 
covered in this documentary 
include: “Rally For Castro,” 
“One Million Roar Si To Cuban Executions,” 
“Castro Masses Troops,” and “The Cuban Missile Crisis: 
Missile Bases.” B&W, 44 minutes.    #MV52774  $14.95

U-2C Spy Plane Kit
The U-2 “Dragon Lady,” introduced in 1957, is a high-
altitude recon aircraft that helped America gain vital 
intelligence on the Soviets during the height of the Cold 
War. This 1/48 scale plastic kit – an impressively sized 
replica – features optional pylon and slipper drop tanks, 
two crew figures, pogo struts, a ground handling cart, 
and authentic markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 2. 25¾" wingspan.          #701361  $34.95

Lockheed 
U-2 
Dragon 
Lady 
Metal 
Sign
Featuring 
the silhouette 
of a Lockheed 
U-2 "Dragon Lady," a 
high-altitude reconnaissance 
aircraft currently operated by the 
U.S. Air Force and previously � own 
by the CIA, this 24-gauge steel sign 
is hand distressed to create the look 
and feel of aged metal and paint. 
14" diameter; includes a 
mounting hole.    #64470  $22.95

Lockheed 

Dragon 

the silhouette 
of a Lockheed 
U-2 "Dragon Lady," a 

Made in 
the USA.

John F. Kennedy 
Bobblehead

Bearing a striking, albeit light-hearted, 
resemblance to JFK holding his Pulitzer 
Prize-winning Pro� les in Courage, this 
hand painted bobblehead is crafted of 
high quality resin, and arrives in a 

colorful collector's box. 
8½" tall.                          #M601933  $24.95

Kennedy 
2015 
Presidential 
$1 Coin
Clad in black ruthenium 
and featuring a 24-karat gold JFK portrait, this 2015 $1 coin 
is genuine legal tender and arrives ready to display inside 
an acrylic coin capsule. Comes with a certi� cate 
of authenticity. 38mm diameter.            #103432  $19.95

Resembling 
signs posted 
along the 

demarcation line between East and West Berlin 
during the Cold War, these steel reproductions 
include mounting holes.
A: “US Forces...” – 12"x 18".     #66372  $19.95
B: “You Are Leaving...”  
     14"x 8".                                 #M600305  $16.95

Cold 
War-Era 
Metal 
Signs

A B
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Cold War   Vietnam 
Vietnam
The Real War: A Photographic 
History by the Associated Press
An exceptional collection of photographs culled 
from the archives of the Associated Press, this 
pictorial history examines the Vietnam War in 
detail. You’ll view the war as documented by the 
courageous photojournalists of the time who 
joined U.S. troops and risked their lives to present 
the war to the American public. 304 pages, 300 color and B&W photos, 
                                            10¼"x 9¾", hardcover.                     #M106650 $39.95

1953 State of 
Vietnam Xu Coin
Essentially a colony of the French,
the State of Vietnam was a puppet 
state from 1949 to 1955. In 1953, they issued their � rst and 
only coins, including this aluminum Xu (in either 20 or 50 Xu denominations). 
On one side, it displays three young Vietnamese women, while the other 
showcases two dragons. This is a genuine artefactual coin that 
continued to circulate in South Vietnam until mid-1960.    #105006  $14.95

Essentially a colony of the French,
the State of Vietnam was a puppet 
state from 1949 to 1955. In 1953, they issued their � rst and state from 1949 to 1955. In 1953, they issued their � rst and 
only coins, including this aluminum Xu (in either 20 or 50 Xu denominations). 
state from 1949 to 1955. In 1953, they issued their � rst and state from 1949 to 1955. In 1953, they issued their � rst and state from 1949 to 1955. In 1953, they issued their � rst and 

BB

C

  Viet Cong Hunt Club Patch
This embroidered patch features the words   
   “Viet Cong Hunt Club,” a phrase ultimately
    used to describe U.S. forces fighting 
    in Vietnam. 3¼"x 3½".   #M404472  $7.95

  Viet Cong Hunt Club Patch
This embroidered patch features the words   
   “Viet Cong Hunt Club,” a phrase ultimately
    used to describe U.S. forces fighting 
    in Vietnam. 3¼"x 3½".   

M, L, XL:  $21.95    
2XL, 3XL:  $23.95

Series 641 Vietnam MPC
Now you can own an authentic piece of 
Vietnam War history! These genuine
Series 641 Military Payment Certi� cates 
(MPC) – created to combat black market 
activities – were issued in Vietnam 
between August 31, 1965, and October 
21, 1968, to American servicemen for 
use only in U.S. military establishments. 
Circulated condition. 4¼"x 2¼".

Series 641 Vietnam MPC
Now you can own an authentic piece of 

SAVE
 $20

On the Set!

5-Cents      #M651013  $14.95               
10-Cents          #68400   $14.95
25-Cents     #M651011  $24.95                

50-Cents     #M651033  $44.95
 Buy All Four and Save $20!                    
                       #103978  $79.80

Last Issued in 1968

Fire in the Streets
The Battle for Hue, Tet 1968

Hammel.  Read the hard-hitting recollections of war ridden 
streets and buildings in Hue when American troops were 
involved in the Vietnam War. This descriptive narrative paints 
a picture for modern war in an urban environment to the 
brave Marines and soldiers who fought in the battle of 1968 
Communist Tet O� ensive. 276 pages, 6"x 9", 
softcover.                                                           #105000  $16.95

A

1/30 SCALE

U.S. 25th Infantry 
Division Figures
Nicknamed “Tropic Lightning” 
and “Electric Strawberry,” the 
U.S. 25th infantry was sent to Vietnam 
in 1963. They are composed of 
Stryker, light infantry, airborne, and 
aviation units in the Asia-Pacific 
region. These highly detailed, 
hand-painted 1/30 scale metal 
� gures are accurate portrayals of 
Vietnam-era soldiers uniforms and weaponry.        $64.95 each

A: Sergeant with CAR-15   #105007
B: Standing Firing M-16   #105008
C: Standing with Ithaca Shotgun   #105009

 The Vietnam War
A Film by Ken Burns & Lynn Novick
A riveting PBS series on the Vietnam War from 
seasoned documentarians Ken Burns and Lynn 
Novick, this 10-DVD collection o� ers a compre-
hensive portrait of the con� ict from nearly every 
perspective. Enjoy behind-the-scenes and digital-
ly remastered footage while also getting insight 
from combatants – American, South Vietnamese, 

and North Vietnamese – as well as protesters, civilians, 
and media personalities. This program also features some of the era's most 
celebrated photo- journalists' work as well as more than a hundred iconic 
musical recordings. 16 hrs. 43 min.         

     DVD   #104035  $89.95                         Blu-Ray   #104036  $119

                                            10¼"x 9¾", hardcover.                     

and North Vietnamese – as well as protesters, civilians, 
and media personalities. This program also features some of the era's most 

Tet Campaign Commemorative Medal
Minted in bronze with detail on the front and back, this
commemorative medal honors all U.S. military personnel
who served in the Tet campaign and includes a ribbon with 
a pin back and a � ne ribbon bar. 1¼" diameter.                                                 
                                                                                   #61556  $19.95

  Viet Cong Hunt Club Patch
This embroidered patch features the words   
   “Viet Cong Hunt Club,” a phrase ultimately

7.95

a pin back and a � ne ribbon bar. 1¼" diameter.                                                 
19.95

Tet Offensive
This year marks the 50th anniversary of the Tet O� ensive – a surprise North 
Vietnamese attack whose aftermath spanned nearly eight months in 1968, 
                                                                     ending in U.S. tactical victory after heavy 
                                                                                         losses on both sides.

  Survivor T-Shirt
 With a brilliant colorful 

print on the back and the 
front left chest, this
Survivor t-shirt 
commemorates a vital 
moment in the 
Vietnam War.
                         #105001

Back
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Fatigue Shirts 
Made of 100% pre-

washed cotton 
rip-stop material 

for an authentic 
surplus look and 

feel, these super-soft 
and durable, long 

sleeved shirts feature 
four front pockets.
Tiger Stripe   #M404313
Olive Drab   #M404312

M, L, XL:  $49.95    
2XL, 3XL:  $51.95

Fatigue Caps
These stylish fatigue caps are made 
of a 55% cotton/45% polyester 
blend.                                            $9.95 each

A: Olive Drab  #40047
B: Black  #100735
C: Khaki  #102587

These stylish fatigue caps are made 

each

Available sizes: 
M, L, XL, 2XL

A B

C

MOLLE Double M16 Pouch
With a heavy-duty, 600-denier polyester 
construction, this double M16 pouch can � t 

two M16 magazines and includes durable 
plastic inserts for securing clips. It also 
features a loop front that holds straps 
open for easy removal, two hook-
and-loop closures, a top look for quick 

release, and grommet drain 
holes. 6"x 4½".                 #104998  $24.95

SOG Knives and More 
from America’s War in 
Southeast Asia
Silvey.  A must-own reference guide for 
serious collectors of military weaponry, 
this illustrated edition examines combat 
knives used by clandestine SOG forces in 
Vietnam. Get insight into all 165 speci-
mens including rare personalized variants 
and knives made by tribal artisans; also, 
see a comparison of genuine collectibles 
versus their often impressive counterfeits. 128 pages, 
195 color and B&W photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover.     #101849  $34.95

Rifle 
Metal Signs
Created to look purposely aged, these 
ri� e-themed metal signs have a 
vintage style for a unique twist on a 
serious weapon! Each one is made of 
heavy-gauge steel and handmade in 
the USA. Includes mounting holes.

NEW! M14 Ri� e – 20"x 5".  
                               #104997  $14.95
M16 Pin-Up Girl – 12"x 18". 
                          #M601702  $19.95

Rifle 

two M16 magazines and includes durable 

24.95

#M404313
#M404312

                                                                                                                  Just like the 
                                                                                                                ones carried
                                                                                                             by U.S. armed 
                                                                                                          forces – these
                                                                                                      military-grade
                                                                                        combative knives feature
                                                                                      leather sheaths, a leather 
                                                                                                                 or wooden 
                                                                                                                   handle, and
                                                                                                                     a sharp 
                                                                                                                     metal 
                                                                                                                      blade
                                                                                                    with blood groove.

A: GI Style – 11" long.                                                      #102580  $24.95
B: NEW! Military for AK Guns – 12" long.               #104996  $19.95

Combat 
KnivesA

B

Made in 
the USA.

  1st CAVALRY 
Cap – Officially 
licensed by the 
U.S. Army, this 
100% cotton 
baseball-style cap displays 
your support for our troops in big, bright 
embroidery that reads “1st Cavalry” on front! It 
features an adjustable strap for a comfortable 
� t. One size � ts most.           #105013  $14.95

CAVALRY 
 Officially 

licensed by the 
U.S. Army, this 

baseball-style cap displays 
your support for our troops in big, bright 

Challenge Coin – The Huey gunship is the star of 
this textured metal challenge coin that pays tribute 
to the 1st Cavalry Division. 1½" diameter.     #61528  $14.95

14.95
 The Huey gunship is the star of 

this textured metal challenge coin that pays tribute 
#61528 $14.95

construction, this double M16 pouch can � t 
two M16 magazines and includes durable 

release, and grommet drain 
holes. 6"x 4½".                 

M, L, XL:  $39.95    2XL, 3XL:  $41.95

Tactical BDU Pants
Featuring a tiger stripe or woodland 
camo-style print, these BDU pants – 
made of a cotton and polyester blend 
– feature a button � y, adjustable waist 
tabs, and six utility pockets.
Tiger Stripe    #103980
Woodland Camo    #103989

Rifle 
Metal Signs
Created to look purposely aged, these 
ri� e-themed metal signs have a 
vintage style for a unique twist on a 
serious weapon! Each one is made of 
heavy-gauge steel and handmade in 

Rifle 
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Cold War   Vietnam War:  Ground / Naval
LVTP-5A1 Amphibious Landing Vehicle Kit
Mostly operated during 
the Vietnam War, LVTP-5A1 
amphibious landing vehicle 
was used by the U.S. Marine 
Corps as a heavily armed 
and protective ground 
transport. The LVTP-5A1 
could carry 30-34 armed 
troops and was equipped 
with a mine-sweeper as well 
as a 105mm howitzer. This 
1/35 scale kit features textured surfaces, a .30 caliber 
machine gun, and detailed tracks. Assembly 
required. 328 pieces. 10" long.     #M800527  $59.95

M107 Self-Propelled Gun Kit
The M107 self-propelled gun 
was available to the U.S. Army 
during the Vietnam War. It proved to 
have one of the greatest ranges and was 
also able to � re a 147-pound projectile up 
to 21 miles. This 1/35 scale kit features belt-
type tracks, a moveable 175mm cannon, 
a rear bulldozer blade, and authentic 
markings. Assembly required. Skill 
level 3. 14¾" long. 
                                 #100736  $54.95

during the Vietnam War. It proved to 
have one of the greatest ranges and was 
also able to � re a 147-pound projectile up 
to 21 miles. This 1/35 scale kit features belt-
type tracks, a moveable 175mm cannon, 
a rear bulldozer blade, and authentic 
markings. Assembly required. Skill 

54.95

Fort Knox T-Shirt
The pro� le image of a U.S. 

Army battle tank on the front 
of this light gray t-shirt is a reminder 
that at the training facilities of Fort 

Knox, “Strength Starts 
Here.” 100% pre-shrunk 
cotton.                              #102665

The pro� le image of a U.S. 
Army battle tank on the front 

of this light gray t-shirt is a reminder 
that at the training facilities of Fort 

 M, L, XL:  $19.95    
 2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

M60A1 Patton Tank Model
Made by Hobby Master, this 1/72 scale, die cast 
model – a replica of an M60A1 Patton as it 
appeared with the 3rd Armored Division 
in the 1960s – features an authen-
tic 105mm main gun, a rotating 
turret, realistic hatches and accessories, 
historic markings, quality tracks, and a display 
base with a removable plastic cover. 4" long.                          #103639  $32.95

M60A1 Patton Tank Model
Made by Hobby Master, this 1/72 scale, die cast 
model – a replica of an M60A1 Patton as it 

 Armored Division 
in the 1960s – features an authen-

turret, realistic hatches and accessories, 
historic markings, quality tracks, and a display 
base with a removable plastic cover. 4" long.  #103639  $32.95

LIMITED EDITION

1/72 SCALE

Images of War
Patton Tanks
Rare Photographs From Wartime Archives
Green.  Through rare and previously unpublished 
photographs, this photo-history presents the Patton 
tanks – from the original, Korean War-era M46 to the 
1960s' M60 – and their variants, including those built 
for anti-aircraft, � ame-throwing, recovery, and other 
roles for armies around the world. 208 pages, 250 B&W 
photos, 7½"x 9½", softcover.         #M106027  $29.95

 Alpha Patrol R/C Model
    Hours of aquatic fun, this radio-
       controlled model is a 23"-long repli-
        ca of an alpha patrol river jet boat!
                               In addition to its rugged
                               frame which allows for 
                                     usage in the chop-
                                           piest of waters, 
                                            this boat also
                                           features a self-
                                    regulating function 

                                                                                                    (able to be � ipped up-
                                                                right simply by hitting the throttle), expert 
                                                           handling, safe and hidden electronics, an easy-
to-operate transmitter and a removable canopy. And don’t forget to 
add a rechargeable battery and charger!                                      #103046  $309
Speedpack 3300                                             Prophet Sport
Battery                #104294  $29.95          AC Charger     #104295  $39.95 

White Water Red Hot Lead
On Board U.S. Navy Swift Boats in Vietnam
Daly.  This action-packed book tells the story of a Swift 
Boat crew that volunteered to serve the U.S. Eventually, 
this group of six men would form a lifelong bond after a 
12-month tour of duty with daring combat missions in 
the most unimaginable places. Their days consisted of 
deadly � ghts, intense storms, and many other dangers. 360 pages, 
6¼"x 9½", hardcover.                                                                  #104999  $29.95

U.S. Navy Vietnam: 
Honor the Fallen T-Shirt
Commemorate and honor our Navy 
Vietnam troops with this soft, 
colorful t-shirt. Made of 100% pre-
shrunk cotton, this crewneck 
tee is a stylish way to 
show your support!
                       #105017

M, L, XL:  $24.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $26.95

USS Intrepid 
(CV-11) Aircraft 
Carrier Kit
A replica of the proli� c 
USS Intrepid as she 
appeared during the 
Vietnam War – with a 
modi� ed, angled deck-
� t – this premium quality, 
newly tooled, 1/350 scale 
plastic kit features a full hull 
con� guration, an intricate 
island and mast, exquisitely 
detailed � ight and hangar 
decks (with 18 realistic air-
craft, including A-4 Skyhawks, 
  F8U-1 Crusaders, E-1B 
   Tracers, and UH-2B helicopters), position-
able elevators, plenty of photo-etched parts, 
authentic markings, and a display stand 
with a nameplate. Assembly required. 
1,000+ pieces. Skill level 4. 
30" long.            #96348   Reg: $329  $299

(CV-11) Aircraft 

� t – this premium quality, SAVE 

$30
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Vietnam War:  Air / Helicopters    Cold War
Men Who Flew the F-4 Phantom
Bowman.  Developed for the U.S. Navy, the F-4 Phantom 
was a long range all-weather � ghter that was considered 
far better than other tactical aircraft in the U.S. Air Force 
inventory. This book includes a wide range of stories from 
the USAF and Israeli pilots who � ew the F-4 in wars, along 
with detailed information on the aircraft design, 
and technical data with corresponding images. 
288 pages, 6"x 9", hardcover. #703136  $39.95

MiG-21PFM Model
This 
par-
ticular 
MiG-21PFM – 
also known as 
“Fishbed” – belonged to the VPAF 927th “Lam Son” Fighter Regiment, along 
with several regiment aces. Made by Hobby Master, this 1/72 scale, die cast
 model features an opening canopy, authentic paint scheme and markings
  from July 5, 1972, and a display stand. 8½" long.                                                             #980742  $79.95

Vietnam 
War 
Veteran
Stan Stokes.  
A U.S. Air Force 
F-4 comes 
across a 
MiG-19 in 
a close en-
counter of the 
wrong kind 
in this highly 
detailed 
depiction. 
16"x 11½". Signed and numbered by the artist!
                                                           #7422  Reg: $39.95  $24.95

LIMITED EDITION

Sikorsky H-34 
Choctaw Helicopter
The Last Big Piston All Purpose Workhorse
Featuring a selection of rare combat footage 
and classic newsreels, this DVD o� ers incred-
ible insight into one of the Vietnam War’s 
most-used choppers. Bigger and with more 
payload than its predecessor, the H-19, this seven-� lm 
collection highlights the H-34 Choctaw. 1 hr. 34 min. #V5175  $19.95

“Riders on the 
Storm” Metal Sign
Joe Kline.  Made of 24-gauge 
steel, this metal sign fea-
tures U.S. Army soldiers 
going in “hot” at the smoke-
covered LZ in Vietnam. 
Includes mounting holes. 
18"x 12".  

#M602381  $24.95

Made in 
the USA.

AC-130A 
Gunship Kit
The U.S. Air Force utilized 
the AC-130A’s carrying 
capacity and long 
duration � ights as an 
airborne gun platform 
for � ring at enemy 

targets. It was also named “Azrael, 
Angel of Death” because of its gunship e� ectiveness that 

� rst operated in Vietnam. This 1/144 scale plastic kit features both a 105mm 
gun and 7.65 mini-guns, as well as operational armament and markings. 
Assembly required. 11" long.                                                                        #703237  $49.95

Spectre T-Shirt
Featuring a colorful and powerful 
graphic on front, this Spectre t-shirt 
is softer, breathable, and stronger in 
a 100% ring-spun cotton construc-
tion. This crewneck tee is designed, 
printed, and shipped by American veterans 
and patriots. 
                 #105022

par-
ticular 
MiG-21PFM – 
also known as 
“Fishbed” – belonged to the VPAF 927
with several regiment aces. Made by Hobby Master, this 1/72 scale, die cast
 model features an opening canopy, authentic paint scheme and markings
  from July 5, 1972, and a display stand. 8½" long.                                                             
 model features an opening canopy, authentic paint scheme and markings
  from July 5, 1972, and a display stand. 8½" long.                                                             

SAVE 

$15

M, L, XL:  $24.95   2XL, 3XL:  $26.95

targets. It was also named “Azrael, 
Angel of Death” because of its gunship e� ectiveness that 

UH-34D Seahorse Kit
               This 1/48 scale 
                        plastic kit of a UH-34D
                          Seahorse employed by 
                             the USMC during the 
                               Vietnam War features  
                                 a detailed interior with 
                                    glazed windows, a realistic engine, 
                                     nose-mounted machine guns, 
                              intricate landing gear, and authentic 
       markings. 13¾" rotorspan; 106 parts, 
      skill level 2. Assembly required.  #83954  $24.95

UH-34D Seahorse Kit
               This 1/48 scale 
                        plastic kit of a UH-34D
                          Seahorse employed by 
                             the USMC during the 
                               Vietnam War features  
                                 a detailed interior with 
                                    glazed windows, a realistic engine, 

LIMITED EDITION
1/72 SCALE

Images of War
US Military Helicopters
Green.  Other than minor roles in World War II, the 
helicopter wasn’t utilized until the Korean con� ict 
when the Bell H-13 Sioux, OH-23 Raven, and Sikorsky 
H-19 Chickasaw became operational. This heavily 
illustrated book provides detailed insight into the 
transformation of the helicopter and how it evolved 
through the years. 224 pages, 250 B&W and color 
photos, 7½"x 10", softcover.                                                                #703197  $24.95

UH-1 Huey Model
During a June 2, 1969, mis-
sion near Hamburger Hill, 
medic Joseph LaPointe 
risked his own life 
crawling to two 
wounded brothers, 
attempting to perform 
medical assistance before all three men were killed 
by a grenade. This 1/48 scale, die cast model – an 
Air Force 1 replica of the UH-1H used to transport the 
posthumously-awarded Medal of Honor winner – 
features a well-appointed interior, authentic 101st 
Airborne markings, and a metal display 
stand. 14¼" long.                               #900128  $87.95

UH-1 Huey Model
During a June 2, 1969, mis-
sion near Hamburger Hill, 
medic Joseph LaPointe 
risked his own life 
crawling to two 
wounded brothers, 
attempting to perform 
medical assistance before all three men were killed 

1/48 SCALE
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Cold War   Vietnam Veterans HONORING OUR VIETNAM VETERANS
House Banner
Featuring the vibrant Vietnam War service 
bars and the nation of Vietnam itself 
printed on each side, this banner is ideal 
for both indoors and outdoors use. Made 
to last with weather and fade-resistant 
polyester fabric that is soft and silky to 
the touch. 28"x 40".                 
                                   #M602081  $24.95
Garden Flag – This iconic 
image is also available as a 
� ag! Comes with brass 
grommets, ready to 
display! 18"x 12".                
              #M602080  $14.95

                                          Windsock
Honor our Vietnam War veterans with this colorful, high-quality 
windsock! This 40-inch outdoor decoration features an eye-catching 
design, embroidered accents, and detailed appliqued graphics. 
It also has a durable weather- and fade-resistant polyester 
construction, along with a string bridle with 
an attached snap swivel for easy hanging.       #105020  $21.95

     50th Anniversary Vietnam Medal
    Featuring a metal-plated textured border, this 
   commemorative medal – which comes with its own color-
ful ribbon – salutes the 50th anniversary for all armed forces 
who served in Vietnam. 1½" diameter.     
                                                                            #103147  $19.95

Featuring the vibrant Vietnam War service      50
    Featuring a metal-plated textured border, this 
   commemorative medal – which comes with its own color-
ful ribbon – salutes the 50
who served in Vietnam. 1½" diameter.     
                                                                            

1960s U.S. 
Special Mint Sets
A 1960s coin shortage forced the U.S. Treasury to discontinue 
production of proof and mint sets so that full manufacturing capacity could 
focus on coins for circulation. In turn, the Treasury produced “Special Mint 
Sets,” essentially souped-up uncirculated coins with a special, brighter finish. 
These mid-60s Special Mint sets – produced as American involvement in 
Vietnam was escalating – each feature a Lincoln cent, Je� erson nickel, 
Roosevelt dime, Washington quarter, and Kennedy half dollar.    $19.95 each

A 1960s coin shortage forced the U.S. Treasury to discontinue 

 1966  #101382      
 1967  #101383

A

B

“True Heroes” Shirt
The famous POW-MIA 
emblem from the 
Vietnam War is 
screen-printed on this 
100% cotton, black 
t-shirt, a patriotic 
reminder to honor the
“true heroes” 
lost in battle.   
       #101591

             POW-MIA Cap
                    This six-panel cap features a
                   high-quality embroidered 
      “POW-MIA” on front that shows your 
support! Made of durable acrylic, it 
includes a Velcro closure for a great � t. 
One size � ts most.  #104316  $18.95

Made in 
the USA.

M, L, XL:  $27.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $29.95

POW/MIA Flag
Displayed in the U.S. Capitol Rotunda, 
this � ag stands as a powerful symbol of 
national commitment to America's POW/
MIAs. It is made of screened polyester 
with reinforced edging and brass 
lugs. 5'x 3'.               #M600107  $16.95

             POW-MIA Cap

this � ag stands as a powerful symbol of 
national commitment to America's POW/

                          1994-P $1 U.S.
                           Prisoner of War
                           Museum Silver
                          Proof
                                    Issued to pay tribute to 

the opening of the National Prisoner of  War Museum in 
Andersonville, Georgia, this coin features the museum 
on the reverse, and a bald eagle breaking free of his 
shackles surrounded by barbed wire on 
the obverse. 1½" diameter.              #M652208  $79.95

Made in 
the USA.

POW/MIA Pocket                               
Watch
This classic pocket watch    
features a burnished gold-                          
tone � nish, a chain with
fob, quartz movement, and 
an inscription honoring 
Vietnam War POWs 
on the outer shell. 
Arrives in a gift box.         #M602162  $18.95

1/18 SCALE1969 Dodge Chargers
Replicating 1969 Dodge Chargers,
these 1/18 scale, die cast models 
will have you craving the 
open road! Their � nely tuned 
details and luxurious paint job 
are impressively realistic. Each 
replica features a steerable wheel, rubber 
tires, opening doors, hood, and 
trunk, as well as a detailed 
engine and interior. 
11" long.                
                     $39.95 each

Black   #105018     Orange   #105019

Challenge 
Coins
Made of heavy bronze alloy, these textured challenge coins feature full-color 
images saluting veterans of the 
Vietnam War. 1¾" diameter.

$14.95 each

A: “You Are Not Forgotten”   #M404476           
B: Vietnam War: 1955-1975     #100744
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Vietnam Veterans    Cold War

Vietnam Veteran Caps
A stylish way to show 
o�  your service, these 
Vietnam Veteran 
caps feature colorful 
embroidering, a pre-
curved visor, and an 
adjustable strap. 
               $18.95 each

A: Peninsula – 100% cotton.                     #61341
B: Flat Top – 100% cotton.                         #61530
C: NEW! "Vietnam Era" – 100% acrylic. #100582
D: NEW! Black/Yellow – 100% acrylic.   #703100
E: Camo – 100% cotton.                       #M602485
F: Oval – 100% polyester.                         #102725

Vietnam Veteran Caps

A B C

D

Vietnam Veteran CapsVietnam Veteran Caps

E F

           Headwrap
                Just like the ones worn by soldiers under 
                their helmets in the Vietnamese jungles, 
                this 100% cotton headwrap features a
            terrycloth sweatband and 
adjustable ties.                                     #103394  $9.95

           “Time to Honor” 
    T-Shirt
Featuring full-color imagery 
saluting Americans who served 
in Southeast Asia, this black 
t-shirt – made of 100% 
cotton – is a reminder that 
it’s time to honor our 
Vietnam veterans.          
                                      #101592

M, L, XL:  $19.95    2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

Vietnam 
"In Memory"

          T-shirt 
Honor the 58,479 American 
soldiers lost in Vietnam with 
this unique, 100% cotton, 
olive drab t-shirt featuring 
the service ribbon next to a 
soldier-less helmet, gun, 
and boots.                    #100578

Designed 
and Printed 
in the USA.

M, L, XL:  $19.95    2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

Golf Shirt
 Featuring a button-up 
 collar, a front chest 
 pocket, and 
 commemorative
 embroidery, this 
100% polyester golf 
shirt is a handsome 
addition to any vet’s 
wardrobe!                   #103397

 Featuring a button-up 
 collar, a front chest 

100% polyester golf 
shirt is a handsome 
addition to any vet’s 
wardrobe!                   #103397

M, L, XL:  $29.95    2XL, 3XL:  $31.95

Belt Buckles
Add some style to your 
belt with these textured 
metal buckles! 
3¼" wide            
                        $19.95 each

A: “Brothers Forever”   #103058
B: “Vietnam Veteran”   #103042
C: “In Memory”                #103043

 each each each

A
B

C

                 License Plate Frames
Proudly pay tribute to Vietnam service members with a new vehicle license
    frame – the authentic size and material of genuine U.S. plates! 12"x 6".

          Plate    #102240  $9.95                 Frame    #M602957  $14.95

                 License Plate Frames                 License Plate Frames                 License Plate Frames

Fits most cars with 
steering wheels 

measuring 
14½-15 inches.

           Vehicle Accessories
Commemorate the sacri� ce and bravery of our Vietnam War veterans by 
adding these durable, quality car accessories to your vehicle! Each item is 
made of a stain-resistant material and is designed to protect your interior 
from further damage.

 Floor Mat Set – 17"x 25".                                                     #103392  $24.95
 NEW! Steering Wheel Cover – 37-39½ cm diameter. #101390  $17.95
 Sunshade – 58"x 27".                                                            #101823  $19.95
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Cold War   Space / Experimental Aircraft / Bombers 
Saturn V with Skylab Model
Clear some space for this incredible collectible, a re-creation of the 
Saturn V – the tallest, heaviest, and most powerful rocket ever brought 
to operational status, launched 13 times from 1966-73 with no loss of 
crew – equipped with a fully detailed Skylab space station! Most excit-
ingly, in addition to its pre-painted exterior and stable circular base, its 
scale at 1/72 ensures its eye-catching enormity: 
the rocket measures � ve-feet tall!             #702631  $319

Space / Experimental Aircraft / Bombers Space / Experimental Aircraft / Bombers Space / Experimental Aircraft / Bombers 

Clear some space for this incredible collectible, a re-creation of the 
Saturn V – the tallest, heaviest, and most powerful rocket ever brought 
to operational status, launched 13 times from 1966-73 with no loss of 
crew – equipped with a fully detailed Skylab space station! Most excit-
ingly, in addition to its pre-painted exterior and stable circular base, its 

Space / Experimental Aircraft / Bombers 

Clear some space for this incredible collectible, a re-creation of the 
Saturn V – the tallest, heaviest, and most powerful rocket ever brought 
to operational status, launched 13 times from 1966-73 with no loss of 
crew – equipped with a fully detailed Skylab space station! Most excit-
ingly, in addition to its pre-painted exterior and stable circular base, its 

Measures 
5 Feet Tall!

1/72 SCALE

United States 
In Space 
Metal Sign
Fashioned to look like 
a U.S. postage stamp, 
this handsome steel 
sign captures the 
epic Apollo 11 moon 
landing! Includes 
mounting holes.    
24"x 15".  
    #703096  
                   $39.95

United States 

Fashioned to look like 
a U.S. postage stamp, 

epic Apollo 11 moon 

NASA Saturn V 
Owners’ Workshop Manual 
1967-1973: Apollo 4 
to Apollo 17 & Skylab
Woods.  The exciting Owner's Workshop 
Manual series o� ers insight and detailed 
drawings on some of the industry's 
most legendary machines! This thrilling 
release turns its attention to the Saturn 
V rocket, the hugely powerful machine 
developed with the purpose of putting 

a man on the moon. See its initial design, how its three stages 
worked, and its many space-exploration successes. 
176 pages, illustrated, 8½"x 11", hardcover.     #702267  $34.95

                   39.95

                           Bell X-1 Display Model
                                Replicating an X-1 rocket-engined air- 
                                           craft, this 1/32 scale display model   
                                                             is crafted of quality 
                                                             mahogany and features 
                               its signature “international orange” paint 
     scheme, authentic nose art, simulated canopy 
                 windows, and a display stand. 11" long.

                                                                    #702158  $189

Jack’s 
Unusual 
Design
Stan Stokes.     
A pioneer 
of aviation 
technology, 
Jack Northrop 
was nearly 
 enveloped 
with his pas-
sion for the  
tailless air-

            craft, creating two ahead-of-their-time bombers: the B-35 and YB-49. 
This limited edition print depicts the YB-49 piloted over the mountainous 
outskirts of Edwards Air Force Base by Brig. Gen. Robert Cardenas. 16"x 11½".
Signature Edition – Signed by the artist, Cardenas, and YB-49 
test pilot Max Stanley!                                                                    #700708  $99.95
Standard Edition – Save $15!  Signed by the artist.                                                 
                                                                                        #7560  Reg: $39.95  $24.95

Great American 
Big Bombers

This exciting DVD is loaded with archival 
footage of American bombers. You get 
B-29 Superfortress, which presents the most 
advanced heavy bomber of WWII; B-36 Peacemaker, which features the 
largest bomber ever built, including the all-jet B-60 variant; B-47 Stratojet, 
which shows you the � rst U.S. frontline all-jet bomber; YB-49 Flying Wing, 
a rare look at the revolutionary Northrop wonder; B-52 Stratofortress, with 
early footage of its operations; B-58 Hustler, about the first medium 
bomber to go supersonic; and USAF on Canvas, which presents 
these aircraft in art. 1 hr. 10 min.                                             #V5100  $19.95

B-52D 
Stratofortress Kit
A newly tooled replica of the 
“D” variant Stratofortress – a 
dedicated long-range bomber 
with “Big Belly” modi� cations, 
used for carpet-bombing in 
Vietnam – this 1/144 scale 
plastic kit features realistic engine fronts, newly 
tooled ordnance, intricate landing gear, and authentic markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3. 15½" wingspan.            #702405  $44.95

dedicated long-range bomber 
with “Big Belly” modi� cations, 

plastic kit features realistic engine fronts, newly 
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            craft, creating two ahead-of-their-time bombers: the B-35 and YB-49. 
This limited edition print depicts the YB-49 piloted over the mountainous 
outskirts of Edwards Air Force Base by Brig.
Signature Edition
test pilot Max Stanley!
Standard Edition – 
                                                                                        

Jack’s 

M, L, XL:  $54.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $59.95

Diamond-Quilted 
Nylon Flight Jacket
Thermal lined and water 
repellent, this durable nylon 
� ight jacket is both on-
trend as well as practical 
for cooler temperatures. 
It features unique 
diamond quilting 
construction, 
comfy padding, 
and two front 
slash pockets for 
storing small items.
                   #105031  

“Rogers 
Dry Lake” T-Shirt
This soft and comfy t-shirt 
represents Edwards Air Force 
Base at Rogers Dry Lake – 
home of the Air Force Test 
Center, Pilot School, and 
NASA’s Armstrong Flight 
Research Center. 100% cotton.

                                               #703238

BackM, L, XL:  $19.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by Two 
YB-49 Test Pilots!
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Espionage / Desert Storm / Modern Aircraft    Cold War
MODERN WARPLANES 1/72 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

The Cold War Spy Pocket Manual 
The O�  cial Field – Manuals for Espionage, 
Spycraft and Counter-Intelligence
Parker.  This book explores aspects of Cold War espionage, 
      including recovered archives, unclassi� ed documents, 
     � eld manuals, and brie� ng directives. Researched 
from top government agencies, it includes insightful 

information into nuclear spycraft, assassination plots, and agent 
interrogations. 128 pages, 5"x 7½", hardcover.                        #105024  $12.95

9mm Makarov 
Non-Firing Pistol
A standard military and police sidearm from 1951-91, 
the 9mm Makarov pistol was a concealable Russian 
handgun often used by spies and secret agents. This non-
� ring version of the historic original features a realistic size and 
weight as well as textured grips. 6¼" long.                                                                                                                                                     #105025  $99.95

       Desert Storm 
Veteran 
Challenge Coin
Bright and colorful, this 
unique challenge coin 
celebrates those who 
served during Operation 
Desert Storm.                                        #105028  $12.95

Gulf War 
Propaganda Notes
Prepared and dropped by the 
Americans, Gulf War propaganda 
notes were often disguised on 
one side with a facsimile of Iraqi 

money to ensure an enemy soldier would 
pick these up – even if instructed not to 

by their commander. This folder includes 
genuine artifacts from the era, including fake 

money certi� cates and calls to action 
against Saddam.                                              #105027  $34.95

Government Spy Films 
A collection of � ve vintage shorts on one fascinating 

DVD, Government Spy Films gives you an inside look 
into the U.S. Department of Defense and those who 
were entrusted with guarding national secrets. 
Each documentary shows how spies protected 

themselves against threats of espionage, along with 
Americans foiling acts of foreign agents and traitors 
everywhere! 1 hr. 17 min. #105026  $9.95

                            VAW-115, USS George Washington, 2010. 
13½" wingspan.                                             #980701  Reg: $130  $99.95

These present-day American tactical jets are designed 
for various U.S. military branches to complete air combat missions with their 
impressively fast turbo engines and quick maneuverability. Each of these 
1/72 scale, Hobby Master, die cast models feature colorful unit markings, 
optional-position landing gear, and a display stand.

F-16C Block 25 – 57th Wing, 64th Aggressor Squadron, 
Nellis AFB, 2016. 
9¾" long. 

  #702820 $82.95

A-10C Warthog 
47th Fighter 
Squadron, 917th 
Fighter Group, 
Barksdale AFB, 2012. 
9¾" wingspan.
  #702824
      $94.95

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

E-2C Hawkeye

       Desert Storm 
Veteran 
Challenge Coin
Bright and colorful, this 
unique challenge coin 
celebrates those who 

against Saddam.                                              against Saddam.                                              

F-117A Nighthawk Model
Given the 
nickname 
“A� ectionately 
Christine” dur-
ing the Gulf 
War, this F-117A was 
the 59th Nighthawk 
built (of 64) and the last one to see service. Replicating 
the stealth warbird, this 1/72 scale, Hobby Master, die 
cast model features authentic 49th Fighter Wing mark-
ings, a patriotic U.S. � ag underbelly, an opening canopy, 
and a display stand. 11" long.                                                                    #702818  $105.95

1/72 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

Second Wave to Baghdad           
Stan Stokes.  The 
37th TFW, under 
the command of 
Colonel Alton 
Whitney, was the 
unit responsible 
for the F-117 
Nighthawk’s � rst 
combat duty 
during the Gulf 
War. This limited 
edition print de-
picts an airborne 
F-117A against 
the majestic 
Middle Eastern 
sky backdrop. 
16"x 11½".

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by 
Col. Alton Whitney!

Signature Edition – Signed by the artist 
and Col. Whitney!                               #700713 $99.95
Standard Edition – Save $15!
Signed by the artist.   #7787  Reg: $39.95  $24.95 money to ensure an enemy soldier would 

SAVE 

$30

Shipping restrictions 
apply. Call for details.

Authentic Artifact!
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The PX   Pirates / Romans

� e 
Dacian Wars
In the � rst century, King 
Decebalus and his Dacian 
soldiers fought a series of wars 
against the mighty Romans – 
with both successful and 
devastating results. 
Replicating a selection of both sides’ ready-to-� ght warriors, these 
1/30 scale metal � gures include incredible hand-painted detailing, including many ornate shields! 2½" tall
.

Jolly Rogers Fatigue Cap
Made of a 55% cotton/45% polyester 
    blend, this black fatigue cap features 
           a U.S. Navy “Jolly Rogers” skull and 
                                      crossbones emblem.   

                                        #102927  $9.95

Jolly Rogers Fatigue Cap
Made of a 55% cotton/45% polyester 
    blend, this black fatigue cap features 
           a U.S. Navy “Jolly Rogers” skull and 
                                      crossbones emblem.    Small (67/8-71/2)         Large (73/8-71/2)    

 Medium (71/8-71/4)    X-Large (75/8- 73/4)

Roman Constantine 
Dynasty Bronze Coin
An incredible historic artifact, this 
bronze coin – dating back more 
than 1,500 years to the 4th or 5th 
century, when Constantine the 
Great issued new currency to combat 
in� ation – still displays its original mis-
shapen design and textured surfaces. 
It arrives in a display sleeve with a 
story card. 1" diameter.    #100591  $24.95

An incredible historic artifact, this 

Great issued new currency to combat 

Coin may vary from image shown.
Genuine Artifact!

Pirate Metal Signs
These enticing steel 
signs are catchy and 
fun ways to express 
your inner pirate! Each 
one features a unique 
custom design unlike 
any other wall décor!
Includes mounting holes.

A: NEW! “Show Me the 
     Booty” – 14½"x 18½".

#104958  $29.95            B: Pirates Cove Pin-Up – 23"x 24".  #104405  $49.95

Roman Republic at War
A Compendium of Battles from 498 to 31 B.C.
Taylor.  A riveting account of the Roman 
Republic’s major military campaigns, this histori-
cal timeline examines every battle from 498 to 
31 B.C. Most excitingly, the combat descriptions 
are based on ancient texts and eyewitness ac-
counts, the earliest surviving testimony on these 
historic campaigns with very little modern day 
interpretation or analysis. 288 pages, 30 diagrams, 
6½"x 9½", hardcover.                                                   #102996  $39.95

Jolly Roger Flag 
Featuring the iconic white skull and crossbones set against a 
black background, this Jolly Rogers � ag also includes a durable 
canvas header, polyester construction, and brass 
grommets for easy hanging. 5'x 3'.                #104957  $16.95

Pirate 
Flintlock Pistol 

                                               Arrghh! Own an authentic-style pirate 
                                  Flintlock pistol from the 1700s with a unique 
            face, butt plate, and an engraved barrel. This beautifully 
detailed non-� ring replica also features simulated brass trim 
and barrel � nish as well as a gorgeous wood stock. 
              14" long.                    #104956  $59.95

                             Blackbeard’s Queen Anne’s
                                    Revenge Pirate Ship
                                                               The flagship of infamous pirate 
                                                               Blackbeard, Queen Anne’s 
                                                       Revenge spent years terrorizing the 
                                                  waters in the Beaufort Inlet o�  the 
                                               North Carolina coast. A pre-painted 
                                reproduction of the 18th century vessel, this 
                         centerpiece model features quality wood construc-
                    tion, extensive 
      rigging (over 100 blocks 
 and deadeyes), a lifeboat 
 (with oars), ladders, rudder 
 chains, metal anchors, 
 30 cannonball racks, and 
 11 stitched canvas sails.

                             Blackbeard’s Queen Anne’s
                                    Revenge Pirate Ship
                                                               The flagship of infamous pirate 
                                                               Blackbeard, Queen Anne’s 
                                                       Revenge spent years terrorizing the 
                                                  waters in the Beaufort Inlet o�  the 
                                               North Carolina coast. A pre-painted 
                                reproduction of the 18
                         centerpiece model features quality wood construc-

 and deadeyes), a lifeboat 
Jolly Roger Flag 

Pirates / Romans

Jolly Roger Flag Jolly Roger Flag Jolly Roger Flag Jolly Roger Flag 

                             Blackbeard’s Queen Anne’s
                                    Revenge Pirate Ship
                                                               The flagship of infamous pirate 
                                                               Blackbeard, Queen Anne’s 
                                                       Revenge spent years terrorizing the 
                                                  waters in the Beaufort Inlet o�  the 
                                               North Carolina coast. A pre-painted 
                                reproduction of the 18
                         centerpiece model features quality wood construc-
                    tion, extensive 
      rigging (over 100 blocks 

A: 24" Long                 #103682  Reg: $229  $159               

B: 20" Long       #103683  Reg: $99.95  $79.95

SAVE
UP TO

 $70

B

A

Dacian Wars
In the � rst century, King 
Decebalus and his Dacian 
soldiers fought a series of wars 
against the mighty Romans – 
with both successful and 
devastating results. 
Replicating a selection of both sides’ ready-to-� ght warriors, these Replicating a selection of both sides’ ready-to-� ght warriors, these Replicating a selection of both sides’ ready-to-� ght warriors, these Replicating a selection of both sides’ ready-to-� ght warriors, these Replicating a selection of both sides’ ready-to-� ght warriors, these 

B: Pirates Cove Pin-Up – 23"x 24".  #104405 $49.95

B

49.95#104405 $49.95

Pirate Metal Signs

Includes mounting holes.

“Show Me the 
18½".

29.95 B: Pirates Cove Pin-Up – B: Pirates Cove Pin-Up – 

Pirate Metal Signs

Includes mounting holes.

29.95

A

B

E: Dacian with Falx Sword 
                                                 #104832  $54
F: Dacian with Helmet and Spear  #104833  $54
G: Hoplite Sentry Standing              #104828  $54

A: Roman Legionnaire with Pilum Ready     #104834  $49 
B: Charging Hoplite                                                #104830  $54
C: Hoplite & Cypriot Marine Prisoner Set  #104829  $109
D: Dacian King Decebalus                                   #104831  $64

A

B C

D

E

F
G

1/30 SCALE

Made in 
the USA.
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Crusaders / Six-Day War    The PX   

  Weapons and Fighting Techniques 
   of the Medieval Warrior 
   1000-1500 AD
    Dougherty.  Bursting with riveting historical facts and artistic   
   re-creations, this reference guide on Medieval fighters from 
 1000-1500 is broken into four distinct chapters: mounted  
 knights, foot soldiers, missile troops, and siege engineers/
sappers. Enjoy vivid depictions of the era’s combat conditions 
and see how longbow men and pike-armed landsknechts  
    changed war forever. 224 pages, illustrated, 
    9¼"x 11¾", hardcover.                                   #103405  $17.95

Medieval Replica 
European Close Helmet
Commemorate the Medieval warriors 
with this incredibly accurate steel replica! 
A great addition to any collection, this 
helmet features eye slit, neck protector, 
and adjustable breathing holes, able to 
be raised and lowered for com-
fort. 14"x 11".          #M651881  $89.95

  Weapons and Fighting Techniques 
   of the Medieval Warrior
   1000-1500 AD
    Dougherty
   re-creations, this reference guide on Medieval fighters from 
 1000-1500 is broken into four distinct chapters: mounted  
 knights, foot soldiers, missile troops, and siege engineers/
sappers. Enjoy vivid depictions of the era’s combat conditions 
and see how longbow men and pike-armed landsknechts  
    changed war forever. 224 pages, illustrated, 
    9¼"x 11¾", hardcover.                                   

with this incredibly accurate steel replica! 

helmet features eye slit, neck protector, 
and adjustable breathing holes, able to 

89.95

King Richard I 
Flag – Made of 
polyester and 
featuring brass 
grommets for 
simple hanging, 
this colorful 
� ag 

replicates one � own by King Richard I. 5'x 3'.   #101137  $16.95

King Richard I 
Flag –
polyester and 
featuring brass 
grommets for 
simple hanging, 
this colorful 
� ag 

replicates one � own by King Richard I. 5'x 3'.   #101137  

polyester and 
featuring brass 
grommets for 
simple hanging, 

� ag 

  King Richard & the Crusades
     One of England’s most revered 
     leaders, King Richard, along with 
     his brave and honorable knights, 
     was ruler from 1189 until he 
     died in 1199.

     These 1/30 scale metal � gures,
     carefully hand-painted and fea-
     turing accurate uniforms and
     weaponry, recreate “Good 
King Richard” and a selec-
tion of loyal subjects and 
warriors – including 
Ivanhoe. Standing � gures
measure 2½" tall.

     One of England’s most revered 
     leaders, King Richard, along with 
     his brave and honorable knights, 
     was ruler from 1189 until he 

     These 1/30 scale metal � gures,
     carefully hand-painted and fea-
     turing accurate uniforms and
     weaponry, recreate “Good 

The PX
  King Richard & the Crusades

Crusaders 
Follow three friends who 

� nd themselves torn apart by a 
Christian war against the Saracens 
during the Middle Ages. Crusaders 

Peter, Andrew, and Richard come 
from various backgrounds with very 

di� erent personalities that, in return, 
makes it di�  cult to � ght the same 

war, and all in love with the same beautiful, young 
woman. This made-for-TV movie is an action-packed � lm with 
a bit of romance that will have you � ghting for both 
sides. 3 hrs. 19 min.  #104855  $12.95

SIX-DAY WAR  Also known as the June War, the Six-Day War was fought between June 5 and 
10 of 1967. It marked an epic victory for Israel against the neighboring states of Egypt, Jordan, and Syria.

A: Richard the Lionheart 
     on Horseback 
                   #104395  $119
B: Knight Standing Ready  #104389  $49 
C: Knight Fighting Double-
     Handed                                 #104391  $49

ISRAELI ARMY  With a total strength of 
over a quarter million civilian turned soldiers, the Israeli 
           army is a combination of paratroopers, shooters, 
                    and heavily armed tanks. These 1/30 scale 
       metal � gures feature incredible hand-painted detail 
      as well as an accurate depiction of their his-
       toric uniforms and weaponry. 2½" tall.          $45 each

D: NEW! Ivanhoe          #104813  $49
E: NEW! Swordsmith   #104034  $55
F: NEW! Templar           #104814  $49

1/30 
SCALE

A

B

C D

F
E

Lion’s Gate
On the Front Lines 
of the Six Day War 
Press� eld.  Composed of 
in-depth interviews with 
veterans, tank com-
manders, paratroopers, and 
civilians, this is a fascinating 
true story on the Six-Day War. 
Just days after the Egyptian 
Army entered the southern border equipped 
with heavy guns and tanks, Israel citizen-
soldiers stood against the masses of troops in  
         victory. 448 pages, 6½"x 9½", 
                       hardcover.           #104949  $14.95

Israel National Flag  
Made of screened polyester, this reproduction 
of the flag of Israel has reinforced edging and 
brass grommets. 5'x 3'.     #M602507  $16.95

  A: Paratrooper with GPMG   #104950 
  B: Crouching Paratrooper     #104952
  C: Sniper Sitting                        #104951 
  D: “Moving Forward”               #104954
  E: “Over Here!”                            #104955   
  F: Kneeling and Taking Aim  #104953

Six Days in June
The War that Rede� ned 
the Middle East 
This revealing documentary 
examines the ongoing 
political and religious 
tension between Israel and the 
Arab nations in the Middle East. 
Filled with recently declassified 
information, home movie 
footage, and personal photos, you'll see how the 
Six-Day War in 1967 set o�  a series of events that, 
today, have made the Middle East one of the most 
unstable regions in the world. Widescreen, 
1 hr. 45 min.                                 #MV50541  $19.95

soldiers stood against the masses of troops in  
         victory. 448 pages, 6½"x 9½", 
                       hardcover.           

ISRAELI ARMY
over a quarter million civilian turned soldiers, the Israeli 
           army is a combination of paratroopers, shooters, 
                    and heavily armed tanks. These 1/30 scale 
       metal � gures feature incredible hand-painted detail 
      as well as an accurate depiction of their his-
       toric uniforms and weaponry. 2½" tall.          

over a quarter million civilian turned soldiers, the Israeli 
           army is a combination of paratroopers, shooters, 
                    and heavily armed tanks. These 1/30 scale 

Order Today at 

1/30 SCALE
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The PX   Collections 

1/144 SCALE

F-4C Phantom 
Robin Olds “Operation Bolo,” 
8th TFW, Ubon AFB. 
5¼" long.  
#900183  
        $26.95

Warriors 
of the 
World

Available in one exciting and diverse collection, these 1/32 scale metal � gures 
represent the evolution of military attire and weaponry from across the world. 
Each warrior – hand-painted and � nely detailed – comes ready to display in-
dividually or as a colorful set of globe-spanning soldiers. 4" tall.

A: NEW! French Gendarme – 1525                                                           #104901  
B: William the Conqueror – 1066                                           #M519262  
C: Seljuk Drummer – 1100                                                             #102398  
D: NEW! Marshal Turenne – 1658                                               #104846  
E: Spahi, Oran Regiment of the Army of Africa – 1939             #102391  
F: Hussar, Lauzun’s Legion at Yorktown – 1781                               #100239  
G: France 17th Lancers Trooper – 1918                                          #M518247  
H: NEW! Chasseur d’Afrique – 1850                          #104902

D

All Models Include
a Metal Display Stand!

                     P-51 Mustang 
                    Capt. C. E. Bud Anderson, 
                    363rd FS, 357th FG, 1944.
                                        6¼" wingspan. 
                                         #900184   
                                                   $27.95

1/72 SCALE

       Expand your aviation collection with our a� ordable and distinguished Air Force 1 aircraft models   
    that are made popular by American pilots! Each Smithsonian Series die cast model features 
authentic paint schemes  and markings, realistic surface details, 
a see-through canopy, and a nameplate display stand.

       Expand your aviation collection with our a� ordable and distinguished Air Force 1 aircraft models   
Air Force 1 Smithsonian Series

                             A6M2 Zero 
                                         World War II.   
                                        7" wingspan.  
                                              #701740  
                                                      $27.95

                             A6M2 ZeroA6M2 Zero
                                         World War II.                                            World War II.   
                                        7" wingspan.                                          7" wingspan.  
                                              #701740
                                                      1/72 SCALE

Available in one exciting and diverse collection, these 1/32 scale metal � gures 

C

F

$1995
Each

F-14 Tomcat 
VF-31 “Tomcatters,” 
Vietnam War. 
5¼" wingspan.  
#701738  
    $29.95

26.95

F-14 Tomcat
VF-31 “Tomcatters,” 
Vietnam War. 
5¼" wingspan.  
#701738  

29.95

1/100 SCALE

                                                             B-17  
                                                          Flying  
                                                      Fortress
                                                               323rd BS, 91st BG  
                                                             “Nine-O-Nine” RAF  
                                                               Bassingboum,  
                                                              England.  
                                                              6¼" wingspan.
                                                                     #900182
                                                                            $26.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 50

                                                             B-17  
                                                          Flying  
                                                      Fortress
                                                               323rd BS, 91
                                                             “Nine-O-Nine” RAF  
                                                               Bassingboum,  
                                                              England.  
                                                              6¼" wingspan.
                                                                     #900182
                                                                            $26.95

                                                             B-17  
                                                          Flying  
                                                      Fortress
                                                               323
                                                             “Nine-O-Nine” RAF  
                                                               Bassingboum,  
                                                              England.  
                                                              6¼" wingspan.
                                                                     

1/200 SCALE

A-10 
Thunderbolt 
74th TFS, 23rd FW, USAF, 
England AFB, 1989. 
4¾" wingspan.  
  #900181  
            $26.95

1/100 SCALE

www.MilitaryIssue.com

4¾" wingspan.  
  #900181  

26.95

F-16C Fighting Falcon
“Triple Jastreb-Killer,” 
526th FS, USAF, Bosnia, 
1994. 6" long. 
#900132  
        $26.95 1/100 SCALE
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Available in one exciting and diverse collection, these 1/32 scale metal � gures 
represent the evolution of military attire and weaponry from across the world. 

                                                           #104901  
                                           #M519262

#102398  
#104846 

             #102391  
#100239  

                                          #M518247  
                          #104902

Available in one exciting and diverse collection, these 1/32 scale metal � gures 

G
1/32 SCALE

Collections 

Available in one exciting and diverse collection, these 1/32 scale metal � gures 

B

The PX   Collections 
Warriors 

Available in one exciting and diverse collection, these 1/32 scale metal � gures 

Collections 

A
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Featured throughout the vast Star Trek universe, 
these die cast replicas are showcased in full-color metallic versions of 
the famous starships. Expand your Trekkie collection with our brilliant 
selection of Star� eet and enemy vessels! Each model features a 
striking attention to original detail and a clear-armed display stand 
that presents your ship mid-� ight. 3-6" long.   

Property of 
Star� eet 
Academy 
T-Shirt
Stylishly faded, this 
100% cotton t-shirt 
o� ers a dapper way 
to show o�  your unquestion-
able status as a diehard 
Trekkie!                           #701801

Star Trek 
Ships of the Line
Drexler & Clark, eds.  Celebrating 
one of science � ction’s most be-
loved franchises, this lavishly illustrated 
work examines the Star� eet starships 
and vessels of the Star Trek universe! 
You’ll tour the � eet and meet the crews 

who have explored the stars and enthralled audiences for decades. 
352 pages, illustrations, 11"x 7", hardcover.                              #10412  $29.95

All Models Include
a Display Stand!A: Xindi Insectoid Ship – Based on the Xindi Starship employed 

by the Tholian Assembly from the third season of 
the Star Trek: Enterprise television series.                #97332 

B: USS Rhode Island – This alternate timeline vessel 
operated in the 25th century as a Nova-Class 
Federation ship.                                                            #702223

C: ISS Enterprise NCC-1701 Mirror Universe – The 
Enterprise NCC-1701 in the Mirror Universe was a 
Constitution-Class battle cruiser in service with 
Star� eet in the mid-23rd century.                             #702296

D: USS Ahwahnee – In service in the 23rd century, the 
USS Ahwahnee was a Constitution-Class 
starship operated by the Federation.                    #702710

E: Bajoran Solar Sailor – The Bajoran lightship was depicted in 
one episode from the second season of Deep Space Nine.          #97326

F: Klingon Bird-of-Prey – This iconic Klingon warship 
has been featured in four � lms and over 
forty television episodes.                                           #97375

G: Vidiian Starship – Loaded with advanced weaponry, 
this epic battle Warship was � own by the 
Vidiians in the 2370s.                                                  #900121

H: USS Thunderchild NCC-63549 – Activated in 2373, the 
USS Thunderchild NCC-63549 was an Akira-Class Starfleet vessel.      #97312

This iconic Klingon warship 

#97375

Loaded with advanced weaponry, 

#900121

 Activated in 2373, the 
USS Thunderchild NCC-63549 was an Akira-Class Starfleet vessel.      #97312

G
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Property of 

Stylishly faded, this 
100% cotton t-shirt 
o� ers a dapper way 
to show o�  your unquestion-
able status as a diehard 

#701801

The Real Story: Star Trek 
With over 700 television episodes and thirteen 

� lms, Star Trek is one of the biggest franchises 
of all time! Creator Gene Roddenberry’s 
inspired the � rst scienti� c principles of 
teleportation, arti� cial intelligence, androids, 

and more. Discover new insights into this iconic 
outer space series through personal accounts 

by Trekkies and Spock himself, Leonard 
Nimoy. 46 minutes.                           #104983  $14.95

M, L, XL:  $27.95   
2XL, 3XL, 4XL:  $29.95

Based on the Xindi Starship employed 

DD

C

USS Enterprise 
NCC-1701 Kit
The starship at the center of all of the

captivating Star Trek adventures has 
always been the USS Enterprise, the leg-

endary Federation vessel. A premium 
reproduction of the refitted NCC-1701, 
this 1/350 scale plastic kit – constructed 
with a careful eye for detail and measur-
ing an impressive 34" long – features a 
shuttle hangar bay, an arboretum, an 
officer’s lounge, pennant and marking decals, and collectible 
packaging. Assembly required. 40 pieces. Skill level 2.       #701963  $89.95

The starship at the center of all of the

always been the USS Enterprise, the leg-

with a careful eye for detail and measur-

officer’s lounge, pennant and marking decals, and collectible 

Measures nearly 
3-feet long!

$2495
Each

Just for Fun    

these die cast replicas are showcased in full-color metallic versions of 
the famous starships. Expand your Trekkie collection with our brilliant 

95
Each
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          Female Warriors
Don’t let their skimpy out� ts fool you – these warriors are
ready for battle! Each 1/6 scale articulating figure in this 
titillating collection (which spans a timeline from ancient 
to modern) comes with a host of realistic accessories and 
weaponry, from interchangeable hands and clothing 
to deadly axes and pistols. 12" tall.

                                                                                                                                                                   Pin-Up Metal Signs 
  The golden age of pin-ups dates back to America’s participation in
   World War II when women challenged society with their industrial 
prowess and daring clothing choices. These racy yet classy photos adorned 
servicemen’s walls, lockers, and planes, giving them hopeful reminders of 
why they’re � ghting. Each made-in-USA, heavy-gauge steel 
metal sign is custom-made and includes mounting holes.     $24.95 each

Cleo – Includes a jeweled belt, an 
armored neck collar, a crown, a scepter, two 
Egyptian dogs, a throne (with cushion), 
a comic book, two double-sided 
posters, and more!          #104149  $219

armored neck collar, a crown, a scepter, two 
Egyptian dogs, a throne (with cushion), 

219

Athena – Includes 
a helmet, an 
ornamental headband, 
a bikini-style battle top, 
a short skirt, battle armor, a battle 

� ag, a sword (with sheath), a shield, a 
Roman column, and more!
                                            #104701  $219

MC Camouflage Soldier – Includes 
a tactical jumpsuit, a cartridge bag, 
a military backpack, a waist bag, a 
 carabiner, an M4 (with flashlight
     and gunsight), an aiming laser, 
        an equipment box (with 

    sponge), and more!    #103997  $179

  The golden age of pin-ups dates back to America’s participation in
   World War II when women challenged society with their industrial 
prowess and daring clothing choices. These racy yet classy photos adorned 

a short skirt, battle armor, a battle 
� ag, a sword (with sheath), a shield, a 

#104701  $219

Alvardo’s 
Pin-Ups
Alvarado.  
Combining 
color, form, and 
style to create 
luscious images 
with � at color 
and a shine that 
accentuates each 
model's key features, Robert Alvarado's 
alluring photographs – of models in 
traditional poses, in clothes, in lingerie, 
and tastefully nude – are influenced by 
pin-up artists such as Alberto Vargas and 
Gil Elvgren, yet will impress you in a way 
that only modern photography can! 
144+ pages, 145+ color photos, 
9"x 12", hardcover.             $34.95 each

Nudes                                    #21214 
All-American                   #701559
Modern                                 #21170 Must be 18+ 

to order!

  A: “Player’s Monthly” –  12"x 18".                                                                #65076
 B: NEW! “Fill Her Up!” – 12"x 18".                                      #105015
  C: NEW!  “American Bombshell” –  14"x 17".                                    #105016
  D: “American Power” – 18"x 12".                                                   #M601656

                                                                                                                                                                   Pin-Up Metal Signs 
  The golden age of pin-ups dates back to America’s participation in
                                                                                                                                                      
  The golden age of pin-ups dates back to America’s participation in

             Pin-Up Metal Signs              Pin-Up Metal Signs 

A

B

C

D

     Mandala “The Protector” – Includes 
thigh boots, a dagger (with pouch), two
P266 pistols (with clips), a folding AK-47 
(with clip), two fur holsters, 
ammo (with ammo 

belt), and more!                   
                     #102429  $179

1/6 SCALE

armored neck collar, a crown, a scepter, two 
Egyptian dogs, a throne (with cushion), 
a comic book, two double-sided 
posters, and more!          

Athena –
a helmet, an 
ornamental headband, 

MC Camouflage Soldier –
a tactical jumpsuit, a cartridge bag, 
a military backpack, a waist bag, a 
 carabiner, an M4 (with flashlight
     and gunsight), an aiming laser, 
        an equipment box (with 

    sponge), and more!

                                            #104701  #104701  219

   Majestic Crusader – Includes
     a one-piece outfit, full body
      armor, knee-high boots, a belt, 
            a helmet, a cape, a sword, 
               a shield, an axe, a flag
                   (with flag post), and
                         more! 
                               #104766  $219

Base not 
included.
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4-DVD Movie Set – This 4-DVD 
set featuring a quartet of the 
star’s most memorable films 
includes Gentleman Prefer 
Blondes, How to Marry a 
Millionaire, The Seven Year 
Itch, and Some Like it Hot. 
6 hrs. 52 min.          

#104305  $14.95

Marilyn Monroe                                                                               Everybody’s favorite blonde bombshell, Marilyn Monroe
                                                               is among America’s most celebrated pop star icons – headlining
                             dozens of � lms in the 1940s and ’50s, grossing over $200 million at the box o�  ce.

 “Lorelei Lee” Figures – Looking
  glamorous as always, Marilyn – as    
    recreated with these 1/6 scale 
    figures – is wearing two 
   dresses as the character Lorelei 
   Lee from Gentleman Prefer 
    Blondes. 11½" tall.

Pink Dress – Includes multiple 
interchangeable
hands, a fur wrap, a 
bracelet, a necklace, a 
paper fan, high heels, 
earrings, and a
figure stand. 
      #104028  $209

  Playing Cards – Shu�  e
        up and deal! This retro-
         style o�  cial playing 
         card deck features 
        Marilyn Monroe as her 
       famous Norma Jeane 
      role in Some Like It Hot.                 
                 #105049  $7.95

Fleece Blanket – Made from 
insulated polar � eece, this 
incredibly comfy blanket is 
covered in bright red "blood 
spatter" for a unique graphic 
look! Add this eye-catching, 
hand-printed throw to your 
decor! 100% polyester. 
36"x 58".
                    #105044  $29.95

   T-Shirt – “I’m going 
to make him an offer he 
can’t refuse.” This super-
soft t-shirt is designed for 
the ultimate fan, made 
of breathable 100% 
 pre-shrunk cotton for 
 a comfortable 
 fit.                         #105045

1941 Classic Luxury Cars – These die cast replicas from 
The Godfather feature accurate paint schemes from the 
iconic mobster hit � lm! Each one includes opening 
doors and hood, rubber wheels, and realistic movie livery.

A: Packard Super Eight One-
Eighty – 11" long.                  #404668  $125
B: Lincoln Continental – 4½" long. #404669  $29.95

A

B

1/18 SCALE

1/43 SCALE

 These die cast replicas from  These die cast replicas from 
 feature accurate paint schemes from the 

iconic mobster hit � lm! Each one includes opening 
doors and hood, rubber wheels, and realistic movie livery.

#404669  $29.95

T-Shirt –
to make him an offer he 
can’t refuse.” This super-
soft t-shirt is designed for 
the ultimate fan, made 
of breathable 100% 
 pre-shrunk cotton for 
 a comfortable 
 fit.                         

   T-Shirt –
to make him an offer he 
can’t refuse.” This super-
soft t-shirt is designed for 
the ultimate fan, made 
of breathable 100% 
 pre-shrunk cotton for 
 a comfortable 
 fit.                         

 These die cast replicas from  These die cast replicas from 
 feature accurate paint schemes from the 

iconic mobster hit � lm! Each one includes opening 
doors and hood, rubber wheels, and realistic movie livery.

29.95

M, L, XL:  $24.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $26.95

Elvis Presley
Elvis Presley was one of America's most in� uential stars, both as a musician and 
Hollywood actor, wowing adoring crowds for decades in the mid-20th century.

          ’68 Album 
              T-Shirt  
This stylish t-shirt 
features Elvis in his 
iconic all-white dress 
suit singing his ’68 
album! It’s made of 100% 

pre-shrunk 
cotton for 
extra soft 
comfort. 

                             #105012

M, L, XL:  $27.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $29.95

Elvis Found Alive –
This spoof 
documentary visits 

the theory of Elvis 
Presley still being alive, 

as he discusses in a fake 
interview about his secret 

life history and “death.” The film also 
re� ects on his earlier career and what 
drove him to be an FBI agent. Laugh 
and learn about one of the most 
in� uential and respected figures in 
rock and roll music. 
2 hrs. 8 min.            #105010  $19.95  

Elvis Presley was one of America's most in� uential stars, both as a musician and 

Elvis Found Alive – Colorized Currency – 
Celebrate "The King" with 
these unique currency 
items including a $2 bill 
and $1 coin, each one 
genuine legal tender! 
                         $16.95 each

$2 Bank Note – Includes 
a blue two-sided 
display folio.         #104969

$1 Coin – Includes an acrylic 
coin capsule.                   #104970

A 1972 American crime film directed by Francis Ford Coppola, 
The Godfather was a ma� a story starring legends such as Marlon 
Brando, Al Pacino, Robert Duvall, and James Caan.

                             dozens of � lms in the 1940s and ’50s, grossing over $200 million at the box o�  ce.

Looking
  glamorous as always, Marilyn –
    recreated with these 1/6 scale 

   dresses as the character Lorelei 
Gentleman Prefer 

 Includes multiple 
interchangeable
hands, a fur wrap, a 
bracelet, a necklace, a 
paper fan, high heels, 
earrings, and a
figure stand. 

#104028  $

                             dozens of � lms in the 1940s and ’50s, grossing over $200 million at the box o�  ce.                             dozens of � lms in the 1940s and ’50s, grossing over $200 million at the box o�  ce.

Looking
  glamorous as always, Marilyn – as    
    recreated with these 1/6 scale 

   dresses as the character Lorelei 

 Includes multiple 
interchangeable
hands, a fur wrap, a 
bracelet, a necklace, a 
paper fan, high heels, 
earrings, and a

$209

 Gold Dress – Includes
 multiple interchangeable 
hands, high heels, under-
wear, earrings, lipstick, a 
gold compact (with mirror),  
an eyebrow pencil, and a 
 figure stand. 
                  #104029  $199

Limited Quantities!

1/6 SCALE

Marilyn Monroe
                                                               is among America’s most celebrated pop star icons – headliningMarilyn Monroe
                                                               is among America’s most celebrated pop star icons – headliningMarilyn Monroe
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                             dozens of � lms in the 1940s and ’50s, grossing over $200 million at the box o�  ce.
Marilyn Monroe

 “Lorelei Lee” Figures – 
  glamorous as always, Marilyn –
    recreated with these 1/6 scale 
    figures – is wearing two 
   dresses as the character Lorelei 
   Lee from 
    Blondes. 

Pink Dress –

1/6 SCALE

Limited Quantities!
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Nostalgic Décor    

Made in the USA

Remember the carefree days with this extensive collection of vintage metal signs! 
They’re purposely aged to have a cool, retro style and feature classic advertisements as 
well as iconic phrases from a much simpler time. Includes mounting holes.

              Cracker Jacks 
Ball Players  
12"x 18".             #105053  $19.95

Hamm’s 
Sky Blue 
Beer
12"x 9". 
          #402771
                  $18.95

Barq’s
      18"x 12".            
              #403499  $19.95

Capt. Fawcett’s 
Beard Oil
14" diameter.   #104716  $24.95

Uncle Sam’s 
Barber Shop 
14"x 14".             #105056  $24.95

Coca-Cola
16"x 12½".         #402767  $14.95

Fresh Eggs 
18"x 12".           #R66441  $24.95

Laundry  
10"x 18".            #402534  $19.95

Red Indian Motor Oil
18"x 12".            #404184  $21.95

Ringling Bros. and 
Barnum & Bailey 
Circus 
12"x 18".            #R77142  $21.95

Moon Pie
11¾" diameter. 
                            #402524  $14.95

Red Man Chew 
9"x 12".               #105029  $19.95

Order Coal 
12"x 18".             #105030  $21.95

              Cracker Jacks Uncle Sam’s 

Order Coal 

Coca-Cola

Ringling Bros. and 

Laundry
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                        U.S. Military Flags
Show your U.S. military pride! Displaying a branch 
logo or insignia, these screen-printed, polyester flags 
include a canvas header, reinforced 
edging, and brass grommets. 5'x 3'.     $16.95 each

Army     #65365                 Marines    #65367
Air Force    #65366             Navy    #65368

logo or insignia, these screen-printed, polyester flags 

 each

Windsocks
Made of 100% polyester, these 
durable, fade-resistant wind-
socks feature an appliqué and 
embroidered branch-of-
service emblem. 
40"x 6".                $19.95 each

Marines                 #63251
Navy                        #63252
Air Force                #63253
Army                       #63250

Hitch Covers
Cap your hitch and show support with one of these 
stylish military covers! Fea-

turing a premium plastic
construction and an eye-catching 

branch logo, they’re designed 
for 2" receivers.                  $27.95 each

Army  #105057
Air Force  #105058
Marines  #105059
Navy  #105060

Hitch CoversHitch CoversHitch CoversHitch CoversHitch Covers

turing a premium plastic
construction and an eye-catching 

branch logo, they’re designed 
for 2" receivers.                  

turing a premium plastic
construction and an eye-catching 

branch logo, they’re designed 
for 2" receivers.                  

Veteran License Frames
A perfect fit for the license plates on your vehicle, 
these metal, chrome-finished frames commemorate 
your military service in a unique way. 
12"x 6".                                                              $14.95 each

Made in 
the USA.

Navy  #101750
Marines  #101749
Army  #101748
Air Force  #101751

“Parking Only” Signs
Be careful where you park, or pay the price! These 
24-gauge steel signs resemble the look of aged 
metal and paint. Includes mounting 
holes. 12"x 18".                                             $19.95 each

Air Force   #66188   
Army          #66054   
Navy          #66052

Made in 
the USA.

Army   #101752
Marines   #101753
Navy   #101754
Air Force   #101755

Action Belt Buckles
A selection of iconic branch 
imagery – including soldiers, 
jets, and warships – are 
featured on these textured 
belt buckles. 
3¼" wide.           $19.95 each

Action Belt Buckles

imagery – including soldiers, 

eacheach

Retro Duffle Bags
Featuring a soft yet durable 
pebbled suede construction, 
these high-quality retro du�  e 
bags have a di� erent U.S. military 

branch logo on each one. They also include 
5-inch handles, reinforced stitching, dark 
brown leather trim, top zipper closure, and 
small outer pocket. 
19"x 11"x 7".                                     $59.95 each

Army   #103467
Marines   #103468
Navy   #103469
Air Force   #103470

Army  #105057
Retro Duffle BagsRetro Duffle Bags
Featuring a soft yet durable 

these high-quality retro du�  e 
bags have a di� erent U.S. military 

Retro Duffle BagsRetro Duffle BagsRetro Duffle Bags

Military Smarthooks
Hang your 
items in style 
with a 
heavy-duty 
smarthook! 
Fits over most 
doors.    
 $9.95 each

Army  #100852        Air Force         #100855    
Navy   #100854       Coast Guard  #100856

Made in 
the USA.

items in style 

heavy-duty 
smarthook! 
Fits over most 

each

Army  #100852        Air Force         #100855    Army  #100852        Air Force         #100855    Army  #100852        Air Force         #100855    Army  #100852        Air Force         #100855    Army  #100852        Air Force         #100855    Army  #100852        Air Force         #100855    

Made in 
the USA.

Army  #100852        Air Force         #100855    
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The PX   2nd Amendment / War Weaponry 
2nd Amendment 
Skull Flag
Whether you want to 
display this flag on the 
back of your motorcycle 
or in the man cave, it 
looks super-cool with 
its bright, contrasting 
artwork from the

                          Second Amendment! Made of
        high-quality polyester, its reinforced metal grommets 
are for easy hanging. 5'x 3'.                                                           #104937 $16.95

 Amendment / War Weaponry 
2
Skull Flag
Whether you want to 
display this flag on the 
back of your motorcycle 

                          Second Amendment! Made of
        high-quality polyester, its reinforced metal grommets 

Second Amendment Caps
Featuring high-quality embroidered 
designs, these caps show o�  your 
patriotic side in the coolest way 
possible! Each one has a durable 
6-panel construction, curved bill, 
and an adjustable fit.                          $18.95 each

NEW! 2nd Amendment: Liberty/Death   #104938 
“All Gave Some Some Gave All”  #M405206

are for easy hanging. 5'x 3'.                                                           

Second Amendment Caps

18.95 each

American Flag/Bullets T-Shirt
This super-stylish t-shirt has eye-catching 
contrast color with a unique bullet and flag 
design for a cool look! Made of 
100% cotton, it features prints on 
the front as well as the 
left sleeve.                        #104936

American Flag/Bullets T-Shirt

contrast color with a unique bullet and flag 

American Flag/Bullets T-Shirt

M, L, XL:  $19.95    
2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

Warning Signs
Watch out! Remind unwelcome intruders to keep 
out of your area with these colorful warning 
signs, made of heavy-gauge steel. Each one is 
handmade in the USA and includes 
mounting holes.                                  $18.95 each

                                                      A: No Trespassing – 18"x 12".  #M602349
                                                B: Is There Life After Death – 14"x 8".  #M602377

Warning Signs

                                                      A: No Trespassing –                                                      A: No Trespassing –

Warning SignsWarning Signs

A
B

Made in 
the USA.

Made in 
the USA.

Shipping restrictions 
apply. Call for details.

8mm Blank-Firing 
Automatic Gun
“Bond, James Bond.” You’ll feel like a 007 
secret agent with this 8mm blank-� ring gun! 
Featuring composite checkered grips, a 
removable clip, and a working safety, this 
model can recycle five 8mm blanks almost 
as fast as real life shooting.  
6" long.                                    #104362 $124
50-Pack Blanks – Fire o�  a few more 
“rounds” with this 50-pack 
of 8mm blanks!    #M651822  $24.9524.95

Combat Knives: Knife Combat
Pohl and Wagner.  The ultimate guide on every-
thing relating to combat knives, this lavishly illus-
trated volume – bursting with nearly 500 exciting 
images – features a wealth of insider information 
on their history, purpose, variations, specifica-
tions, and so much more! In addition to being 
useful as a safety training manual, this book also 
examines the various self-defense knives seen in 
Hollywood films over the years, and gives readers 

all of the information to make the right knife choice for themselves. 
200 pages, 493 color and B&W photographs, 
7¼"x 10¼", hardcover.                                                          #M106908  $44.95

A: 25mm Bushmaster – 9" long.  #702151  $34.95 
B: NEW! American Flag – 5" long. #702622  $19.95
C: NEW! “Molon Labe” – 5" long.  #702619  $19.95

Bottle Openers
Fashioned from genuine 
25mm Bushmaster and 
.50-caliber BMG cartridges –
used in machine guns 
beginning after the Great 
War – these unique bottle 
openers come in a host of 
colors with your choice of 
patriotic imagery! 

34.95
19.95
19.95

A B C

2nd Amendment 
Skull Jacket

Perfect for any climate (weather-
related or political), this handsome 
jacket – made of a polyester and 

cotton blend – pays tribute to 
the 2nd Amendment: “America’s 
Original Homeland Security.” 
Includes a zip-up front and 
bold reverse imagery. 
                      #104981  $49.95

2nd Amendment 
Skull Jacket

Perfect for any climate (weather-
related or political), this handsome 
jacket – made of a polyester and 

cotton blend – pays tribute to 

AA

U.S. Survival 
Knives

A

B

Incredible 
reproductions of 
weapons used by the 
U.S. armed forces, these 
knives feature a 
     silver carbon-steel 
        blade, a stylish 
          handle, and a 
             handsome 
              leather sheath.

                A: Air 
                Force 
                Pilot’s Knife  
       9½" long.         #63388  $24.95
 B: Bowie Knife  
      15" long.                             #101394  $29.95

M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Back
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Military 
Sunglasses
These military-style 
sunglasses feature a digital 
camou� age design and your choice of lens 
colors, each one made of a scratch- and shatter-
proof polycarbonate material.                                   $9.95 each

                                                                   Amber  #100874      Olive Drab  #100876
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Camouflage Apparel    The PX   
“Veteran” Cap
Made of 100% cotton, this camo cap – perfect for 
service members of all branches – features raised 
lettering with the word “Veteran” 
embroidered on the front.       #104985 $18.95

Headwraps
Able to be worn on their 
own or under a helmet, 
these colorful headwraps 

are made of 100% cotton 
and feature a tie in the 

back. One size fits most.

                $6.95 each
A: Smokey Woodland 
        Camo  #101088
B: Woodland Camo  #62794
C: Olive Drab  #62796
D: City Camo  #62795
E: Khaki  #101089

B C

D

A

E

Weathered BDU Hats
These classic, 100% pre-washed 
cotton BDU (Battle Dress Uniform) 
fitted hats feature a distressed, 
well-worn look!
                                 $14.95 each

Woodland  #40050
Black  #40051
Olive  #40052

Weathered BDU HatsWeathered BDU Hats
These classic, 100% pre-washed 
cotton BDU (Battle Dress Uniform) 
fitted hats feature a distressed, 

Medium (size 71/8- 71/4)           
Large (size 73/8- 71/2)           
X-Large (size 75/8- 73/4)

                                       Made of a rugged, heavy-weight cotton canvas, these 
shoulder bags – perfect for both ammo and day-to-day items – 

feature an adjustable shoulder strap, two 
outside hook and loop closure pockets, 
and a front flap with a metal 
fold-over buckle. 11" wide.     $14.95 each

Ammo 
Shoulder Bags

Khaki   #101582       
Coyote Brown   #M404358       
Woodland Camo   #100751
Olive Drab   #100752

Nylon Camo Wallet
Sport the always cool camouflage look 
with this durable nylon bi-fold wallet! It 
features 5 inside pockets to store all your 
necessities, along with a hook-and-loop 
closure for extra security. 
                                             #104923  $9.95

                                                                                                                                      

Midweight 
Thermal Knit Top
Breathable and warm for extra 
comfort, this midweight thermal 
knit provides exceptional coverage 
as well as a high-quality polyester 
and cotton blend. This long-sleeve 
top also features casual crewneck 
style with a comfy tagless 
label.                                   #104925

Breathable and warm for extra 
comfort, this midweight thermal 
knit provides exceptional coverage 
as well as a high-quality polyester 
and cotton blend. This long-sleeve 
top also features casual crewneck 

#104925

M, L, XL:  $19.95    2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

BDU Shorts
Featuring a button fly, adjustable waist 
tabs, and six pockets, these BDU shorts 
are just the thing for any on-the-go 
“soldier!” 55% cotton/45% polyester.
  A: Woodland Camo   #102837 
  B: ACU Digital Camo   #102838
C: Olive Drab   #102839
D: Coyote Brown   #102840

B

C

D

Featuring a button fly, adjustable waist 
tabs, and six pockets, these BDU shorts 

A

M, L, XL:  $29.95    2XL, 3XL:  $32.95

     Cold Weather 
         Fleece Jackets
                Made of heavyweight 100% 
                  polyester � eece, these warm
                  and comfortable jackets fea-
                   ture a full zip-front; breath- 
                     able, gridded side and
                      armpit panels; 100% nylon
                     neck, shoulder, and elbow
                     patches; two outer and two
                     inner pockets; a hook & loop
                     for rank and name badges; 
                    and a folded collar.

                    A: Black   #M404294
                B: Coyote Brown   #M404295
                C: Foliage Green   #M404296 

A

B

C

SALE!

   M, L, XL:   Reg: $57.95  $49.95
   2XL, 3XL:   Reg: $59.95  $51.95

10-Pocket 
Cartridge Belts
Load up on ammo with these 
10-pocket cartridge belts made 
of tough cotton canvas and featuring a quick 
buckle release and double snap closure.           $24.95 each

Olive Drab  #102372            Black  #102373

Load up on ammo with these 
10-pocket cartridge belts made 
of tough cotton canvas and featuring a quick 

Camouflage Apparel    

Made of 100% cotton, this camo cap – perfect for 
service members of all branches – features raised 

18.95
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The PX   Patriotic 

Patriotic T-Shirts
Featuring a comfortably relaxed � t, these 100% cotton t-shirts are stylish 
reminders of your love for America with a selection of patriotic, screen-
printed images – including the Stars 
and Stripes waving in the background.

Patriotic 

Patriotic 
Metal Signs 
Show your 
patriotism with 
these valiant 
metal signs that 
both celebrate 
our country’s 
brave veterans 
and the freedom 
we love! Made 
of durable tin, 
each sign features 
unique detail and 
bold colors. Includes 
mounting holes. 
12½"x 16".     $14.95 each

HISTORICAL BANKNOTES
Inspired by banknotes issued during the 
19th and early 20th centuries, this 
highly collectible currency is 
genuine legal tender featuring 
striking American imagery! 
Includes a blue presentation 
folder and certificate of authenticity.

1899 
George 
Washington 
$2 Note
  #104255 
          $16.95

1899 
Black Eagle 
$1 Note
  #104254 
         $14.95

“Freedom Is 
Not Free” Caps
Show o�  your American 
spirit with these classic and 

stylish black caps! Each one features a 
pre-curved visor, an adjustable rear strap, 
and a highly-detailed em-

broidery. One 
size � ts most.       $18.95 each

pre-curved visor, an adjustable rear strap, 

    WWII-Era Flag Pins
      Also regarded as “Sweetheart Jewelry,” these beau-
tiful � ag pins are replicas from World War II that were 
worn by those who had loved ones in the military. 
Each red, white, and blue pin is constructed of a 
gold-tone enameled metal with sparkly 
crystal accents.                                                   $19.95 each

    WWII-Era Flag Pins
      Also regarded as “Sweetheart Jewelry,” these beau-
tiful � ag pins are replicas from World War II that were 
worn by those who had loved ones in the military. 
Each red, white, and blue pin is constructed of a 
gold-tone enameled metal with sparkly 
crystal accents.                                                   

“One Nation 
Under God” Shirt

A stylishly faded image of 
Old Glory o� ers the back-

ground for this black t-shirt, 
a reminder that America 
was founded as “One 

Nation Under God.” 
           100% cotton.                        #101772

BANKNOTES

“One Nation 
Under God” Shirt

A stylishly faded image of 
Old Glory o� ers the back-

Nation Under God.” 
           100% cotton.                        

“One 
Nation 
Under God” 
Metal Sign
Show o�  your national spirit with 
an American-shaped steel sign, made in the USA, paying 
tribute to the Pledge of Allegiance. Includes mounting holes. 
25"x 16".                                                                                     #700190  $44.95

“One 
Nation 
Under God” 
Metal Sign
Show o�  your national spirit with 
an American-shaped steel sign, made in the USA, paying 

A

B

Flags Across America 
Baskin and Robbins.  Filled with patriotic 
imagery, folk and � ne art, historical 
mo-ments, and documentary photo-
graphs, this book celebrates the U.S. 
� ag through various perspectives. View 
the American � ag like never before with 
backgrounds that include small-town 
parades, pristine landscapes, and even 
underwater and outer space. Read interesting stories from artists, athletes, 
former POWs, and more! 208 pages, 354 color photographs, 
10"x 8", hardcover.                                                                           #104898  $34.95

A

B

M, L, XL:  $21.95    2XL, 3XL:  $23.95

A: NEW! Allegiance     #702040   
B: "America"               #M404971

“Proud Americans Live Here”    #104889
“Generations of Service”             #104890

A: “Freedom is Not Free”    #M405256  
B: NEW! Statue of Liberty      #104893  

A: NEW! Jeweled Flag – 2"x 2¾".                    #104895 
B: Eagle Double Flag – 1½"x 1½".               #M651896

M, L, XL:  $19.95    2XL, 3XL:  $21.95

HISTORICAL BANKNOTES
Inspired by banknotes issued during the 

 centuries, this 

genuine legal tender featuring 

folder and certificate of authenticity.

BANKNOTES

Presentation Folder Included!
Made in 
the USA.
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Commander-in-Chief    WWII   

USA 
Trump Caps
These colorful caps, made 
of 100% cotton, feature an 
embroidered “USA” on the 
front, the word “Trump” on 
the reverse, and the number 
“45” on the side.                                                                                      $16.95 each

White      #103430            Navy Blue      #103429

Presidential 
Bobbleheads
Arriving in a unique 
collector’s box, these 
resin bobbleheads 
represent a historic 
roster of 
United States 
Presidents. 
8½" tall.
               $24.95 each

C D

E

each

A B

The Making 
of Trump
From real estate develop-
er to reality TV host to 
U.S. President, this doc-

umentary follows Donald 
Trump’s ever-transforming 
career in the last 30 years. 
Experience his life on a more  

                     personal level, along with controver-
sial business dealings, multiple marriages, 
and the Trump 2015 candidacy. 
1 hr. 30 min.                              #104900  $19.95

E: George W. Bush
                            #M601934    

A: Lyndon B. Johnson  #101881 
B: Richard Nixon        #M601945

USA 

                            #M601934    

Trump Caps
These colorful caps, made 
Trump Caps
These colorful caps, made 
of 100% cotton, feature an 
embroidered “USA” on the 
front, the word “Trump” on 
the reverse, and the number 
                                                                                      $“45” on the side.                                                                                      $“45” on the side.

SAVE 

50%

SAVE 

$15

1/24 SCALE

Already a recognizable actor, Ronald Reagan became a political � rebrand 
in the 1960s and, of course, was inaugurated 40th President of the United 
States in 1981 – helping guide America through the twilight days of the 
Cold War.

A: Bobblehead – Salute “The Gipper” with this playful bobblehead, 
made of quality resin and ready to display inside or out of the 
colorful collector’s box. 8½" tall.                                   #M601935  $24.95
B: NEW! Challenge Coin – A stately ring of stars in striking blue surrounds 
this brass challenge coin, a celebration of Ronald Reagan, 
America’s 1980-elected commander-in-chief.                    #104897  $14.95
C: NEW! $2 Bill – Arriving in a handsome blue presentation folder, this 
colorized $2 bill – full legal tender – features a portrait of Ronald Reagan 
along with his signature stamped across the center. Includes a 
certi� cate of authenticity.                                                         #104899  $16.95
D: NEW! Killing Reagan – Tim Matheson delivers a powerful performance as Ronald Reagan 
in this gripping docudrama – a look at the March 1981 assassination attempt by John Hinckley Jr. 
See the parallel storylines of Reagan and his would-be assassin, the latter a deranged lunatic who 
opened � re on the presidential limousine in an apparent attempt 
to impress a young Hollywood starlet. 1 hr. 40 min.         #104896  $9.95
E: Presidential Limo – A replica of the 1972 Lincoln Continental 
limo in which Reagan was riding on that fateful day in 1981, 
this 1/24 scale, die cast model features a fully outfitted 
interior with carpeted � oors and glazed windows, opening 
parts (including hood, trunk, and doors), a Lincoln hood 
ornament, free-rolling wheels with real rubber tires, and the 
U.S. and Presidential parade � ags! 11" long.  
                                                         #92768  Reg: $79.95  $64.95

 A stately ring of stars in striking blue surrounds 

14.95

16.95

A

C

B

D

E

C: George H.W. Bush  #101923 
D: Bill Clinton            #M601936

U.S. Presidents 45-Quarter Coin Set 
Collect all 45
U.S. Presidents 
with this uni-
quely colorized 
quarter coin set 
that comes 
complete with 
a deluxe leather-
ette display box 
and certi� cate of 
authenticity! Each coin is genuine legal tender and features a high-de� nition colorization 
process for a full-color e� ect. This set also includes an acrylic coin capsule for each quarter. 
                                                                                                                                                    #104894  Reg: $339  $169
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                             Military Logo Caps
Designed in stylish digital camou� age, these 100% 
cotton caps – which feature a pre-curved visor and 
adjustable strap – are perfect for the veteran 
or patriot in your life!                                 $18.95 each

                             Military Logo Caps
Designed in stylish digital camou� age, these 100% 
                             Military Logo Caps Army           #101020    

Marines     #101021    
Navy           #101022     
Air Force   #101023

Navy   #104991
Marines   #104992
Air Force    #104993
Army   #104994

Shadow 
Web Caps
Pay tribute to our 
U.S. armed 
forces by 
wearing these stylish caps! 
With high-quality, handsome embroideries, 
they each feature a pre-curved visor, six-panel 
construction, and an adjustable strap for a 
great fit! 100% acrylic. 

$18.95 each

Shadow 
Web Caps
Pay tribute to our 

wearing these stylish caps! 

Army           #103472    
Navy          #103473     
Air  Force                       #103474

Army           #64642
Navy           #64643     
Marines     #64645 
Air Force     #64644    

Veteran Caps
Made of 100% brushed 
cotton, these embroidered 
caps feature a branch-of-
service name and a gold 
leaf design on both the 
front and on the pre-curved 
visor, an adjustable strap, 
and more.     
                         

$18.95 each

cotton, these embroidered 

Silhouette T-Shirt
These o�  cially licensed 
U.S. military t-shirts show 
your support for any branch 
while being relaxed and 
comfortable! They are each 
made of 100% breathable 
cotton for an extra-soft fit.

Navy   #104991
Marines   #104992
Air Force    #104993
Army   #104994

M, L, XL:  $24.95      
2XL:  $26.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 

Veteran T-Shirts 
Featuring eye-catching, bold print 
on a neutral gray background, these 
tees are constructed from 100% pre-
shrunk cotton for a comfy, relaxed fit. 

Air Force  #703103  
Navy   #703104
Army  #703105
Marines  #703106  

M, L, XL:  $24.95    2XL, 3XL:  $26.95

Army         #700904      
Navy          #700906                        
Air Force   #700907
Marines   #700905

   Branch-of-Service Shirts
       Simply designed with the classic 
         logo of the military branch of your 
           choice, these t-shirts are made
              of 100% cotton.

Army  #101091
Marines               #101092  
Navy  #101093
Air Force   #M404629

M, L, XL:  $16.95    2XL:  $18.95

Long Sleeve Shirts
Stylishly distressed, these long sleeve 
shirts – made of 100% super-soft cotton 
– feature the military emblem of your 
choice with the branch name running 
down the left arm.

Long Sleeve Shirts

Printed in 
the USA.

M, L, XL:  $24.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $26.95
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Branch-of-Service Retired Pins
The perfect complement to your division patch, 
these quality enamel "retired" pins represent any 
U.S military branch! Show support by wearing 
them on an American Legion or VFW hat 
as well. ½"x 1".                                           $9.95 each

Army  #101562     
Navy  #101563 
Air Force   #101564

Circular Emblem Hoodies
 Made of a soft and comfortable cotton material, 
these gray hoodies feature stylishly faded imagery 
paying tribute to the U.S. armed forces, a hand-
warming pocket, and a drawstring hood.

Circular Emblem Hoodies

Reversible Windbreakers
These reversible windbreakers feature the military 
branch logo embroidered on the chest of both sides: 
one made of a rain-resistant fabric and the other a soft-
to-the-touch � eece. It also comes with an adjustable 
hood, a drawstring waist, and two front zip-up pockets.

U.S. Military 
Deluxe Brass Rings
Made of solid brass, these branch-of-service 
rings are stunningly detailed with the military 
insignia design etched in 18-karat gold. 
Available in sizes 9-12.                $69.95 each

U.S. Military 
Army    #M404333        
Marines    #M404334
Navy    #M404335
Special Forces   #M404336

U.S. Military U.S. Military 
Army    #M404333        

Made in 
the USA.

Reversible

Navy   #104095
Army   #104096
Marines   #104097
Air Force        #104098
Coast Guard   #104099

M, L, XL:  $34.95      2XL:  $36.95

M, L, XL:  $49.95     2XL, 3XL:  $52.95

U.S. Military Caps
Look stylish and show your support for the U.S. military in one of these 
high-quality, embroidered caps! Each one features a six-panel durable 
construction, adjustable back, and a pre-curved visor. One size � ts most.

A: Navy Shadow – 100% acrylic.                    #M402968 $18.95
B: NEW! Low-Profile Army – Polyester/cotton.             #104303 $24.95
C: NEW! Air Force 3D – 100% cotton.                   #104989 $18.95
D: Coast Guard – 100% cotton.                              #M404672 $18.95
E: NEW! Army Flap Top – 100% cotton.                  #104988 $18.95
F: NEW! Navy Retired – 100% cotton.                      #104987 $18.95
G: Marine Retired Digital Camo – 100% cotton.   #M602524 $18.95

U.S. Military CapsU.S. Military CapsU.S. Military Caps

A B C

E F GGG

D

   Jersey Sweatpants
      These comfortable jersey sweatpants – made of a super-soft 
                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester
                                                                      blend – feature the branch 
                                                                        name running down the
                                                                         left leg, an elastic
                                                                          waistband with draw-
                                                                           string, two side pockets,
                                                                            and a rear pocket.                                                                            

                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester
                                                                      blend – feature the branch 
                                                                        name running down the
                                                                         left leg, an elastic
                                                                          waistband with draw-
                                                                           string, two side pockets,
                                                                            and a rear pocket.                                                                            

                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester
                                                                      blend – feature the branch 
                                                                        name running down the
                                                                         left leg, an elastic
                                                                          waistband with draw-
                                                                           string, two side pockets,
                                                                            and a rear pocket.                                                                            

                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester
                                                                      blend – feature the branch                                                                       blend – feature the branch 
                                                                        name running down the                                                                        name running down the
                                                                         left leg, an elastic                                                                         left leg, an elastic
                                                                          waistband with draw-                                                                          waistband with draw-
                                                                           string, two side pockets,                                                                           string, two side pockets,
                                                                            and a rear pocket.                                                                                                                                                        and a rear pocket.                                                                            

                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester
                                                                      blend – feature the branch 
                                                                        name running down the
                                                                         left leg, an elastic
                                                                          waistband with draw-
                                                                           string, two side pockets,
                                                                            and a rear pocket.                                                                            

                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester
                                                                      blend – feature the branch 
                                                                        name running down the
                                                                         left leg, an elastic
                                                                          waistband with draw-
                                                                           string, two side pockets,
                                                                            and a rear pocket.                                                                            

                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester
                                                                      blend – feature the branch                                                                       blend – feature the branch 
                                                                        name running down the                                                                        name running down the
                                                                         left leg, an elastic                                                                         left leg, an elastic
                                                                          waistband with draw-                                                                          waistband with draw-
                                                                           string, two side pockets,                                                                           string, two side pockets,
                                                                            and a rear pocket.                                                                                                                                                        and a rear pocket.                                                                            

Army   #101339
Navy   #101341
Marines   #101340
Air Force   #101342

   Jersey Sweatpants
      These comfortable jersey sweatpants – made of a super-soft 
                                                                  50/50 cotton and polyester
                                                                      blend – feature the branch 
                                                                        name running down the
                                                                         left leg, an elastic
                                                                          waistband with draw-
                                                                           string, two side pockets,
                                                                            and a rear pocket.                                                                            

M, L, XL:  $19.95    2XL, 3XL:  $21.95Made in 
the USA.

Printed in 
the USA.

Navy   #105002
Marines   #105003
Air Force   #105004
Army   #105005

Branch-of-Service Retired PinsBranch-of-Service Retired PinsBranch-of-Service Retired PinsBranch-of-Service Retired PinsBranch-of-Service Retired Pins
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Death Rides the Range
On a deadly chase with a team 

of archaeologists, cowboys Ken 
Baxter, Panhandle, and Pancho 
are on a mission to find a 
mysterious cave. After one of the 

scientists is attacked, the group 
quickly learns there is a killer 
on the loose that doesn’t want 

the cave discovered. Eventually, Ken 
discovers that a range war is the 
cause of the violent outcomes. 
B&W, 57 minutes.                   #104735

Why We Fight – World War II: 
Divide and Conquer & The Battle of Britain
Directed by Frank Capra, Why We Fight is a 

Hollywood progaganda film series documentary 
against Nazi Germany and their powerful forces. 

These selections focus on the battle to maintain air 
superiority over the British Isles to prevent invasions. 
Watch and learn from never-before-seen footage that 
captures historic accounts of World War II from 
di� erent perspectives. B&W, 54 minutes.         #104795

They Raid by Night
In this 1942 thriller, a British special agent 
(Lyle Talbot) leads a three-man team into Nazi-
occupied Norway to rescue an imprisoned 
general. The men parachute behind enemy 
lines and disguise themselves as Nazi o�  cers 
to free the general, but double-dealing by the 
resistance � ghter’s ex-� ancé leaves the 
men � ghting for their lives. B&W, 
1 hr. 10 min.                                            #MV51163

Phantom Submarine U-67
This 1931 thriller follows U.S. Navy captain 
Greg Winters as he chases a German U-boat 
that torpedoed and sank the Alatania. Losing 
track of the sub while searching for survivors, 
Winters is court-martialed and relieved of 
command. Now, years later, Winters is hired to 
retrieve a safe from the Alatania wreckage, 
but he isn’t alone – the German sub captain is 
hot on his heels! B&W, 1 hr. 2 min.  
                                                                    #MV51196

Echoes of War
As the Civil War comes to a close, a pair of 
neighboring Texas families settle back in to 
what they believe will be a more peaceful 
and stable existence. Instead, as Wade Riley 
returns from � ghting for the Confederacy, 
he discovers a new, quieter war brewing – 
as the McCluskey family have been stealing 
animals and ransacking his family’s 
livelihood! 1 hr. 40 min.                        #104145

A Boy, A Girl and A Dog
Set during World War II, a young boy and girl 
weren’t allowed to have a dog in their apartment 
home. They decide to hide it in a vacant apartment 
until a burglar breaks in and � ghts with the canine. 
Discovered by their parents, the kids enlist their new 
found pooch into the K-9 Corps where the dog 
excels himself in the World War II Italian 
campaign. 1 hr. 15 min.                                      #104982

ALL DVDS 
ON THIS 

PAGE ONLY$995
Each

The Fighting Marines
The Devil Dogs of the South Pacific
Grant Withers and Adrian Morris star in this 
thrilling 1935 film in which U.S. government 
plans to build an air� eld in the Pacific are
thwarted when a masked vigilante – the 
“Tiger Shark” – steals their top-secret 
invention, the gyrocompass. Marines are then 
given full authority to bring this saboteur to 
justice by any means necessary. 
B&W. 1 hr. 21 min.                                  #MV53095

The Last Chance
In 1943, two prisoners of war, the Englishman Lt. John 
Halliday and the American Sgt. James Braddock, 
escape when their transport train is strafed by Allied 
bombers in Italy. Determined to cross the frontier into 
Switzerland and freedom, the two men are sheltered 
by peasants, and continue their journey to a small 
village where they encounter Maj. Telford, an escaped 
POW himself, and a group of refugees desperate to elude 
capture. At the behest of a noble priest who sacri� ces him-
self to give them a head start, they embark on a perilous 
journey to the Swiss border, pursued by a platoon 
of Nazi soldiers. B&W, 1 hr. 34 min.                     #MV52957

Charlie Wilson's War
Starring Tom Hanks, Julia Roberts and Philip Seymour 
Ho� man, this � lm is based on the outrageous true 
story of how one congressman who loved a good time, 
one socialite who loved a good cause, and one renegade 
CIA agent who loved a good � ght conspired to bring 
about the largest covert operation in history. Bonus 
features include a “making of” featurette and a pro� le of 
the real Charlie Wilson. Widescreen, 1 hr. 42 min.
                                                                                     #MV51971

Red Dawn
Featuring both DVD and Blu-Ray versions of the � lm, 
this 2-disc set of 2012’s Red Dawn follows all of the 
communist-� ghting action! Nicknaming themselves 
the “Wolverines,” a group of high school students – 
played by Chris Hemsworth, Josh Hutcherson, and 
Josh Peck, among others – must help save America 
from invading North Korean forces and prevent the 
outbreak of World War III. 1 hr. 33 min.                104147
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Dad’s Army
Starring big Hollywood names such as Catherine 

Zeta-Jones, Bill Nighy, and Toby Jones, Dad’s 
Army is a unique and hilarious World War II 
comedy. A glamorous reporter (Zeta-Jones) 
steps onto the scene causing Captain 
Mainwaring (Jones) and Sergeant Wilson 

(Nighy) to make fools of themselves. 
However, the fun is cut short once a Nazi 

   spy emerges in town. 
           1 hr. 40 min.                  #104965  $19.95

Sea Wife
When a cargo ship full of evacuees 

from Singapore is sunk by a Japanese 
submarine, many are left for dead or 
have drowned. A beautiful woman, an 
army officer, a bigoted administrator, 
and a seaman are stranded on a small 

lifeboat together and slowly reveal 
their true selves as they struggle through 
hardships and di�  cult situations. 
1 hr. 21 min.                     #104968  $22.95

The Dawn Patrol
Starring Errol Flynn as an insubordinate World War I
fighter ace in 1915 France, this 1938 movie 
captures the drama in the air – with thrilling 
aerial sequences – and on the ground as Flynn 
contends with a desk-bound major (Basil 
Rathbone) who sends his 39th Squadron of the 
Royal Flying Corps up in rickety, bullet-riddled 
planes on daring daylight missions. 
B&W, 1 hr. 43 min.                        #V9731  $19.95

Thirteen Days
Kevin Costner stars in this inside look at the Kennedy 
administration’s response to the discovery of Soviet 
nuclear weapons in Cuba and the pressurized 
tug-of-war that ensued between the U.S. and the 
U.S.S.R. during the thirteen days of the missile 
crisis. DVD extras include Cuban Missile Crisis docu-
mentaries; commentaries and speeches by Kennedy, 
Khrushchev and others; deleted scenes; 
and more. Widescreen, 
2 hrs. 27 min.                               #MV50151  $14.95

Firefox
This � lm stars Clint Eastwood as a U.S. pilot who 
sneaks into Russia to steal a highly advanced 
Soviet � ghter aircraft – the mythical MiG-31, 
NATO code name “Firefox” – that is capable of 
Mach 6, is invisible to radar, and carries weapons 
controlled by thought. Filled with great aerial 
sequences, this � lm includes aircraft such as the 
F-105, F-4 Phantom II, A-1 Skyraider, F-111, 
and others. Widescreen. 
2 hrs. 16 min.                                   #V7572  $12.95

North and South 
Collector’s Edition
This Emmy Award-winning mini-series – 
starring Patrick Swayze – is based on the 
best-selling John Jakes novel trilogy of the 
same name. It follows two families and their 
changing fortunes at home and the harsh 
realities of the Civil War battle� elds until the 
South surrenders and the families are reunited 
in friendship. This Collector’s Edition 5-DVD set 
includes exciting bonus features and 
interviews. 9 hrs. 21 min.        #100655  $44.95

Hamburger Hill
This 1987 war epic stars Don Cheadle and Dylan 
McDermott as soldiers of the 101st Airborne 
� ghting in Vietnam. Both domestic strife and 
combat brutality are central themes as the 
varied force attempts to capture Hill 937, or 
Hamburger Hill, against the well-forti� ed NVA. 
After eleven assaults of varying success, the 
remaining bitterly exhausted Americans reach 
the peak; but at what cost? 
1 hr. 52 min.                                     #701627  $19.95

Rescue Dawn
“A marvel.” – The New York Times.  Based on a 
true story, this 2007 film stars Christian Bale as 
U.S. Navy pilot Dieter Dengler, who is shot 
down while � ying a Skyraider combat mission 
over Laos in 1965. Captured and tortured, he 
organizes an escape with a small band of POWs. 
Can the men survive the dangerous jungle 
and their pursuers? Widescreen, 
2 hrs. 6 min.                                        #V9784  $14.95

Wartime Comedies
An incredible assortment of wartime comedies 
from the 1940s-1950s, this DVD collection 
features eight � lms starring some of Hollywood’s 
biggest stars including Abbott and Costello, Bob 
Hope, Bing Crosby, Charlton Heston, and others. 
Titles include Buck Privates, Caught in the Draft, Here 
Come the Waves, The Private War of Major Benson, Hail 
to the Conquering Hero, In the Navy, Francis Joins the 
WACs, and The Perfect Furlough. B&W and 
color. 12 hrs. 25 min.                    #100222  $14.95

Gray Lady Down
Starring Charlton Heston, David Carradine, Stacy 
Keach, and Ned Beatty, this 1978 disaster film 
follows the perilous adventure of a U.S. Navy 
nuclear submarine that – surfaced and returning 
to port – is struck by a giant freighter in heavy 
fog. When the sinking submarine becomes lodged 
on a canyon ledge, the thrilling rescue is on with a 
tiny experimental submersible the 
only hope for survival! Widescreen.
1 hr. 51 min.                               #MV51435  $14.95
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Order Today www.MilitaryIssue.com
Fax  612-877-3160

Check Out the Order Form 
for Military Helmet Replicas!

                                  Hannover 
                            CI.II Model 
                                         A two-seat ground 
                                  attack and � ghter aircraft,
                       the Hannover Cl. II � rst � ew in 
                       July of 1917 with production 
               reaching front line demands the 
        next month. The aircraft was powered 

by a 180 hp Argus 
engine making it fast, 
lightweight, and very 
maneuverable against 
Allied planes. This 
1/72 scale display 
model features

                      authentic markings and paint 
                    scheme, two crew � gures, and 
                a display stand. 
        6½" wingspan.            #701682  $34.95

LIMITED EDITION

1/72 SCALE

See Page 14 for 
More Great War 
Aircraft Models!

    U.S. Navy 
  Eagle Cap
Sporting a handsome 
  gray and blue design,   
     this 100% cotton 
      cap features an 
       embroidered 
     eagle on the front paying tribute 
to the U.S. Navy.                  #105089  $18.95

Crusader Figures
Draped in traditional medieval 
garb, these 1/30 scale metal � gures 
represent a pair of Crusader-era 
icons: the proclaimer and the brother 
in arms, each one relaxed in their 
duties – but equipped 
with their sword! 2½" tall.
A: Proclaimer  #104815  $49
B: Brother in Arms  #104388  $45

See Page 48 for More New Crusader Figures!

garb, these 1/30 scale metal � gures 

icons: the proclaimer and the brother 
in arms, each one relaxed in their 

$45

USS Iowa (BB-61)
The Story of “The Big Stick” 
from 1940 to the Present
Doyle.  Originally commissioned in 1943, the 

USS Iowa was the lead ship in her class – the 
U.S. Navy’s � nal class of battleships. Bursting 

with both vintage and modern images, this pro-
� le on the historic vessel explores its develop-
ment and design, service in World War II and 

Korea, and tragic and deadly explosion in 1989. 128 pages, 
277 color and B&W photos, 9"x 9", hardcover.                       #105036  $19.95

   Eagle and Flag Metal Sign
  With talons drawn, the � erce bald eagle on 
   this steel sign proudly waves the American 
           � ag! Includes mounting 
          holes. 13"x 17".         #103681  $24.95

engine making it fast, 
lightweight, and very 
maneuverable against 

    U.S. Navy 
  Eagle Cap
Sporting a handsome 
  gray and blue design,   
     this 100% cotton 
      cap features an 
       embroidered 
     eagle on the front paying tribute 
to the U.S. Navy. 

   Eagle and Flag Metal Sign
  With talons drawn, the � erce bald eagle on 
   this steel sign proudly waves the American 
           � ag! Includes mounting 
          holes. 13"x

    U.S. Navy 
  Eagle Cap
Sporting a handsome 
  gray and blue design,   
     this 100% cotton 
      cap features an 

     eagle on the front paying tribute 
#105089  $18.9518.95

M35 “Deuce and a Half” 
Truck Models
Inheriting the “Deuce and a Half” 
nickname from its World War II 
predecessor, the M35 was a 
6 x 6 cargo truck introduced 
in 1950. Newly tooled from 
Hobby Master, these 1/72 scale, 
die cast models replicate a pair 
of U.S. Army-operated trucks 
featuring a well-appointed interior, 
a canvas-style topper, and free-
rolling wheels. 4" long.          
A: Vietnam – 1968.  #702920  
B: Iraq – 2003.  #980768                                                                        $34.95 each

M35 “Deuce and a Half” 

Inheriting the “Deuce and a Half” 
nickname from its World War II 
predecessor, the M35 was a 

6 cargo truck introduced 
in 1950. Newly tooled from 
Hobby Master, these 1/72 scale, 
die cast models replicate a pair 
of U.S. Army-operated trucks 
featuring a well-appointed interior, 
a canvas-style topper, and free-

#702920  
                                                                        $34.95 each

Hobby Master, these 1/72 scale, 
die cast models replicate a pair 

Japanese Metal-
Shortage Clay Coins
An incredibly scarce artifact, this 
1 sen clay coin – designed to combat 
the metal shortage in Japan – repre-
sents one issued by the Imperial govern-
ment at the very end of World War II. It was 
circulated for only a few days in central Japan, and features a 
brown or red hue with a textured image of Mt. Fuji.        #104915  $49.95

sents one issued by the Imperial govern-
ment at the very end of World War II. It was 
sents one issued by the Imperial govern-
ment at the very end of World War II. It was 
circulated for only a few days in central Japan, and features a 

$
circulated for only a few days in central Japan, and features a 

German M1916 
Stormtrooper Helmet
Featuring a striking custom paint job, this 
conversation-starting helmet – a ¾-size 
replica of an M1916 Stormtrooper helmet 
worn by German soldiers in the Great 
War trenches – features 
an adjustable chinstrap 
and quality liner.
             #105039  $149

A

B

1/30 SCALE

War trenches – features 
an adjustable chinstrap 

149
See Order Form for More Helmets!

See Page 32 for More 
Navy Collectibles!

1/72 SCALE

A

B

See Page 36 
for More!

See Page 58 
for More!

Made in 
the USA.

for Military Helmet Replicas!
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 Order Today

800-989-1945800-989-1945
Fax Your Order
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RETURN POLICY
Books, Models, Unopened Kits and Apparel:  If not completely satisfied, you may 
return items within 30 days of receipt for replacement, exchange, credit or refund. 
Items must be returned in the condition received and in the original packaging.
Prints:  Damaged prints will be replaced at no charge.  Due to the delicate nature of fine art 
prints, we cannot accept returns.
DVDs and Software:  Defective merchandise will be replaced with another of the same title.
Once the tamper-proof seal on the box has been broken, the item is no longer returnable.

PAYMENT
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, personal check, certified check or 
money order payable in U.S. dollars to Military Issue.  Sorry, we do not accept C.O.D. orders.

DELIVERY
United States Postal Service is standard.  Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
Additional Shipping Options:
United States Postal Service Priority Mail.  Allow 5-7 days for delivery.
UPS 2nd Day Air, UPS Next Day Air.  (UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes.)

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
Payment should be made in U.S. dollars via cashiers check, money order or credit card.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.  For faster service, ask about expedited shipping rates when
placing your order.  Call 612-206-3200 or e-mail us at info@MilitaryIssue.com.

INQUIRIES ON ORDERS ALREADY PLACED
Write to Customer Relations at Military Issue, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815
or via e-mail at info@MilitaryIssue.com or call between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Central Time,
Monday-Friday, or 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Saturday.  Please include a copy of your packing slip
or have it handy when you call.

MAILING LISTS
Occasionally we make our list available to companies whose products might
be of interest to you.  If you prefer not to receive these mailings, please send
a note to: Military Issue, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815.

A WORD ABOUT PRICES
All prices in this catalog are subject to change.  This is due to fluctuations in suppliers’ prices 
and foreign exchange rates.  We apologize for any inconvenience.

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome!

ORDERING INFORMATION

 Order Today

800-989-1945800-989-1945
Fax Your Order

612-877-3160612-877-3160

Daytime Phone  (                            )                       –
     E-mail Address
(For order/offer updates)

SHIP TO (If different from your address)

First Name                                 Middle Initial                           Last Name

Street or Box No.                                                                                              Route or Apt. #

City                                                                                               State                          Zip Code

Gift Message  

For Faster Service

Order Toll Fre
e 800-989-1945

PAGE    QTY.                    ITEM #                                                      PRODUCT TITLE / DESCRIPTION                                      UNIT PRICE       TOTAL PRICE

Shipping & Handling – U.S. Mail
(Must include with ALL orders)
Merchandise Total:
Up to $25.00..........................$7.95
$25.01 - $50.00......................$9.95
$50.01 - $75.00....................$12.95
$75.01 - $100.00.................$13.95
$100.01 - $150.00...............$15.95
$150.01 - $250.00...............$17.95
Over $250.00......................$19.95
Additional Shipping & Handling 
(Expedited & International orders)
UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes
UPS Ground..................................$3.00
UPS 2nd Day Air...........................$10.00
UPS Next Day Air.......................$20.00
Outside Continental U.S.........$20.00

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

WY residents add sales tax
MN residents add 7.25% sales tax

Merchandise Total

METHOD OF 
PAYMENT
       Check/Money Order 
payable to Military Issue        

Check No.

Card No.

                Exp.
                Date

Cardholder
Signature

Visa                  MasterCard                 Discover                  American Express

FROM 

First Name                                 Middle Initial                           Last Name

Street or Box No.                                                                                              Route or Apt. #

City                                                                                               State                          Zip Code
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